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Abstract
Two important thermodynamic quantities are bulk solid and liquid
free-energy as a function of composition G(x) and the solid-liquid
interfacial free-energy γsl. For both, an accurate determination is
required for modelling crystallisation and melting processes. In this
thesis, I combine statistical mechanics and atomistic simulations to
develop new approaches to calculate G(x) and γsl.
In the case of G(x), a method based on a Free Energy Perturbation
(FEP) technique is proposed, which allows to achieve ab initio accu-
racy at a fraction of the cost of previously proposed techniques. A
proof-of-principle of this approach is given using simple many-body
potentials. The case of the melting point calculation for a pure ele-
ment and that of the free-energy for a binary Ni-Al alloy are discussed.
Based on simplified theoretical models, the reasons for the success of
this approach and its limitations are explained and guidelines for fu-
ture, full ab initio calculations are given.
For the case of γsl, it is proposed to use the Metadynamics (MTD)
technique to reconstruct the Free Energy Surface (FES) for the solid-
ification/melting process, from which γsl can be extracted. This ap-
proach is first presented and discussed using a model Lennard-Jones
potential. The robustness of this method is demonstrated and its
advantages over other techniques are discussed, together with its lim-
itations and possible ways to extend its use to more complex energy
descriptions. The method is then applied to the case of Pb as de-
scribed with a more realistic Embedded Atom Model (EAM) poten-
tial, and the results are used to assess experimental data.
Given the promising results shown by these novel techniques, their use
to build the foundations of a multi-scale approach to solidification
and their application with more realistic calculations and complex
problems can be envisaged in the future.
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1Introduction
The development of new alloys via an empirical “trial and error” approach, mainly
based on experience, has been the paradigm for most of the last century. This
is a very time consuming and expensive approach. Thousands of compositions
and processing conditions, often involving hazardous environments such as high
temperatures or corrosive chemicals, must be tested before the wanted properties
are achieved. As a result, many millions of pounds are spent to develop each
single alloy for a specific application, taking an average time of about ten years
(1). Moreover, the whole development process often bears little understanding
about the physics and chemistry behind the obtained improvements, which means
each new alloy have to be developed almost ex novo. This empirical approach is
beginning to show its limits, as testified by the fact that in many technologically
relevant alloys, such as Ni-base superalloys for high-temperature applications,
property improvements have started to plateau (see Fig. 1.1). One way to over-
come this trend and drastically reduce production costs and times is to gain a
better understanding from a theoretical point of view of all the effects coming
into play in such complex systems (1).
In these ten component alloys, simple theoretical models often fail to take
into account the interplay between the many complex phenomena taking part in
the solidification process of a casted piece. For this reason, and given the great
improvement of both computational power and theoretical algorithms achieved
nowadays, computational approaches are now being recognised as a feasible and
23
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Figure 1.1: Working temperature of some common Ni-base superalloys
through the years (after (2)). - Separated lines reflect the change in the mi-
crostructure of the final alloy. Each line reflects a different production method and
final microstructure. Circles indicates wrought, polycrystalline alloys, squares con-
ventionally cast alloys, triangles directionally solidified alloys with columnar crystal
structure and diamonds, single-crystal casted superalloys, currently under develop-
ment. The working temperature can be taken as a measure of the thermodynamic
efficiency of the alloy, which has plateaued in recent years.
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attractive tool to help advance alloys development (3). The possibility of mak-
ing alloy solidification experiments in silico would in principle drop costs and
allow more control over the parameters involved in this process. This would also
clarify the role of each alloying element in a way that would be hard to achieve
with normal experimental procedures. However, the time and length scales in-
volved spans many orders of magnitude and a multiscale modelling approach is
required, where information from higher accuracy techniques such as atomistic
simulations are supplied to more coarse grained approaches that allow mesoscale
and macroscale simulations.
In the specific case of alloy solidification under normal industrial conditions,
real processes take place in time scales of seconds and on length scales of mi-
cro to millimetres. Both are currently inaccessible by any atomistic modelling,
therefore a more coarse grained mesoscale approach is needed. At present, the
most widely used approach to tackle this kind of problem is the so-called Phase
Field Model (PFM) approach (as reviewed by Chen (4)), but other methods, for
example cellular automata (5; 6; 7) have and are being used to this purpose.
Regardless of the specific mesoscale technique employed, the simplified, coarse
grained description of the system implies that some parameters must be supplied
as an input to the model. Two of the parameters that play a significant role
in solidification processes are the solid and liquid bulk free-energy as a function
of composition G(x), or equivalently their associated phase boundaries, and the
solid-liquid interfacial free-energy γsl (8). Many methods have been developed
in the literature for computing the G(x) curve so far, as reviewed for example
by Frenkel and Smit (9). Compared to bulk free-energy calculations, computing
interfacial free energies, i.e. the energy increase per unit area that a system pays
to create an interface between two phases, has received comparably less attention,
at least in the case of ordered-disordered, i.e. non-crystalline interfaces. Even
though computational approaches to calculate G(x) involved in solid-liquid equi-
libria (or, equivalently, solid-liquid phase diagrams) and γsl have already been
developed and published (see Ref. (9; 10) and references therein), their compu-
tational cost has hindered the use of accurate descriptions of the total energy,
especially in the case of γsl where calculations have been limited mainly to model
potentials. However, the use of classical or semiclassical (many-body) potentials
25
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introduces a possible source of inaccuracy due to the imperfect description of
the energy. For example, semi-quantitatively correct and computationally cheap
potentials exist inspired by the so-called second-moment approximation to the
Tight Binding Model (TBM) (11; 12; 13), but they have been shown to fail dra-
matically in some cases (e.g. giving negative thermal expansion coefficients (14)
or by stabilising the wrong crystal structure of an element (15)). Moreover, they
are not necessarily transferable out of regimes for which they were fitted and this
can drastically limit their use. The need for more accurate and reliable potentials
is the driving force behind an ongoing research effort in this field (3; 16; 17; 18).
Clearly, higher confidence would be given to ab initio techniques such as Den-
sity Functional Theory (DFT). However, the price to pay for the use of more
elaborate energy descriptions are the higher computational demands that must
be met. For this reason, computationally efficient methods to calculate G(x) and
γsl would constitute a great advance in modelling of solidification.
This dissertation reports on the progress made in developing such methods
and consists of 8 chapters. After the specific aims of this thesis are clearly set in
Chapter 2, the relevant literature is presented in Chapter 3, mainly focusing on
the description of the theory behind the computational techniques and atomistic
models used in the thesis, although a brief review of experimental techniques for
the measurement of γsl is also given.
Chapter 4 focuses on the development of a method that allows the calculation
of G(x) for bulk solid and liquid phases starting from relatively inexpensive,
semi-classical potentials calculations and applying a perturbative correction to
this data to achieve higher accuracy.
Chapter 5 reports the results of a novel approach based on Metadynamics
(MTD) developed to calculate γsl using relatively small atomistic calculations.
The proposed method is tested and its results are analysed and discussed using
the case of a simple model potential. Its application to a more realistic potential
is given in Chapter 6, where the results from calculations are used to assess a set
of controversial experimental data.
Finally, the main conclusions of this work are drawn in Chapter 7, followed
by suggestions for future work in Chapter 8.
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This thesis is part of the program “Alloys by Design” involving a research
consortium (funded by EPSRC grant numbers EP/D04619X/1, EP/D047048/1
and EP/D047684/1) formed by Imperial College London, University of Cam-
bridge, University of Oxford and the University of Birmingham. This program
has been funded to establish a deeper understanding of the composition-structure-
property relations in Ni-base superalloys. In particular, this work contributes to
the construction of a theoretical approach to the prediction of their solidification
microstructure.
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2Aims of the project
The aim of this PhD project is to develop new approaches to allow the calcula-
tion of bulk and interfacial free-energies relevant to solid-liquid phase equilibria in
alloys and simple metals. The developed approaches should be robust and com-
putationally efficient, tailored to be usable with very accurate potentials, ideally
aiming at the level of accuracy provided by ab initio electronic DFT. From these
calculations, parameters for mesoscale modelling techniques can be extracted and
used for simulating realistic solidification processes (of which the latter are out-
side the scope of this thesis). Though actual calculations are not performed at
a DFT level in this thesis, the aim is a proof of principle feasibility study, while
specific calculations for systems of interest are left as a future work.
For the problem of calculating interfacial free-energies between ordered and
disordered phases (like in the solid-liquid case), few reliable techniques have been
effectively discussed in the literature. Therefore, the development of new ap-
proaches to tackle this problem, which constitute in itself a major achievement,
might shed some light on the reliability of previously discussed techniques and
improve confidence in, or call for a revision of, their results.
29
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3.1 Introduction
Various experimental and theoretical techniques are involved in building a con-
sistent framework for modelling of solidification and a complete account of the
whole literature on this topic is outside the scope of this thesis. Instead, it is
my intention here to cover those aspects more pertinent to the work presented in
this thesis, i.e. the calculation via atomistic simulations of bulk solid and liquid
free-energy curves and the solid-liquid interfacial free-energy. When considered
necessary, experimental techniques aiming at measuring the same quantities are
also critically discussed, trying to highlight the reasons why the latter would
greatly benefit, or could be substituted, by numerical modelling.
The key ingredient for a numerical modelling of a physical system is the level
of accuracy of its description, which sets the computational demands that has to
be met during a simulation. These in turns dictate the time and length scales that
can be feasibly treated. This aspect is discussed in Sec. 3.2, where an account
is given of the different levels of approximation that can be used to describe
the energy (or the free-energy) of a system, starting with the coarse grained
Phase Field Model (PFM) and moving towards more accurate, atomistic based
descriptions involving increasing amount of complexity, up to the very accurate
electronic Density Functional Theory (DFT).
The general methods used in the atomistic simulations are presented and
discussed in Sec. 3.3, giving more space to those aspects and approaches which
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are either more relevant to the results obtained in this thesis or comparatively
more recent and thus deserve a more thorough description.
Historically, having been one of the main area of research since the early use
of computational techniques in physics, chemistry and materials science, calcu-
lation of bulk free-energy has received more attention compared to interfacial
free-energy. Many classical textbooks and review articles have been published on
this topic and for this reason complete, compact and relatively comprehensive
accounts are available, to which the reader is referenced. Thus, in Sec. 3.4 only
the theory necessary to understand the work presented in this thesis is explained
in more details. Finally, due to the relatively scarcer or more recent literature,
an extended account of both experimental and theoretical techniques for the cal-
culation of the interfacial free-energy for the case of solid-melt interfaces is given
at the end of this chapter in Sec. 3.5.
3.2 Modelling of solidification: from mesoscale
models to atomistic simulations
While the energetic description of an alloy requires information about its elec-
tronic structure (and thus the position of every single atom to sub-A˚ resolution),
the final microstructure has a characteristic length of micro to millimetres and
forms on a time scale in the milliseconds to seconds region.
No modelling technique can cover this huge range, but suitable working ap-
proximations can be used at each level of description. In this section, a general
computational framework to study solidification processes will be described briefly
and details of the different techniques and theories involved, from mesoscale, mi-
crostructural theories to quantum-based atomistic descriptions, will be given.
Particular care will be taken to underline the range of time and length scales that
each technique can cover.
3.2.1 Phase field modelling of solidification processes
The intrinsic time and length scales of microstructure formation in alloys re-
quires mesoscale simulation techniques to be properly tracked. Probably, the
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most common in this field is the PFM, a coarse grain description of the alloy
where the dynamics of the system is driven by the minimization in time of a
given free-energy functional. The model was first described by Hohenberg (19)
in the context of critical phenomena and second-order transition (and used to
describe the superconductor/metal second-order transition). It was then redis-
covered in the modelling of solidification processes as a way of efficiently dealing
with the problem of tracking the motion of a sharp interface and the associated
stiffness in the differential equations that would not allow to study the pertinent
time scales of the real process (at least in dimension higher than 1) (20).
The general equations for modelling the solidification process in the PFM (for
a binary AB alloy) are:
F =
∫
V
dV
[
σφ|∇2φ|+ σc|∇2c|+ fAB(φ, c, T )
]
(3.1a)
∂φ
∂t
= −Kφ δF
δφ
(3.1b)
∂c
∂t
= ∇ •
(
Kc∇δF
δc
)
, (3.1c)
where F is the free-energy functional of the system and the right-hand side of
Eq. 3.1a is the integral of the free-energy density over the volume. σφ is a pa-
rameter measuring the solid-liquid interface free-energy, σc its analogous with
respect to concentration, φ(x, t) the so called “phase field” ( i.e., a parameter
distinguishing the phase of the system at position x and time t), while c(x, t) is
the mole fraction of component B and fAB(φ, c, T ) is the bulk free-energy density
(T being the temperature of the system). Finally, Kφ and Kc in Eq. 3.1b and 3.1c
are two parameters related to the fictitious interface width and to the transport
coefficient respectively. This is a rather general form of the phase field equations,
which can be used in problems other than solidification. The parameters entering
into these equations have a physical meaning that depends on the actual problem
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that is being solved. An analytical solution is possible only assuming some spe-
cific functional form of the parameters while a numerical solution can be found by
coupling the value of the parameters to a thermodynamic database. The latter
can be constructed either from experimental data or from atomistic calculations
of the kind later discussed in Sec. 4 and 5.
The PFM has been applied successfully to a large variety of systems and many
Figure 3.1: Measured (left) and calculated (right) microstructure of Al-
Cu alloys depending on composition and solidification velocity. - Com-
parison between theory and experiments for the microstructure of Al-Cu alloys
solidified at different velocities. Different filling of the area (and letters) distin-
guish the formation field of a specific microstructure. The solidification velocity
strongly depends on the solid-liquid partition coefficient, readily available once the
phase diagram has been calculated from the free-energy curves G(x) for the pos-
sible phases. The calculated microstructure field does not agree very well with
experiments, showing how the phase diagram input to the mesoscale model should
be corrected (after (21)).
different phenomena like dendritic solidification for pure metals and binary alloys
(22; 23; 24).
Depending on the maximum resolution at which one wants to describe the mor-
phology of the interface, which, at least in simpler models, sets the size of the
integration grid to be used in the numerical solution of the PFM equations, PFMs
can span time scales of microseconds to seconds and length scales from microme-
tres to millimetres.
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3.2.2 Energy description at the atomistic level
PFMs clearly give a continuum description of matter where its intrinsic atomistic
nature is averaged out. This procedure, however, introduces parameters in the
model that can be recovered only by atomistic theories. When describing an
alloy at the atomistic level, in order to obtain quantitatively correct results on
the energetics of the system at least some partial information on the quantum-
mechanical nature of the interactions is required. This fact greatly increases the
computational effort needed to solve the appropriate equations and the available
computational power puts an upper limit to the maximum number of particles,
i.e. the length scale, that one can describe. Unfortunately, some phenomena are
intrinsically related to the possibility of describing a sufficient number of atoms
and/or accessing a specific time scale. It is then clear that, before starting an
atomistic simulation, it is necessary to keep in mind the physics of the problem
and consequently choose the method that enables to treat the correct system size
to capture the desired phenomena, given the available computational facility.
In increasing order of accuracy, or equivalently in order of transferability (low
to high), the energetics of an alloy can be described using the following methods:
• Embedded Atom Model (EAM)
• Bond-Order Potential (BOP)
• Tight Binding Model (TBM)
• Density Functional Theory (DFT)
In the following a brief review of these different methods will be given, trying to
outline their strengths and weaknesses. If not specified otherwise, atomic units
are used from now on.
3.2.2.1 The EAM
The EAM (25; 26) and the closely related Finnis-Sinclair Potential (FSP) (11; 12)
is a many-body interatomic potential whose form can be derived as a second
moment approximation to the on site Density Of States (DOS) (27), and can be
seen as a simplified form of a BOP, described later in Sec. 3.2.2.2.
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Historically, second-order approximations have been studied before BOP, the
latter being developed to describe correctly a series of structural trends through
transition metals (for example the stability trend Body Centred Cubic (BCC)-
Face Centred Cubic (FCC) in 3d elements) which cannot be described by EAMs
correctly. It is known, and the reasons are well understood, that EAM potentials
describe well FCC metals and alloys but are not suited to the study of other kinds
of structures where a second moment approximation fails to capture the correct
physics.
In the EAM the energy is written as:
E =
N∑
i=1
Ei =
N∑
i=1
(
F [ρi] +
1
2
Nn∑
j=1
φrepij
)
(3.2)
where
ρi =
Nn∑
j
ρ(rij). (3.3)
In Eq. 3.2, φij is a simple repulsive pair potential whose form depends on the exact
parametrization of the potential. F is the so called embedding function, which
depends on the electronic density ρi at site i due to the sum of spherical densities
ρ(rij) centred on the Nn neighbouring atoms. Thanks to their computationally
cheap form, EAMs can be used with thousands or even millions of atoms for
times of up to hundreds of nanoseconds, depending on the computational power
available. However, as already pointed out before, the transferability of these
potentials is lower than, for example, BOP or DFT due to the underlying as-
sumptions made in the derivation of this form. Moreover, quite some effort must
be spent in fitting these potentials to available experimental and/or ab initio
data (like for example in (28)), and results and transferability will depend on this
process. Finally, care must be taken in the interpretation of results when one
tries to study systems far from the ones for which the potential was fitted.
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3.2.2.2 Bond-Order Potentials
Historically, the term “bond-order” was introduced by Coulson in the late 1930s
(29) and defined as half the difference between the number of electrons residing in
bonding and anti-bonding states. This is naturally related to the strength of the
bond as the higher the bond-order, the stronger is the bond between two atoms.
The idea behind BOPs is that the bonding energy of a material can be expressed
as the sum over bonds of the bond energy. It might be thought that this can be
represented by a two body potential but this is not the case as the strength of a
single bond is influenced by the surrounding environment and is thus intrinsically
a many-body function.
BOPs, whose development is mainly due to Aoki and Pettifor and collabora-
tors (30; 31), can be thought of as an approximation to the TBM (see Sec. 3.2.2.3),
the idea being to express the energy of a system without having to calculate the
C
(n)
iα and C
(n)
jβ coefficients in Eq. 3.20 which needs a computationally expensive
matrix inversion. The basis for BOPs comes from the so called Tight Bind-
ing Bond Model (TBBoM) (32) which at variance with the Tight Binding Band
Model (TBBaM) tries to represent not the full energy of the system but rather
only its binding energy EB defined as:
EB = Esys − Efree atoms (3.4)
where Esys is the full energy of the system and Efree atoms is the energy that the
system would have if all its atoms were in vacuum at an infinite distance from
each other. For a comparison between the TBBoM and the TBBaM see (27).
The ideas that led to the development of BOPs are broad and span at least two
decades of improvements which will be not fully described here. For a complete
explanation of the method the recommended literature is Finnis (27) and refer-
ences therein and the original papers by Pettifor (30) and Aoki (31). The general
ideas are presented hereafter, along with an introduction to the latest develop-
ments.
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The most relevant part of the binding energy EB, i.e. the part whose change
is more influenced by the local environment around an atom and that better
describes structural trends (30), is the so called bond energy defined by (following
Pettifor’s notation):
Ebond =
∑
im,jm′ i 6=j
ρimjm′Himjm′ , (3.5)
where ρimjm′ is the intersite element of the density matrix in an atomic orbital
representation where each atomic orbital |im > is characterised by site i(j) and
orbital type m(m′). By definition, ρimjm′ , is twice the so-called bond-order Θimjm′
given by:
2Θimjm′ = ρimjm′ = 〈im| ρˆ |jm′〉 . (3.6)
Pettifor in (30) gives the following expression for Θij in terms of Green’s functions:
Θij = −2
π
Im
∫ EFermi
−∞
[G+00(E)−G−00(E)]dE, (3.7)
where the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.7 is performed over all the
energy states up to the Fermi level EFermi and G
±
00 is defined as:
G±00 =
〈
u±0 |(E −H)−1|u±0
〉
=
=
1
(E − a±0 )− b
±
0
(E−a±1 )−....
,
(3.8)
where u±0 =
1√
2
(| i〉± | j〉). The coefficients a±n , b±n are determined by the Lanczos
recursion algorithm (33). The important concept is that these coefficients a and
b depend on the moments µni of the local DOS around the atom i considered,
defined as:
µni = 〈i|Hn|i〉 =
∑
j,k,...,n
〈i|H|j〉 〈j|H|k〉 .... 〈n|H|i〉 (3.9)
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which are closed paths of length n starting and finishing on atom i. These paths
are the connection between the bond-order between atom i and j and the local
environment. In practice, it is impossible to take into account all paths and a
truncation to some specific order is performed. It is important to notice that
truncation at order N means that terms of the types given by Eq. 3.9 are calcu-
lated exactly only to the Nth order and higher orders are assumed constant and
equal to the last order calculated.
Exploiting the connection between moments and the local environment it is
possible to develop a many-body potential, whose derivation is reported in the
original papers by Aoki and Pettifor (30; 31) and in the introduction given in
(16). It must be noted that in their original form BOPs were numerical and thus
could not be efficiently used to perform Molecular Dynamics (MD) as calculation
of forces would be prohibitively expensive if one needs to deal with thousands or
more atoms (a system size for which BOPs are being developed). To solve this
problem an analytical form of BOP is needed. This must be well converged in
terms of how much of the environment is included while maintaining a minimal
computational cost. These requirements were recently achieved by Drautz and
Pettifor (at least for the cases of sp-bonded elements (34) and transition metals
(16)). To find an analytical expression for BOPs, the starting point is to write
the on-site DOS as:
ni(ǫ) = ni0(ǫ) + δni(ǫ) (3.10)
and take as the reference DOS ni0(ǫ) the DOS one would have for a second
moment approximation:
ni0(ǫ) =
2
π
√
1− ǫ2, (3.11)
where ǫ = (E−ai0/2bi1). The energy scale is normalized so that the band energy
ǫ takes values in the interval [−1, 1]. Expanding the value of δni(ǫ) in Chebyshev
polynomials makes it possible to factor out the second moment contribution so
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that one has:
ni(ǫ) =
2
π
√
1− ǫ2
∑
m=0
σ
(m)
i P
(m) (3.12)
and it can be shown that
σ
(n)
i =
n∑
m=0
pmnµ
(n)
i (3.13)
where again µ
(n)
i are the moments of the on site DOS and pmn are the expansion
coefficients of the Chebyshev polynomial of order m. The exact derivation from
this point on to the final expression of bond-orders and forces on atoms is carried
out in Ref. (16).
A last remark about BOPs is that the expression for the final energy of the
system contains also a repulsive part written as a simple pair potential, whose
functional form is similar to that used in TBMs and is thus rather empirical.
The simplifications introduced in the BOP formalism with respect to TBMs
allow for the simulations of systems with hundreds of thousands of atoms for
nanoseconds while still retaining a high level of accuracy in the energetic descrip-
tion (see for example Fig. 5 of (16)), mainly thanks to the direct derivation of
this formalism from the TBM rather then using assumptions on the bond-order
functional forms as done in other many-body potentials (11; 12; 25; 26). Finally,
it must be emphasised that BOPs are still an open subject of research and the
current problem is that of finding working analytic expressions for all elements,
possibly including magnetic interactions when needed, so that MD can be done
efficiently for a wide variety of systems.
3.2.2.3 The Tight Binding Model
The TBM is obtained from a DFT description of the total energy by using a
minimal basis. A minimal basis is a set of just one orbital for each (l, m) pair
(the angular and magnetic quantum numbers) on an atom, in terms of which
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the one electron wavefunctions φi(r) can be expanded. From a single s orbital
to s, p and d orbitals have been used, depending on the system and problem
under consideration. As the TBM is in itself a very wide subject and has under-
gone continuous development since its inception, keeping track of all the different
schemes and improvements so far is a difficult task. For a complete discussion
of the method (and in general a derivation of semi-empirical approaches from
DFT) see the book of Finnis (27) and references therein. In this chapter only the
general ideas behind the method will be sketched.
In the TBM the total energy ETB is given by the sum of one-electron energies
(the band energy Eband) given by the solution of the tight binding Hamiltonian
plus a repulsive interatomic term that takes into account all other terms in the
energy, including the ion-ion repulsive energy and the correction for double count-
ing the electron-electron interaction in Eband, thus:
ETB = Eband + Erep (3.14)
where
Eband = 2
∑
i∈occ.
ǫi (3.15)
and the values ǫi are the eigenvalues of the single electron tight binding Hamil-
tonian (their sum being extended over all occupied states) given by:
Hˆ = Tˆe + Uˆee + Uˆei. (3.16)
In Eq 3.16, Tˆe is the kinetic energy operator while Uˆee and Uˆie are the operators
for the electron-electron (in a mean field approximation) and the electron-ion
interaction, respectively. To calculate the total energy one has to evaluate the
two different terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.14), which are treated in
two different ways. Most of the development of TBMs concentrates on finding a
good approximation to Eband. One fact that is often used in this regard is the
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link between Eband and the local DOS n0(ǫ, r) which helps to make a real space
representation of the problem, expressed by the equation:
Eband =
∫
V
∫ EFermi
−∞
drdǫ ǫn0(ǫ, r) (3.17)
In the TBM, evaluation ofEband requires the solution of a single-particle Schro¨dinger
equation of the form:
Hˆ |n〉 = ǫ(n) |n〉 (3.18)
Where |n〉 ≡ φ(r) is a single-particle eigenfunction and ǫ(n) is its eigenvalue. To
solve Eq. 3.18, the eigenfunctions |n〉 are expanded in atomic like orbitals:
|n〉 =
∑
iα
Ciα |iα〉 (3.19)
where i is a site index while α an orbital index. The basis used in this expansion
can be orthogonal or not, and this leads to different schemes. However, orthogonal
tight binding is often the method of choice and its assumptions will be used in
the following. With this choice of the basis, equation 3.18 can be solved and its
eigenvalues are found by the solution of the following matrix equation:
∑
jβ
HiαjβC
(n)
jβ = ǫ
(n)C
(n)
iα (3.20)
where
Hiαjβ = 〈jβ| Hˆ |iα〉 (3.21)
The elements Hiαjβ are the atomic orbital energies when iα 6= jβ or the so-
called hopping integrals otherwise. Different tight binding schemes come from
specific approximations to Hiαjβ . A general approximation that defines empirical
tight binding is that these integrals are not calculated explicitly but are used as
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parameters to be fitted, just as Erep. Historically, in early models the fitting
was performed by using a set of experimental data (mainly elastic constants,
vacancy formation energies and surface energy, see chapter 5 of Ref. (27)), but it
is nowadays becoming more and more common to perform the fitting procedure
using forces and thermodynamic quantities computed via ab-initio calculations.
This is thought to improve transferability and it represents a common trend for
all empirical potentials, see for example Ref. (28).
In empirical TBMs, regardless of the exact type of scheme, three general ap-
proximations are usually made. The first, which is characteristic of all TBMs,
is including only valence atomic orbitals (i.e. those participating in bonding) in
the minimal basis (35). This is commonly a good assumption as one is interested
in describing differences in energies between configurations, and these are not in-
fluenced by low-energy orbitals (which remain atomic like regardless the specific
nuclei configurations) and by high energy orbitals (that do not take part in bond-
ing because they are unoccupied). The second approximation is to consider only
two-centre integrals, i.e. discarding the value of matrix element depending on the
interaction between orbitals at two different sites through an effective potential at
a third site. Finally, the third common approximation is to set hopping integrals
to zero above a given cutoff, again consistently with a localized representation of
the electrons.
From a theoretical point of view, while Eband can be deduced in a rigorous
way, and the assumptions underlying its simplifications are well justified, cal-
culation of Erep is based on a much more empirical approach (although it can
be partially justified, see (27)). In fact, Erep is usually simply approximated by
the sum of repulsive pairwise interactions between atoms taken to be either a
Born-Mayer potential A exp(−pr) or an inverse power law Ar−n where A, r and
p are parameters to be fitted. This simple form of the repulsive energy depends
on the previous assumptions made in calculating Eband, and more complicated
functional forms can be used to properly treat the quantum mechanical effects
included in this part. The justification for developing a complicated form for the
attractive part of the potential while using an almost completely empirical form
for the repulsive part is that structural trends, and thus the energy variation by
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changing the local environment, can be explained by referring only to the bond-
ing part of the energy, as shown by the so-called Structural Energy Difference
Theorem (SEDT) (36).
From the previous discussion it is seen that there is a high degree of approxi-
mation in TBMs and many quantities are actually fitted. However, the quantum
mechanics nature of bonding and the inclusion of atomic orbitals in the energetic
description improves the transferability of the potential with respect to the previ-
ously discussed methods. The drawback for a higher accuracy is, as usual, a much
higher computational cost which in this case means that using TBMs systems of
tens of thousands of atoms can be simulated at most for some nanoseconds. How-
ever, one has to keep in mind that this still represents a fraction (about two-three
orders of magnitude) of the cost of fully ab initio, DFT-based calculations.
3.2.2.4 Density Functional Theory
The modern basis for a description of the energy of a quantum mechanical system
in terms of the electron density n(r) (a 3 variable function) rather than the full 3N
variable wave function ψ(r1, r2, .., rN−1, rN) (where N is the number of electrons in
the system) was first established in the middle of the 60’s by Hohenberg and Kohn
(37) and Kohn and Sham (38). In these two remarkable papers, that initiated
the use of DFT and provided a rigorous foundation for quantum mechanical
calculations of total energy of condensed phases, it is shown that the ground
state energy of a system of N electrons is a functional of the electron density
n(r) only and that this functional, which is variational with respect to n(r) can
be written as:
E[(n(r))] =
∫
drVext(r)n(r) +
1
2
∫ ∫
drdr′
n(r)n(r′)
|r− r′| + F [n(r)] (3.22)
where Vext is the external potential and F [n(r)] is a universal functional inde-
pendent from the external potential. In equation 3.22 the first term represents
the interaction energy between the electrons and the external field (in which the
ionic potential is included), the second (the so called Hartree term) represents
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the coulombic energy of interaction between the electrons in a mean field ap-
proximation and the third term is the one describing the kinetic energy and the
exchange and correlation energy. At this level no approximation has been made.
If the functional F [n(r)] were exactly known the exact ground state energy could
be calculated from the minimization of the energy functional 3.22. However,
as the exact functional is not known (and the problem is mainly related to the
description of non-local quantities such as the kinetic energy or the exchange-
correlation energy) it is necessary to introduce an approximation. In the Kohn-
Sham (KS) approach (38) the problem of describing N interacting electrons is
exactly mapped onto a problem of N non-interacting electrons in an external field
so that the ground state density is the same in the two cases. With this ansatz
it is possible to obtain a set of Schro¨dinger-like single-particle equations with an
effective potentials depending on n(r) that can be solved self-consistently:
Hksϕi(r) =
[
−1
2
∇2 + Vext(r) + VH(r) + VXC(r)
]
ϕi(r) = ǫiϕi(r) (3.23)
where
VH(r) =
∫
dr′
n(r′)
|r− r′| (3.24)
VXC(r) =
δEXC [n(r)]
δn(r)
(3.25)
n(r) = 2
∑
iocc
|ϕi(r)|2 (3.26)
where EXC and VXC are the so-called exchange and correlation energy and po-
tential, respectively, and ϕi are the Kohn-Sham orbitals. In this way the total
energy of the electron system can be written as:
E =
∑
iocc
ǫi − 1
2
∫ ∫
drdr′
n(r)n(r′)
|r− r′| + EXC [n(r)]−
∫
drn(r)VXC(r) (3.27)
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The problem of determining the correct form of the functional F [n(r)] in this
formualtion is partially solved because an adequate approximation to the kinetic
energy is contained within the sum of eigenvalues. However the form of the so-
called exchange and correlation functional EXC [n(r)] is still to be determined.
Historically, the first approximation to this functional was the so-called Local-
Density Approximation (LDA) (38), which uses for the local exchange and cor-
relation energy εXC(n(r)) the exchange and correlation energy of a free electron
gas for which the value of the functional has been exactly calculated through
many-body techniques (39), i.e.:
EXC [n(r)] =
∫
drεXC(n(r))n(r) (3.28)
Even though this seems to be an incredibly crude approximation, it works quite
well (see for example Ref. (40) for one of the earliest applications of DFT).
An improvement to LDA on the approximation of EXC[n(r)], at least for some
systems, is the so-called Generalised-Gradient Approximation (GGA) (41; 42),
where εXC depends not only on the local density, but also on its gradient:
ε = ε(n(r),∇n(r)) (3.29)
Obviously this second approximation has a higher computational cost, as not only
the density but also its gradient must be known. However, quantitatively better
results are sometimes obtained in this case especially in metals (43; 44; 45), which
made the GGA the most common choice in total energy calculations for alloys.
It is clear that the dependence of the results on the approximation of the ex-
change and correlation potential used is a limit of DFT, which also means DFT
cannot be considered a strictly ab initio approach (although the two terms are
loosely used as synonyms). However, the transferability of these functionals is
demonstrated de facto by the good results obtained in many different systems
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ranging from insulators to metals (43; 44; 45). Moreover, DFT has been also ex-
tended to deal with spin-polarized systems (by the so-called Local Spin-Density
Approximation (LSDA) ,(46)) for describing band magnetism.
From a computational point of view, the high computational cost associated with
the solution of the KS equations prevents DFT from being commonly applied to
systems with more than a few hundred atoms for simulation times larger than
a few tens of picoseconds. There are mainly two reasons for the reduced perfor-
mances of DFT in terms of computationally accessible time and length scales with
respect to other methods. The first one is the necessity during the self-consistent
solution of the Kohn-Sham equations (Eqs.3.23) of performing expensive matrix-
inversion operations. The second is instead related to the unfavorable (at least
in the case of metals) cubic scaling of the computational cost with system size.
3.2.2.5 Ab initio accuracy with no electrons: numerical-based ap-
proach to potential energy calculations
In recent years there have been some attempts to achieve ab initio accuracy
in the prediction of forces by using state-of-the-art fitting and interpolating of
ab initio calculations, the most promising of which are the approaches based on
Neural Networks (NN) (18) and Gaussian Approximated Potential (GAP) (17).
Regardless the specifics of each procedure, for which the reader is referred to the
original papers, the main idea behind these methods is to generate the function
E({ri}) describing a system energy as a function of the set of atomic positions {ri}
simply by fitting a finite number of ab initio calculations and using sophisticated
interpolation schemes between them to reconstruct the function for every other
possible set of atomic positions. In these methods there is no underlying physical
model for the function E({ri}). This procedure, while allowing more flexibility
and accuracy with respect to other empirical models such as EAMs or BOP,
might give completely unreasonable results when applied to configurations too
far from the ones used in the fitting database, and care must be taken in this
regard. However, due to their good trade-off between accuracy and computational
cost compared to DFT calculations, when correctly applied, they might become
increasingly popular in the future.
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In any case, these models are at a relatively early stage of development (only
a few applications have been reported so far in the literature (17; 47; 48; 49; 50))
and still more work, both in theory and testing of these methods, has to be done
in order to give a final assessment of these new techniques.
3.3 Atomistic simulations
Atomistic simulations have been performed since the early 1950s (see Frenkel and
Smit (9) and references therein for an historical perspective), coinciding with the
advent of modern day computers. Thanks to the steady increase in computational
power, the range and scopes of these kind of simulations has greatly expanded and
they are now used in many different areas such as physics, biology, chemistry and
materials science just to name a few. It is a daunting task to cover completely the
range of all the different techniques developed in the area of atomistic simulations,
but excellent books focusing on different aspects exist to which the reader is
referred to for a more general account of this field. In particular, the classical
book by Frenkel and Smit (9) and that by Landau and Binder (51) well cover
both the basis and advanced techniques in Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. For a
text focusing more on MD and related techniques probably the most widely used
book is that by Allen and Tildesley (52). Though it is left to the aforementioned
references the task to introduce the interested reader to the field of atomistic
simulations, in the following sections some general ideas and more specifics point
relevant to the applications developed in this thesis will be presented to keep the
discussion self-contained.
3.3.1 Monte Carlo sampling techniques
Under this name are grouped a wide range of techniques developed in order to cal-
culate equilibrium statistical averages under different state conditions (i.e., con-
stant number of particles, temperature, pressure...). At the root of MC sampling
is the idea of building a sequence of micro-states (each of which is characterised
by specific values for the momenta pN and coordinates rN of the particles in the
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system) by using a transition probability between them so that averages calcu-
lated on this sequence are the same as thermodynamic averages performed over
the ensemble one wants to simulate. This task is made possible by the theory
of Markov chains (53), which are sequences of states k ordered by a label s for
which the transition probability to any state k′ at step s+ 1 depends exclusively
on the state k at step s. For such sequences it can be shown that the probabil-
ity distribution of any quantity calculated over the total number of states has a
precise limiting value for s→∞ that depends on the transition probability used.
The latter can be derived from the definition of equilibrium between states i.e.
the fact that at equilibrium the total flux of incoming and outgoing transitions
from a state must be zero, which can be expressed as:
∑
k′
pkp(k → k′)−
∑
k
pk′p(k
′ → k) = 0 ∀ k, k′ ∈ Γ, k 6= k′, (3.30)
where pk(k′) is the occupation probability of state k(k
′) and p(k → k′) is the
probability that a system in a state k makes a transition to state k′ and Γ is the
collection of all allowed states. In the use of Eq. 3.30 for the purpose of calculating
thermodynamic averages, these allowed states will be those compatible with the
constrained quantities defining the specific thermodynamic ensemble. Eq. 3.30
is often referred to as the general balance condition. This is often substituted in
MC simulations by a stronger condition called detailed balance (9), which reads:
pkp(k → k′)− pk′p(k′ → k) = 0
pkpC(k → k′)pA(k → k′)− pk′pC(k′ → k)pA(k′ → k) = 0
pk
pk′
=
pA(k
′ → k)
pA(k → k′) .
(3.31)
Where p(k′ → k) has been written as the product of the probability of choosing
a particular transition, pC , and that of accepting the transition, pA. In the last
passage of Eq. 3.31 it has been implicitly assumed that the condition pC(k →
k′) = pC(k′ → k) holds, which in practical applications must be correctly enforced
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in the MC sampling procedure. Clearly if Eq. 3.31 is satisfied the same is true for
Eq. 3.30 but the opposite is not. Detailed balance is customarily used in atomistic
MC simulations because it is much easier to implement as knowledge of only two
states at each step is needed to evaluate it. The useful feature of Eq. 3.31 is that
it links the transition probability between states to their occupation probability,
whose value is known analytically once the state variable describing the system
are fixed. For example, in the canonical ensemble (fixed number of particles,
volume and temperature) one has:
pk
pk′
= exp
(
−(Ek −Ek′)
kBT
)
(3.32)
where Ek(k′) is the energy of state k(k
′), kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the
temperature of the system. Combining Eq. 3.31 and Eq. 3.32 one obtains the
wanted acceptance probability for a transition, given by:
pA(k → k′) = Max
(
1, exp
(
−Ek − Ek′
kBT
))
(3.33)
Eq. 3.33 is also called in the MC literature the Metropolis acceptance algorithm.
Simulation of ensembles other than the canonical one is performed by simply
substituting exp(− ∆E
kBT
) with the correct probability density for that ensemble.
In the following section, as an illustrative example, it is shown how it is possi-
ble to build, starting from the canonical one, the so-called semi-grand-canonical
ensemble and its occupation probability.
3.3.1.1 The semi-grand canonical ensemble
A useful ensemble for the simulation of alloys and multi-component systems in
general is the so called semi-grand canonical ensemble (9; 54). In this ensemble the
pressure, the temperature and the total number of particles together with the dif-
ference in chemical potential between a reference species and all the other species
are kept fixed. Considering the case of a two-component system, the correct ther-
modynamic potential in the semi-grand canonical ensemble Y (p, T,N, δµ) can be
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built starting from the thermodynamic potential for the canonical case, the Hel-
moltz free-energy:
F = F (T, V,NA, NB) ≡ F (T, V,N,NB) (3.34)
where NA and NB is the number of particles of type A and B and N = NA+NB,
T is the temperature of the system and V its volume. The passage from F to Y
is performed via a double Legendre transformation (55) considering the following
conjugate pairs (−p, V ),(NB, δµ) which gives equation 3.35:
Y (p, T,N, δµ) = F + pV − δµNB. (3.35)
Given the link between the thermodynamic potential and its correspondent parti-
tion function on one hand and Legendre and Laplace transform on the other (55)
one can obtain the semi-grand-canonical partition function Ξ(T, p,N, δµ) from a
double Laplace transform of the canonical one, again considering the aforemen-
tioned conjugate variables giving:
Ξ(T, p,N, δµ) = L(p, δµ) [Ω(T, V,N,NB)]
=
∫ ∞
0
dV exp(−βpV ) x
∫ N
0
dNB exp(βδµNB) x
x
∫
exp(−βE(pN , r¯N))dpN , dr¯N,
(3.36)
where β = 1
kBT
, r¯ are scaled coordinates and the last integral is performed over
all allowed phase space of momenta and coordinates. The transform with respect
to NB is effectively a Laplace transform only in the thermodynamic limit, as
explained in (55).
It is clear that the probability density for this ensemble is now given by:
P (T, p,N, δµ) ∝ exp(−βpV ) exp(βδµNB) exp
(−βE(pN , r¯N)) , (3.37)
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which is the only information needed to build the Markov chain necessary to
simulate via MC this particular ensemble. The semi-grand canonical ensemble
has been extensively used in simulations of alloys (56; 57; 58; 59), since it leads to
an easy way to build phase diagram and free-energy curves as will be explained
later in Sec. 4.
3.3.2 Molecular Dynamics
The principle of MD is to generate trajectories for a collection of particles by
numerical integration of the relevant equations of motion. For an isolated system
(for which energy is conserved) composed of N particles with positions specified
by the vector rN = (r1, r2, ..., rN), written in the so-called Newtonian form the
equation of motion for particle i reads:
Fi = −∇riE(rN) = mi
∂2ri
∂t2
, (3.38)
where Fi is the force acting on the ith particle and E(r
N) is the potential energy
function. The latter is where most of the simplifications and assumptions are
made when performing MD and sets the computational cost of the simulation.
Depending on the required level of accuracy, E can be calculated with one of
the different schemes previously described in Sec.3.2.2. Generating a dynamical
trajectory for the system requires the solution of 3N coupled differential equations
of the form 3.38 and for any but the simplest energy functions it can only be done
via numerical methods.
As in the case of MC simulations, even in MD it is possible to simulate ensem-
bles other than the micro-canonical one via a modification of Eq. 3.38 to include
the coupling of the system to a reservoir to keep temperature (60; 61; 62; 63)
and/or pressure (61; 64; 65) (or more generally the stress tensor (66)) constant.
For this purpose, different methods exist which will be later reviewed in Sec. 3.3.4.
Besides information about the dynamics of a system, which loses its mean-
ing in ensembles other than the micro-canonical one due to the coupling with
the reservoir, MD can be used to calculate thermodynamic averages as in MC
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calculations. In order to calculate the thermodynamic average of a quantity
A = A(rN ,pN) depending on the momenta pN and positions rN of the N parti-
cles via MD, one exploits the so-called ergodicity principle of statistical mechanics
(9; 52) which equates time and ensemble averages and can be written as
< A >ensemble≡< A >time= lim
t→∞
1
t
∫ t
0
A(r(τ)N ,p(τ)N )dτ (3.39)
As stated above, Eq. 3.39 is based on the ergodicity principle, which is based on
the assumption that given enough time a system prepared in a specific micro-
state will visit all the other micro-states, i.e. a trajectory exists that connects all
points of the phase space.
3.3.3 The Sampling Problem
It is very important from a simulation point of view that when calculating ther-
modynamic averages the system visits all the physically relevant micro-states
in the given computational time. This means that the number of states in the
Markov chain for MC simulations or the simulated time in MD are enough to give
a well converged average. The point is a crucial one because depending on the
quantity one wants to calculate this time can vary by orders of magnitude. It is
not unusual for many important quantities that the necessary simulation time is
orders of magnitude bigger than the time that can be effectively simulated via a
simple, straightforward MC or MD calculation. This problem arise especially in
the (very important) case of a system presenting metastable states (67), as these
states can ”trap” the system in local minima of the Free Energy Surface (whose
exact meaning is explained later in this paragraph) for times much longer than
the available simulation time (see Fig.3.2 for reference). In this cases, different
approaches can be taken in order to overcome the sampling problem. The very
same problem arises when one uses MC and MD simulations not to calculate a
thermodynamic average but to reconstruct the Free Energy Surface (FES) itself.
Both problems can be understood by using a simple test model as a reference,
where the effective degrees of freedom of a system have been coarse-grained to
a one-dimensional space (see Fig. 3.2), also called the Collective Variable (CV)
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space. It is assumed that each important macrostate of the system under study
can be defined by a specific value of this collective variable s = s(rN). Given a
definition for s, it is possible to define the probability density distribution P (s¯)
(i.e. the probability that a system is characterised by a CV s in the range s¯±ds)
as:
P (s¯) =
exp
(
−F (s¯)
kBT
)
∫
exp
(
−F (s)
kBT
)
ds
, (3.40)
where the coarse grained free-energy F (s¯) (here referred to as the FES) is given
by:
F (s¯) = −kBT ln
∫
V
exp
(
−E(r
N)
kBT
)
δ
(
s(rN)− s¯) drN. (3.41)
In words, Eq. 3.41 states that the coarse-grained free-energy of a macrostate can
be calculated by counting the number of times (via Dirac’s δ function) the CV
corresponding to that state appears in a simulation, under the constraint that
each micro-state is sampled with the correct probability density for the specific
ensemble one wants to simulate. As both MC and MD schemes that sample the
correct ensemble can be constructed, one could naively think that reconstructing
the FES of a system amounts to a simple counting exercise. Although this is
in principle true, when the system presents metastability (67) and thus states
separated by a large free-energy barrier (which is probably the most common
situation) this counting exercise can be anything but trivial. In fact, the system
will spend most of its time in metastable states, those corresponding to minima
of the FES, and only rarely visits the barrier regions in between two metastable
states where it has a chance to perform a transition. One can study this situation
in the framework of Transition State Theory (TST). To keep the discussion
as clear as possible, a numerical example is considered, represented in Fig 3.2,
where two metastable states with a barrier of around 15 kBT are present, and
one performs a simulation of around a nano-second. These are typical numbers
encountered for many interesting situations in atomistic simulations.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of metastable states and their
probability. - The free-energy (red) of a system described by a single collec-
tive variable s and the probability density for each state (blue) are represented
here. The two metastable states here are those characterised by s = sA and s = sB
for which the probability shows very high peaks. Given that a transition from these
two states requires passing from states with very low probability, when a simulation
is started from A the system might, in the given computational time, only sample
region A leaving region B completely unsampled. This problem makes Eq. 3.41
not directly applicable for calculating F (s) because in most cases the system is not
sampled with the correct probability.
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It is important to recall that to sample the system correctly one needs to visit
both states A and B many times to give converged probabilities. Imagine now
to start with the system prepared in state A. TST tells us that the frequency
νtrans at which the system will pass from one state to another will depend on the
free-energy barrier between the two as
νtrans = ν0 exp
(
−F
∗ − FA
kBT
)
(3.42)
where v0 is usually called the attempt frequency and has typical values of around
1012 Hz for many transitions in condensed matter systems and F ∗ is the free-
energy of the barrier between states A andB. As usual, kB and T are Boltzmann’s
constant and temperature, respectively. Plugging in the numbers in Eq. 3.42 one
obtains that the expected number of transitions in the simulated time is only
≈ 10−4, which causes very poor sampling with drastic results on the calculated
thermodynamic averages and the reconstructed FES. For example, if no transi-
tion occurs in the simulated time, the measured energy difference between the
two states based on Eq. 3.41 will be ∆FAB = F (sB) − F (sA) = ∞ (as the ob-
served PB = 0). Moreover, any calculated average of the system will correspond
to Aobserved =< A >A 6=< A >system. This problem becomes more relevant the
higher the free-energy barrier F ∗−FA and the lower the temperature at which the
system is studied. An analysis of the derivation of TST shows that the problem
arise from the exponential function which measures the probability density in
phase space (also called importance sampling), and almost all methods to over-
come this problem are based on some way to modify it. The first attempt in
this direction is probably that described in the work of Torrie and Valleau on the
so-called ”Umbrella sampling method” (68) in the late 70s. Since this early pa-
per many other different schemes have been proposed, the most famous of which
are the so-called Multi-Canonical Method (69), Wang-Landau sampling (70), the
Local Elevation Method (71), Adaptive Bias Dynamics (72) and Metadynamics
(73; 74). Each of these methods has its advantages and drawbacks and one should
carefully choose between them when approaching a specific problem. Here, while
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referring the interested reader to the original papers for a review of other meth-
ods, only Metadynamics (MTD) will be described in some detail as this is the
technique later used in Sec. 5 to calculate γsl.
3.3.3.1 The Metadynamics technique
MTD, proposed by Laio and Parrinello in 2002, has been the subject of many
papers spanning different fields, from chemistry (75; 76), to biophysics (77; 78),
materials science and condensed matter physics (in particular concerning phase
transitions) (79; 80; 81). An up-to-date and excellent review of the method with
a special focus on its use to reconstruct FES is the one by Laio and Gervasio
(74), which is also a useful source for further references. The reader is encour-
aged to read the aforementioned references for a more complete review of this
technique, although its main ideas will be described below. MTD is a simulation
technique based on non-equilibrium molecular dynamics, whereby the potential
energy surface driving the dynamics of the system is changed on-the-fly, leading
to an history-dependent Hamiltonian. The way the Hamiltonian of the system
is changed is based on a dimensionality reduction (i.e. coarse graining) from the
space of the coordinates rN of the particles in the system to the the space of
one or more CVs {si} that describe the state of the system. On top of a normal
MD where the system evolves following its microscopic Hamiltonian, in the MTD
approach a bias potential is added in the form of a Gaussian centered at a specific
point in the CV space each time that point is visited. The mathematical form of
the bias potentials is given by:
V (s0, t) =
∫ t
0
we−
(s(t′)−s0)
2
2σ2 dt′, (3.43)
which in the discrete version needed to implement the algorithm for computations
becomes:
V (s0, t) =
N∑
i=0
wτe−
(s(iτ)−s0)
2
2σ2 . (3.44)
Here τ is the inverse of the frequency of deposition of the Gaussians, and N = t/τ
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is the number of Gaussians accumulated up to time t in the simulation. w is the
deposition rate of the Gaussian functions and σ their width. The bias discourages
the trajectory from remaining indefinitely in the same region of the CV space,
effectively pushing the system towards the lowest-lying barrier of the coarse-
grained FES. Once all the relevant free-energy minima have been levelled by
the bias (see Figure 3.3), the system becomes completely diffusive and wanders
freely through all the possible states. At this stage, for a single simulation, the
accumulated bias is roughly equal to the negative of the free-energy of the real
system plus an additive constant. It can be shown that for many simulations the
average bias is an unbiased estimator of the underlying FES. In particular, it is
shown in Refs.(82; 83) that though MTD is intrinsically a non-equilibrium method
(because the Hamiltonian of the system constantly changes in time), under some
relatively broad assumptions it is able to reconstruct equilibrium free-energies.
However, there are two limitations in this original form of MTD. First of all
it is not clear when a MTD simulation should be stopped, i.e. when the bias has
effectively compensated the underlying free-energy. Moreover, even at this point,
the effective FES will have a residual roughness of the order of the height of each
individual Gaussian (wτ in equation 3.44). In order to resolve these issues, the
so-called “well-tempered” MTD method has been proposed recently by Barducci
et al. (84), and we use this specific type of MTD in our simulations. The idea
behind well-tempered MTD is to gradually reduce the height of the deposited
Gaussians, at a rate determined by the magnitude of the bias already present.
The expression analogous to Eq. 3.43) reads:
V (s0, t) =
∫ t
0
we−
V (s(t′),t′)
k∆T e−
(s(t′)−s0)
2
2σ2 dt′. (3.45)
The parameter ∆T controls how quickly the deposition rate is reduced. Once
the simulation approaches convergence, the CVs space will be sampled with a
probability distribution corresponding to an artificial temperature T + ∆T (84).
Hence, the final bias accumulated during a single simulation converges to
V (s0, t)→ − ∆T
∆T + T
G(s0) (3.46)
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Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the flattening of the effective
FES by the repulsive bias of Eq. (3.44) during a metadynamics simula-
tion in a one-dimensional collective variable space. - The underlying FES
G(s) and the bias accumulated at chosen times (arbitrary units) are shown. For a
sufficiently long simulation, G(s) + V (s, t) → constant, so that one can obtain an
accurate estimate of the free-energy surface simply by taking the negative of the
bias.
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The true free-energy can be recovered by inverting equation (3.46).
This second form of MTD is clearly similar in spirit to the Wang-Landau sampling
scheme (70) as the bias deposition rate (like the modification factor in Wang-
Landau) decreases with time in order to give converged free-energy differences
for long enough times. Probably, the advantage of well-tempered MTD with
respect to the Wang-Landau approach is that the former has a physically justified
method to refine the bias that also keep the system in regions of interest, while
the latter is somewhat arbitrary (a square-root refining of the modification factor
f is used in (70), but any scheme leading to lim
n→∞
f(n) = 1 would work). However
no thorough comparison of the relative efficiency of these two methods has been
published in the literature and one cannot exclude the Wang-Landau approach
to be faster, although this probably depends on the specific system and problem
under study.
Finally, one important point about MTD its the coarse graining procedure on
which it relies, or in other words the choice of the CV. For MTD to reconstruct
a meaningful FES, the CV must be able to discriminate between the different
macrostates for which one would like to obtain the relative free-energy. Moreover,
the CV should be able to capture the transition mechanism between these states
without forcing the system to follow an unnatural path, i.e. a path that would
never be observed under an unbiased dynamics. It is then clear that the choice
of the right CV requires some knowledge of the system under study and different
possible solutions can be employed before discovering the most suitable one. For
this reason, the choice of the CV is probably the most important single step in
a MTD calculation. In order to improve the description of the system one might
think about relying on the use of many different CVs. For complex FES, like those
found for example in protein folding (85), this might be the only possible way
forward if a meaningful description of the problem is wanted. However, it must
be emphasised that in MTD, the simulation time to reconstruct a FES depends
exponentially on the number of CVs used in the simulations (67) and it is thus
necessary to keep them to a minimum. Different schemes have been proposed to
alleviate this problem, extending the scope of MTD to more complex landscapes
(85; 86). Even if these techniques are nowadays finding wider use, they were
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not employed in this thesis, for which I have only explored the standard MTD
method.
3.3.4 Thermostats and barostats
Newton’s equations of motion, or the Lagrangian from which they can be equiv-
alently derived, represent an isolated system and thus conserve energy. For this
reason they are said to reproduce (under ergodicity assumptions) the NV E ther-
modynamic ensemble, where the number of particles N , the volume of the system
V and the energy E are constant. However, the majority of experiments are per-
formed under different thermodynamic conditions, the most common of which
are probably either constant temperature or constant temperature and pressure,
represented by the so-called NV T or NPT ensemble, respectively. In order to
reproduce these conditions using MD, Newton’s equations of motion must be
suitably modified to account for the interaction of the system with a heat-bath
or piston with which the system can exchange energy.
In the literature (see (9; 52) for a textbook reference), two different classes of
methods have been derived for this purpose: deterministic (or extended-Lagrangian)
methods and stochastic methods. In the first type of approach, whose introduc-
tion is due to the ideas of Andersen (61), the heat bath/piston is represented
through the inclusion of additional terms in the Lagrangian L of the system. For
example, to preserve pressure, Andersen suggested the following Lagrangian:
L =
∑
i
mir˙
s
i
2 − V (rN)− αQ+ 1
2
WQ˙2 (3.47)
where mi is the mass of a particle with scaled positions r
s
i , V (r
N) is the potential
energy of the system (depending on all the particles’ positions, referred to as rN),
Q is the additional degree of freedom associated with the piston of mass W and
α is a constant which turns out to be the target pressure. The last two terms
in Eq. 3.47 are absent in the usual Lagrangian describing an isolated system and
thus represent the effects of the piston. It can be shown that the corresponding
equations of motion sample trajectories in the correct ensemble, regardless of
the value associated with the mass of the piston. For a lengthy but accurate
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and formal derivation of this property of the extended-Lagrangian approach see
the original papers on the subject, especially those by Andersen (61) and Nose
(60; 64).
Although thermodynamics is correctly reproduced regardless of the choice for
the heat-bath/piston mass, the same cannot be said of the dynamical properties
of the system. In general, the higher the mass of the degree of freedom the faster
is the equilibration process, but the more the dynamical trajectories of the system
are disturbed from the real trajectories, and dynamic related quantities will not
be well reproduced. For example, the calculated diffusion coefficients are usually
lower the higher the mass of the thermostat.
Contrary to extended-Lagrangian schemes, where the equations of motion are
fully deterministic, stochastic methods (61; 63; 65; 87) rely on the solution of a
Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE) where the effect of the energy exchange
between the heat-bath/piston and the system is simply accounted for via the
introduction of a friction term plus a random force. The idea in this case is
to mimic the random collisions between the system’s particles and the (virtual)
bath particles through which momentum (and thus energy) is exchanged. For
the case when a heat-bath only is introduced (i.e., no pressure control is exerted)
the simplest equation of motion that can be written within this framework, for
the one-dimensional case of a particle with position r and momentum p, subject
to a potential V (r) (using mass-scaled coordinate), reads:
r˙ = p (3.48a)
p˙ = −∂V (r)
∂r
− appp+ bppξ(t). (3.48b)
where ξ(t) is a perfectly uncorrelated, Gaussian-distributed random force with
unitary variance and zero mean, also called a white noise as its Fourier transform
contains all frequencies. In a mathematical form, the properties of ξ(t) can be
written using the following equations:
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〈ξ〉 = 0 (3.49a)
〈ξ(t)ξ(0)〉 = δ(t). (3.49b)
Following the notation introduced in (88), the friction coefficient in Eq. 3.48 (usu-
ally called γ) is here given the symbol app, while bpp is the modulus of the random
force. To ensure that the trajectories generated by 3.48 sample the canonical
(NV T ) ensemble, a correlation between the friction term and the random force
must be introduced (89) (the so-called Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem (FDT)),
which reads:
b2pp = 2appkBT. (3.50)
A very similar scheme applied to the equation of motion for the volume of the
system rather than its particles is used to impose constant pressure conditions
(65). Similarly to what happens in the extended-Lagrangian schemes, the higher
the value of app, the faster the system will thermalise but the more the dynamics
of the system will be disturbed.
Given that different, but equivalent (in the sense that they reproduce the
same ensemble averages) thermostats and barostats exist, choosing between them
should depend on the specific task in hand. In general, to study the dynamics of
a system, deterministic schemes with a low mass for the extra degrees of freedom
are chosen so as to disturb the dynamical trajectories of the system as little as
possible. When instead the problem is to achieve the faster possible equilibra-
tion of a system, a massive deterministic thermostat or a high friction stochastic
thermostat are preferred.
When performing MTD, energy is continuously introduced in the system via Vbias.
Although this is supplied to specific degrees of freedom only, namely the CVs de-
scribing the process, this energy is then spread to all the other degrees of freedom
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via atomic collisions or anharmonic coupling. To preserve quasi-equilibrium con-
ditions and maintain constant temperature and pressure in order to reconstruct
meaningful FES, this energy must be removed from the system, and all degrees
of freedom must be at the same temperature. For this reason, a high friction or
massive thermostat should be used. At the same time, one would like the system
to diffuse as fast as possible in the CV space in order to have a faster sampling
of the degrees of freedom relevant for the reconstruction of the FES, and a light
thermostat should be used to satisfy this constraint. Clearly, these are two op-
posite needs and thus a trade-off between them must be found. As it guarantees
a fast thermalisation over a wide range of frequencies without heavily disrupting
the dynamics of the system, the coloured-noise thermostat recently introduced by
Ceriotti et al (63; 88) will be used in this thesis when performing MTD simula-
tions. The interested reader is referred to the aforementioned references for a full
understanding of the relevant equations and all the assumptions made in their
derivation. However, due to the novelty of this technique, the relevant literature
is relatively scarce compared to the other thermostats and barostats discussed in
this section. It thus seems important to present the general ideas and the main
features of this technique here, together with the main mathematical results.
As the name implies, the basis of this thermostat is the use of a noise term
that is not completely uncorrelated. This means that its autocorrelation function,
also called the kernel H , is not represented by a delta function in time but has
a more general form. Similarly to Eq. 3.48, the following SDE equation can thus
be written:
r˙ = p (3.51a)
p˙ = −∂V (r)
∂r
−
∫ t
−∞
K(t− s)p(s)ds+ ζ(t) (3.51b)
Where K is the memory kernel of the momentum and ζ(t) the random force,
whose autocorrelation function (the aforementioned kernel H) is not given any-
more by Eq. 3.49 but has a more complicated form related to K and temperature
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as needed to satisfy the FDT (88). The use of a memory kernel increases the
computational cost of integrating the equations of motion. Moreover, storing
the trajectories of the momenta of the system would be needed. A more effi-
cient but equivalent treatment instead is made possible by remapping the non-
Markovian process described by Eq. 3.51 into a Markovian one in an expanded
space, where the physical variables are supplemented by n additional degrees of
freedom si, i = 1, n (88; 89). Written in a compact form, the final equations of
motion read:
r˙ = p (3.52a)
(
p˙
s˙
)
=
(
−∂V (r)
∂r
0
)
−
(
app a
T
p
a¯p A
)(
p
s
)
+
(
bpp b
T
p
b¯p B
)(
ξ
)
, (3.52b)
Here, ξ is a vector of n+1 uncorrelated Gaussian random numbers, with 〈ξi (t) ξj (0)〉 =
δijδ (t). Clearly, Eq. (3.48) is recovered when n = 0. The entries of the matrices
A,B and of the vectors ap,bp are related to the memory kernels K,H and be-
tween themselves in a complex way, so as to satisfy both the FDT and additional
constraints needed to guarantee the equivalence between Eqs.3.51,3.52. The de-
tails behind the mathematics here are quite cumbersome and the interested reader
is again referred to the original publications.
The most important property of this thermostat, fast thermalisation over a
broad range of frequencies, is best described in term of a model of a system
of harmonic oscillators, for which analytical results are available. The velocity
of thermalisation (also called sampling efficiency in the relevant literature) can
be measured through the autocorrelation times τ of dynamical quantities, such
as the potential energy V , multiplied by the intrinsic frequency of the mode.
This basically gives the number of oscillations needed before an uncorrelated
configuration is generated. The inverse of this number κ(ω) = [τV (ω)ω]
−1, has
been taken in Ref. (88) as the actual measure of efficiency, reported in Fig. 3.4.
In the case of the Langevin thermostat described in Eq. 3.48, only modes in
the small region of frequencies close to the optimal one dictated by the friction
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Figure 3.4: (adapted from (88)) Sampling efficiency (see text for a def-
inition) for different optimised thermostats coupled to a harmonic os-
cillator, plotted as a function of the frequency ω. - The κ(ω) curve for
a white-noise Langevin thermostat optimized for ω0 = τ
−1
V = app (black, dot-
ted line) is shown in comparison with those for a set of optimized coloured-noise
thermostats with n = 4 (blue, continuos line) and 2 (red, dashed line) additional
degrees of freedom.
coefficient, ωV = app, are efficiently equilibrated. However, moving away from
this region, modes take a much longer time to equilibrate (note the logarithmic
scale in the figure). The use of a coloured-noise instead allows to couple the
thermostat efficiently to each of the different modes over a much wider range
of frequencies. Clearly, real systems are only partially harmonic but these gen-
eral results have been shown to hold in numerous numerical tests even in highly
anharmonic systems such as liquids.
3.4 Atomistic calculations of phase diagrams of
condensed phases
The possibility of calculating free-energies using atomistic simulation is given by
the connection between macroscopic thermodynamics and statistical mechanics
whose grounds were established mainly by the work of Boltzmann and Gibbs
(90) between 1870 and 1910. However, practical calculations at that time were
limited to model Hamiltonians for which the partition function could be calcu-
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lated analytically (e.g. that of the perfect gas). The advent of the computer era
opened a whole range of possibilities in the field of statistical mechanics applied
to real (or, better, non analytic) systems. Pioneers in this work were Rosen-
bluth&Rosenbluth and Teller&Teller who worked at Los Alamos under Nicholas
Metropolis in the 1950s (91). Together with Wood, Widom and others, they
started the development of a series of techniques which, thanks to a ever in-
creasing computing power, can now be applied to more and more complicated
potentials (the first computer calculations were in highly ideal systems like hard
spheres or the Lennard-Jones fluid; actually still studied today). For a complete
account of (almost) all the techniques available to calculate free-energies in vari-
ous phases and systems and an historical overview of the field see the classic book
by Frenkel and Smit (9). Here, only Thermodynamic Integration (TI), probably
the most widely used technique to compute free-energy differences in condensed
phases in the context of phase diagram calculations (9), will be described.
Free-energy differences between two states have always been evaluated by us-
ing equilibrium paths connecting them and TI is not different in this regard.
However, though equilibrium simulations are still the most used technique in the
field, a recent connection between non-equilibrium paths and free-energy differ-
ences, first stated by Jarzynski (92), has raised great expectations and will be
discussed in a specific paragraph, as some results will be later applied to justify
the approach developed in Sec. 4.
3.4.1 Thermodynamic Integration
Within the TI formalism, absolute free-energies are obtained by calculating the
difference between some system of interest (the target system T ) and another one
(the reference system S) whose partition function is known either analytically or
by numerical integration. Typical references are the Einstein crystal for solids or
the Lennard-Jones fluid for liquids. The Free-energy of the target is given by:
FT = FR +∆FT−R, (3.53)
where the subscripts T and R refer to the target and reference system, respec-
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tively. The calculation of ∆FT−R by TI is performed by constructing a fictitious
Hamiltonian in the following way:
H(pN , rN , λ) = (1− λ)HR(pN , rN) + λHT (pN , rN), (3.54)
where pN and rN is a shorthand notation for the 6N components (3N each for
the momenta p and positions r) vector describing the microstate of the system
and λ is the so-called coupling parameter. When λ = 0 the fictitious system
corresponds to the reference system while for λ = 1 it corresponds to the target.
Following the principle of classical thermodynamics, ∆FT−R can be calculated
by measuring the adiabatic work Wad done along a reversible path at constant
temperature connecting the two states, which can be calculated in the following
way. The starting point is the statistical mechanics definition of the free-energy:
F = −kBT lnZ (3.55)
with
Z =
∫
Γ
exp
(−βH (qN , rN , λ)) dqNdrN , (3.56)
where β = 1
kBT
is the “inverse temperature” of the system. Substituting Eq. 3.54
for H(pN ,qN , λ) in Eq. 3.56 and differentiating with respect to λ one obtains:
∂F (λ)
∂λ
=
∫
Γ
∆H
(
qN , rN
)
exp
(−βH (qN , rN , λ)) dqNdrN∫
Γ
exp (−βH (qN , rN , λ)) dqNdrN =< ∆H (λ) >λ
(3.57)
with ∆H = HT −HR and <>λ means a canonical ensemble average is performed.
In words, Eq. 3.57 states that the instantaneous variation of F with respect to the
control parameter λ is simply the canonical average over all the configurations
that the fictitious system takes at a specific value of λ of the difference in energy
between the target and the reference system. In TI one follows an integration
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path where the coupling parameter λ is gradually switched from from 0 to 1. For
this particular choice, integrating Eq. 3.57 one easily obtains
Wad = ∆F =
∫
∂F
∂λ
dλ =
∫ 1
0
< ∆H(λ) >λ dλ (3.58)
The integrand in Eq. 3.58 can be computed by either MC or MD simulations in a
system governed by the fictitious Hamiltonian H(λ). It is customary to calculate
this integral by sampling the integrand at different points λ and using a gaussian
quadrature scheme (93) for the integration.
TI has been applied successfully to many different systems and problems like
for example ab initio calculations of melting point of metals and insulators (both
at zero and finite pressure) (94; 95) and partition coefficient in the dilute limit (96)
or interfacial free-energies for inverse power systems and hard spheres (97; 98; 99)
just to name a few. A systematic account on the use of TI for the calculation of
surface and interface free-energies in solids is given in the works of Grochola et
al.(100; 101).
TI has two main limitations. The first limitations is the need for a reference
system that is both integrable (i.e. whose partition function can be calculated)
and also possibly close in energy to the target system. While the former require-
ment is the starting point for every TI calculations and must always be met,
the latter is necessary to guarantee a good convergence with computational time
of the ensemble average in 3.58. In fact, it is expected that the higher is the
average difference in energy between the target and reference system for the sam-
pled configurations, the slower will be the statistical convergence of the results
(102). For this reason, especially in the use of TI for DFT-based calculations,
a multistage approach is often used where integration is not performed directly
to the analytical system but some intermediate system is taken into considera-
tion (see for example Ref. (94)). The second limitation of TI, at least for its use
with accurate DFT based potentials for the calculation of solid-liquid phase dia-
grams, is that due to sampling problems, calculations are only feasible for either
single-component systems or in the limit of infinite dilution of one species, so that
sampling of the integrand in Eq. 3.58 can be done efficiently by simple MD. This
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point plays a key role in the approach developed in this thesis to the calculation
of accurate free-energy curves and further clarifications together with a deeper
analysis of the problem will be discussed later in Sec. 4.
3.4.2 Non-equilibrium approaches
It has been known since the early days of thermodynamics that the free-energy
difference between two states (hereafter referred to as A and B) of a macroscopic
system is given by the work done in a quasi-static process by an external force
while the system changes from A to B. By the term quasi-static it is meant that
changes in the system must be done so that at any point in the path between A
and B the system is in equilibrium and no dissipation of energy (i.e. no entropy)
is produced in the process. For this reason the term adiabatic is also used in the
literature. This formulation implies that the only way to calculate free-energy
differences is through equilibrium processes. However, it has recently been shown
by Jarzynski (92) that it is possible to correlate non-equilibrium processes to free
energy differences through the formula:
β∆FAB = − ln (< exp (−βWAB) >A) (3.59)
whereWAB is the work done by an external force on the system through any path
(i.e. both equilibrium and non-equilibrium ones) and the brackets <>A imply a
canonical average over all the possible processes (paths) that bring the system
from state A to state B. It must be noticed that equation 3.59 is actually a
generalisation of a particular technique called Free Energy Perturbation (FEP)
whose idea dates back to the work of Zwanzig (103).
The use of equation 3.59 suggests that there is no need to perform slow,
equilibrated simulations to obtain free energy differences between two states, as
non-equilibrium simulations (which are faster, as the system does not need to
be equilibrated from one step to the next along the path) in principle would
give the same answer. However, there is an issue which hinders the use of non-
equilibrium calculations, the convergence rate of ∆FAB in Eq. 3.59 with respect
to the number of path included in the average. The problem arises from the
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fact that the exponential form will be mostly influenced by low values of W ,
corresponding to the left tail of the distribution of work values ρ(W ) (see as a
reference Fig. 4.4). ρ(W ) is defined so that ρ(W0)dW gives the number of path
with an associated value of W in the interval (W0 − dW,W0 + dW ).
Through the use of ρ(W ) equation 3.59 can be rewritten as:
β∆FAB = − ln
∫ +∞
−∞
ρ(W ) exp(−βWAB)dW (3.60)
For many important transformation processes, low values of W come from the
sampling of regions of system A which usually have a very low probability to
appear (see chapter on non-equilibrium approaches in (9)). This important region
is thus sampled very slowly, giving convergence problems.
Due to the interest in the possibilities opened by non-equilibrium approaches,
a lot of effort has been spent to explain the system dependent convergence be-
haviour of Jarzynski’s formula. Most relevant examples in this area are the work
of Kofke, Lou and Zuckermann (104; 105; 106; 107). It is now well understood
that problems arise when the difference in the entropy of the two systems A and
B is large compared to the thermal energy. An interpretation of this fact can be
given in terms of the difference between the work distribution functions ρA(W )
and ρB(W ), where the subscript A (B) refers to which system is the reference
system. Accordingly, ρA(W ) is the probability of performing work W going from
state A to state B and ρB(W ) is the probability of finding the same work value
but starting from system B and going to system A. Considering the two dis-
tributions an interesting result is derived in Ref. (107). It is shown that the
exponential fractional inaccuracy in the calculated free-energy difference (the dif-
ference between the real (∆F (true)) and the calculated (∆F (calc, A)) free-energy
with respect to the former) is given by:
exp(−β∆Ftrue)− exp(−β∆Fcalc,A)
exp(−β∆Ftrue) =
∫ W0
−∞
PB(W )dW (3.61)
In the derivation of this equation, it is assumed that perfect sampling of the
work distribution is made of any work value above a certain threshold W0. This
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formula can be heuristically used to evaluate whether or not one can expect
convergence problems in calculations, based on some knowledge of the system
under study. This point will be later expanded in Sec. 4 in order to explain the
good convergence properties of the FEP calculations performed in this thesis.
From the point of view of numerical implementation of the ideas behind
Eqs. 3.59,3.60, one should keep in mind that a simulation never outputs a continu-
ous distribution of work values ρ(W ). Even more importantly, complete sampling
is impossible for any finite number of work valuesW taken in consideration in the
averages appearing in Jarzynski’s formula. As a result, there will always be an
unrepresented region of ρ(W ) that would give rise to some inaccuracy. For this
reason, it is necessary to introduce an extrapolation scheme to deduce the correct
value ∆FAB. Many different schemes have been proposed for this purpose, see
(108; 109) and references therein.
Finally, it is important to note that there has recently been a strong debate
on whether the assumptions to derive Jarzynski’s formula (Eq. 3.59) were correct
(110; 111) and probably some more theoretical work is needed to give a final word
on this subject. However, the last work on this topic (111) and the fact that some
limiting forms of this relation has been successfully used since the 1960s (9) seems
to speak for its validity.
3.5 The solid-liquid interfacial free-energy γsl
3.5.1 Introduction
The solid-liquid interfacial free-energy γsl is defined as the (positive) contribution
to the free-energy, at equilibrium conditions, to create a unit area of interface be-
tween a solid and liquid phase.
The importance of γsl to alloy solidification studies (and more generally to
materials science) stems from the fact that its magnitude and anisotropy (the
anisotropy being due to the different value that γsl can take for different crystalline
faces exposed at the interface) play a major role in determining the solidification
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Figure 3.5: Interface formation and interfacial free-energy. - Considering
a starting configuration where bulk solid and liquid phases are prepared at the
melting temperature Tm, the free-energy of the joint system is simply the sum of
the free-energy of the two phases. If one now performs an ideal experiment whereby
an interface is formed by joining the these two bulk phases, the total free-energy of
the system is not simply the sum of the two bulk free-energies but an excess term
arises due to the presence of the interface.
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microstructure. γsl in fact controls both nucleation (through a strong exponen-
tial dependence entering the nucleation barrier, see Eq. 3.62b) and growth during
solidification, whose interplay determines the solidification pattern. Some of the
most dramatic effects of this inter-dependence are (as shown in Fig. 3.6):
• Planar front instabilities determining the occurrence of typical cellular or
dendritic structures (8).
• Dendrite branching versus direction of temperature gradient (112).
• Nucleation controlled versus growth controlled morphology (113).
In the following, a review of both experimental and computational methods
proposed for the evaluation of γsl will be given.
3.5.2 Experimental methods for the determination of γsl
Starting from the very early and pioneering work of Thomas-Young at the be-
ginning of the 19th century, many different methods have been proposed in the
literature for the measurement of γsl. Both Kelton (116) and Jones (117) have
critically reviewed the available techniques, their results especially focusing to
applications in pure metals and alloys, and the reader is referred to these works
and references therein for a complete account of the field. Largely drawing from
those two reviews, here are sketched the main ideas and theoretical framework
behind the most used methods, trying to underline their range of validity and
highlighting the experimental accuracy of each technique.
3.5.2.1 γsl from Nucleation Rate experiments
Observation of Nucleation Rates (NRs) during solidification is probably the oldest
yet most utilised technique to extract values of γsl. Pioneering in this field were
the early works of Turnbull (118; 119) who determined in this way γsl for both
metals and non-metals, including Sn, Cu, Pb, Ni, Al, Ge, Si to name a few.
Determination of γsl from this type of experiment is done by invoking Classical
Nucleation Theory (CNT), which relates the nucleation rate I = dN
dt
(defined as
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(a) Cellular-dendritic
transition
(b) Dendrite branching (c) Nucleation vs growth
Figure 3.6: Different effects introduced in the solidification morphology
depending on the magnitude and anisotropy of γsl. Panel (a) shows the
planar-cellular-dendritic transition that can occur during solidification depending,
among other factors, on the magnitude of γsl. γsl tends to stabilise a minimal-
area configuration, i.e. planar growth, while kinetic effects stabilise the opposite,
the interplay between these two factors determine the final solidification pattern
(8) (after (114)). Panel (b) shows the possible different branching pattern in
dendrites depending on the misorientation between the temperature gradient and
the solidification front and the anisotropy of γsl (measured by ǫ) as simulated
and experimentally observed in Al-Cu alloys (after (112)). Panel (c) show the
dramatic effect on the solidification microstructure for different relative magnitude
of the nucleation rate vs growth speed (after (113)). Nucleation rate are strongly
affected by γsl as they exponentially depends on its value (115).
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the number of critical nuclei formed per unit time per unit volume) to γsl through
the equations (see Ref. (115) for a full derivation):
I = Γ exp(−∆G
∗
kBT
) (3.62a)
∆G∗ =
16π
3kBT
γ3sl
(ρsδµ)2
(3.62b)
Γ = ρl(kBT/h) exp(−∆FA/kBT ), (3.62c)
where Γ is the so-called kinetic factor and ∆G∗ is the free-energy of formation of
a critical nucleus. ρs(l) is the particle number density in the solid(liquid) phase,
δµ is the difference in chemical potential between the solid and liquid phases, FA
is the energy barrier for transport across a solid-liquid interface and kB, h and T
are Boltzmann’s and Plank’s constants and temperature respectively.
In deriving Eq. 3.62a five main assumptions are made
1. The free-energy of a nucleus can be written as the sum of two terms, one
extensive in its volume and one extensive in its area
2. δµ and γsl assume their thermodynamic values even for small crystallites
that are not in equilibrium
3. γsl does not depend on temperature
4. Forming nuclei are assumed to be spherical (i.e. γsl is isotropic)
5. Nucleation is purely homogeneous
The first two assumptions, which can be recast in many different ways, consti-
tute the so-called capillary approximation. It puts CNT in the framework of
macroscopic thermodynamics and for this reason it might not be appropriate to
discuss small systems such as critical nuclei, which for the typical values of un-
dercooling and interfacial free-energies measured in alloys should be of the order
of nano-metres. For example, recent results from atomistic simulations point out
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the role of fluctuations (not taken into account in the macroscopic approach) that
for small sizes can give contributions to the interfacial free-energy as large as the
leading, macroscopic term (120). Different theories have been proposed in the
literature to overcome the limitations of the macroscopic capillary approximation
in CNT (121; 122; 123) but for none of them it is possible to obtain simple ana-
lytical results such as Eq. 3.62a unless introducing some simplifying assumptions
in the theory (such as specific types of interaction between molecules (121)), thus
making more difficult the interpretation of nucleation experiments for the extrac-
tion of thermodynamic data. For this reason, CNT is still widely used to this
purpose despite its known flaws. The third assumption has no physical basis and
has been criticised by many authors (117; 124), starting from Turnbull himself
(125) who noted that γsl for metals must increase with temperature if the atomic
jump frequency (i.e. the kinetic factor entering in Eq. 3.62a) have a reasonable
value as estimated from the early available nucleation data. The dependence of
the interfacial free-energy on temperature is nowadays corroborated by a number
of different works based both on theoretical (126; 127) and simulation results
(98; 99; 128; 129). However, it is possible to partially take into account the
temperature dependence of γsl and calculate γsl(Tm) given the results at temper-
atures below the melting point Tm, as done for example by Jones in (130), where
Kelton’s data (116) are reanalysed and corrected in order to have a more direct
comparison to data obtained with other techniques.
The fourth assumption might seem quite strong but it is well satisfied in the
case of most metals, where anisotropy is below 2% thus favouring a spherical
shape. Moreover, this assumption can be relaxed leading only to a slightly dif-
ferent multiplying factor in the exponential but with the same overall form for
Eq. 3.62a.
Finally, the fifth and last assumption is probably the one giving the biggest prob-
lems in the extrapolation of γsl from NRs because of the experimental difficulties
involved in satisfying this condition. High level of purity of the melt must be
achieved and container-melt interaction must be reduced to a minimum in order
to avoid heterogeneous nucleation (125), which can greatly reduce the nucleation
barrier. One way to overcome this problem has been to measure NRs in a dis-
persion of many micro-droplets. Clearly in this case the possibility of having an
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impurity acting as a heterogeneous nucleant is reduced and an analysis of the
distribution of the measured NRs should allow to rule out its effect. However
in this case another effect, only very recently discussed in the literature, might
counterbalance the absence of heterogeneous nucleation (at least for materials
with a negative temperature-pressure melting slope): surface induced nucleation
(131). As it has been shown from computer experiments, free surfaces lower the
nucleation barrier. Of course this effect would play a higher contribution the
higher is the surface/bulk ratio, i.e. it is higher for smaller particles, proving the
point above.
In conclusion, either impurity or surface-enhanced nucleation might account for
the remaining discrepancy between values of γsl determined with the NR tech-
niques and otherwise, but more extensive studies are clearly needed to clarify the
present inconsistencies.
3.5.2.2 γsl from grain-boundary groove shape
One of the most attractive methods for measuring γsl involves the experimental
observation of the shape of grain-boundary grooves formed when a planar grain-
boundary intersects a solid-liquid interface in a system subjected to a temperature
gradient, as described by Jones (117) (see for reference Fig. 3.7). This method
has been applied in metallic systems only for the case of alloys (132; 133; 134)
but not pure metals.
This method is based on the fact that the shape of a grain-boundary groove
in contact with a solid-liquid interface in a temperature gradient must adapt so
as to satisfy the Gibbs-Thomson equation (117):
Tm − Tr = γsl
(
1
r1
+
1
r2
)
Tm
Lρs
. (3.63)
Tm is the bulk melting temperature, Tr the local equilibrium temperature at the
solid-liquid interface. r1 and r2 are the principal radii of curvature (r2 → ∞ in
Fig 3.7), L is the latent heat of fusion per unit mass and ρs is the mass density of
the solid phase. Knowledge of L and ρs clearly allows the use of Eq. 3.63 to extract
γsl. The exact shape for a grain-boundary groove has been calculated for the case
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Figure 3.7: Ideal representation of a grain-boundary groove at a solid-
liquid interface (after (134)). - Tm is the bulk melting temperature, r1 is the
radius of curvature and Tr is the curvature dependent local equilibrium temperature
at the solid-liquid interface. When a planar grain-boundary held on a temperature
gradient meets a solid-liquid interface it forms a groove in order to satisfy Eq. 3.63
and measurement of r1 allows the determination of γsl.
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of a constant temperature gradient in Ref. (135). One of the main problems in
the application of this technique is how to observe the solid-liquid interface in
order to extract the groove geometry. Despite the early recognition of the fact
that a direct in-situ observation of the interface should be the correct procedure
to adopt (117), grain-boundary groove shape measurements in alloys have been
mainly performed using rapid quenching to freeze the solid-liquid interface and
observe it at a later stage (132; 133; 134). In this case, however, an experimental
inaccuracy difficult to assess arises, because it is not possible to know if, or
how much, the groove shape changed during cooling. Moreover, segregation of
impurities at the surface might induce a change in γsl and thus a strict control
over the composition of the analysed samples must be used.
3.5.2.3 γsl from Depression of Melting Point in small crystals
Another way to use the Gibbs-Thomson equation 3.63 in order to calculate γsl
involves measurements of the Depression of Melting Point (DMP) in small crys-
tals. This method have been used for Sn (136), Pb and In (137) and Au (138)
just to cite a few examples.
When a crystal is heated, melting often begins at the surface even below the
melting temperature (a phenomenon called surface melting). In the case of a
nanometre-sized isolated crystal, for which the surface to volume ratio is rela-
tively high compared to a bulk sample, this mechanism of melting leads to the
appearance of a thin shell of liquid at measurable undercoolings. While at the be-
ginning this liquid skin is too thin to manifest bulk-like liquid properties, after it
achieves a critical thickness d at temperature Tr one can use the Gibbs-Thomson
relation to describe the equilibrium between the liquid skin and the crystal un-
derneath. This analysis leads to the following equation, connecting γsl with the
initial radius of the particle R and its melting temperature Tr (136) (clearly
Tm ≡ Tr(R =∞)):
Tr = Tm − 2Tm
L
{
γsl
ρs(R− d) +
γlv
R
(
1
ρs
− 1
ρl
)}
. (3.64)
Here, L is the molar heat of melting and ρs and ρl are the molar density of the
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solid and liquid phases respectively. d is an adjustable parameter of the model and
is used as a fitting constant, γlv is the liquid-vapour interfacial free-energy. In this
technique, nanometer-sized crystals are first grown on an inert substrate (such
as carbon or silicon monoxide) by vapour deposition in vacuo and then heated.
The onset of melting is detected by looking at electron diffraction patterns of the
crystals. Temperature variation from Tm for these crystal sizes in metals are in
the range of 10− 200 K and thus can be measured by direct calorimetry.
The assumptions from which Eq. 3.64 is derived, an isotropic γsl and melting
transition starting from the surface, constitute probably the main source of inac-
curacy in the determination of γsl (117). In particular, the presence of a substrate
on which crystals are deposited might induce a different type of melting mecha-
nism rather than surface melting. Moreover, little quantities of impurities in the
crystals might also induce a change in Tm and particular care must be taken to
prepare very pure samples.
3.5.2.4 γsl from Contact Angle measurements
Another method that has been successfully used for both pure metals and alloys
to calculate γsl is from Contact Angles (CAs) measurement at the solid-liquid-
vapour triple junction (i.e. where the three different phases meet). In the case of
metals, this method has been applied both for single (139) and multi-component
systems (140). If the solid-liquid and the solid-vapor interfaces are in the same
plane, which can be experimentally verified by direct observation, balance of the
capillary forces due to the solid-liquid, solid-vapor and vapour-liquid line tension
at the triple junction gives (139):
γsl = γsv − γlv cos(θC) (3.65)
Eq. 3.65 is known in the literature as Young’s equation. In this case, knowl-
edge of γsv and γlv derived from other experiments can be used to calculate γsl by
measuring the contact angle θC (see Fig. 3.8). Measurement of θC can be done
by either optical or electron-microscopy depending on the size of the drop to be
observed (139).
.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic geometry of a solid-liquid-vapor triple junction
used to calculate γsl. - Here θC is the so-called contact-angle (also called the
wetting-angle), measured with respect to the solid-liquid interface plane. γsv and
γlv are the solid-vapor and liquid-vapor interfacial free-energy, respectively. If the
solid-liquid and liquid-vapour interfaces reside in the same plane, a simple balance
of capillary forces at the triple junction can be used to derive equation 3.65.
As for most of the other techniques to calculate γsl, a very accurate control
of composition is needed to rule out possible effects due to impurities on the
measured values, as discussed for example in (140). Moreover, the solid-liquid
and solid-vapour interfaces must be coplanar for Eq. 3.65 to be valid, a condition
which is not easy to obtain nor trivial to verify experimentally, especially when
dealing with non-transparent materials such as metals.
Given the difficult conditions that must be met in these experiments, it is prob-
ably not completely unexpected that values for γsl obtained in this way can,
in metallic systems, differ by almost a factor of 4 from those measured by either
DMP or NRs measurements, which give smaller values (see for reference Tab.3.1).
3.5.2.5 γsl from Dihedral Angle measurements
Closely related to the sessile drop method, Dihedral Angle (DA) measurements at
the intersection between a grain-boundary and a solid-liquid interface can be used
to determine γsl as has been proved for example for both Bi and Al and its alloys
(141; 142). At least for the case of metallic systems, electron microscopy is used
on a quenched sample to observe the solid-liquid interface at the intersection with
a low-angle tilt grain-boundary. At that point, similarly to equation 3.65, balance
of forces at the grain-boundary and solid-liquid interface gives (see Fig. 3.9 for
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reference)
γgb = 2γsl cos
(
θsl
2
)
(3.66)
Figure 3.9: Balance of forces at the grain-boundary-liquid triple line -
θsl is the angle formed between the grain-boundary plane and the plane tangent to
the solid-liquid interfaces for the two different grains at the triple junction and γgb
is the grain-boundary free-energy. As in the case of CA experiments, measurement
of the dihedral angle θsl can be used to measure γsl from knowledge of γgb, which
has to be determined independently.
where γgb is the grain-boundary free-energy, whose knowledge is assumed in
order to calculate γsl, and θsl is the angle formed between the grain-boundary and
the tangent to the solid-liquid interfaces for the two different grain at the triple
junction. As in the case of CA experiments, a great effort must be put to control
the composition of the sample, avoiding segregation of unknown impurities at
either the solid-liquid interface or at the grain-boundary. Moreover, one must
achieve a high accuracy in the determination of the angle θsl involved, because
for its typical value encountered in metallic systems, close to 90◦, dγsl
dθsl
has a
maximum and the value measured for γsl is very sensitive to the measurement
of θsl. However, compared to CA experiments, in this case only the quantity
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γgb must be independently measured to evaluate γsl, which reduces the possible
sources of errors.
3.5.3 Theoretical calculation of γsl in alloys: Turnbull’s
rule, validity and issues
Many different attempts have been made to rationalise known values of γsl in
order to find a theory capable of predictive power (see for reference (124) or
(130)). Each of them is based on different assumptions regarding either the
energetics of the system or different models for the solid-liquid interface. Despite
the big efforts put in building these theories the most cited and most widely
used equation for predicting γsl is still probably the empirical relation noticed by
Turnbull in his seminal work on the nucleation in small droplets (118):
γsl = CT∆Hfρ
2
3
s (3.67)
where ∆Hf and ρs are the enthalpy of fusion per particle and the crystalline solid
phase particle density, respectively. CT is usually called the Turnbull’s coefficient
and its exact value is still being discussed. Turnbull’s original data showed that
CT ≈ 0.45 for most metals and ≈ 0.32 for many non-metals (118) but estimations
based on more recent data showed values between 0.49 and 0.60, (116; 143; 144).
Moreover, as pointed out in (130), Kelton’s (116) data showed that CT is not
dependent on the specific type of bonding (metallic or non-metallic). In any
case, a high level of correlation between γsl and ∆Hf was found in all these
authors’ works. Turnbull’s equation, which has been derived purely by fitting to
experimental data, is usually taken as a rule of thumb whenever experimental
data are not available and can be used to approximate trends for certain classes
of elements. However it is more useful as a guideline rather than as a way to
estimate accurate values for γsl, which is evident given the many revision made
to CT whenever more experimental data become available to assess the present
knowledge.
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3.5.4 Computational methods to calculate γsl
The very wide spread in values for γsl calculated with different methods (see
Table 3.1), which can be as high as 150% for some systems, is a clear statement of
the inaccuracy present in each of the experimental methods discussed in Sec. 3.5.2.
Even assuming that the preparation of the system was the same in each ex-
periment and that impurity effects were thus equally important (and reduced to
a minimum), the interpretation of these experimental results is based on rather
different theories and assumptions. Moreover, even the thermodynamic condi-
tions in which these experiments are performed are not the same. For example,
CA measurements are taken at T = Tm, NR experiments at T < Tm and DA
experiments (as well as grain-boundary groove shape experiments) are performed
in a temperature gradient. Although some of these differences can be taken into
account and data can be corrected to obtain a more direct comparison, important
discrepancies remain. Unfortunately, if one wants to use values of γsl determined
from experiments in meso-scale theories in order to be able to predict micro-
structural features during solidification, a better estimate is needed. Due to both
the ever increasing computational power available and technical and algorithmical
improvements, it became clear that a computational approach to the calculation
of γsl was possible. The first step in this sense was taken in the middle 1980s with
the early works of Broughton and Gilmer on a simple Lennard-Jones potential
(151; 152). This first attempt to calculate γsl remained unfollowed for around fif-
teen years before the possibility to perform these simulations using more realistic
potentials (such as EAMs), together with a general recognition of the need for
reliable values for γsl and its anisotropy to perform predictive meso-scale simula-
tions of solidification, especially in the context of PFMs (124), gave new attention
to the problem of computing γsl. In the following section, a review of the avail-
able techniques present in the literature to calculate γsl is given. Though we
refer to the available literature for the specifics of each method, particular care
will be given in highlighting both the computational requirements and above all
robustness issues of each method which are generally not thoroughly discussed in
the original papers.
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Element CNT DMP CA DA Spread
Al 93a,108b,120c 131− 153d 158± 30e 50%
Au 132a,137b,151c 270± 10f 190± 100g 80%
Bi 54.4a,88b,95c 55− 80h 74± 3i 55%
Cu 177a,178b,198c 270± 150j 237± 26e 45%
Pb 33.3a,60b,71c 40± 7k 155± 60l 150%
Sn 54.5a,75b,83c 62± 10m 42%
Table 3.1: Comparison of reported values of γsl (in mJ/m
2) determined
via different experimental techniques. The data shown in this table are a
collection from different experimental works (see below for keys) for those metals
where data from at least two different techniques were available. CNT are data
calculated via nucleation rate experiments, DMP are data coming from depression
of melting point for small crystals, CA from contact angle experiments and finally
DA from dihedral angle measurements. CA data for Pb are reported here as an
average between the values of 150 ± 70 mJ/m2 and 160± 60 mJ/m2 for the (100)
and (111) interfaces, respectively.The range of values obtained for γsl for the same
elements with different techniques can be used as a measure of the accuracy with
which current methods can determine γsl. The spread reported in the last column
is calculated as (γmaxsl − γminsl )/γmeansl for the available data. Clearly, the very wide
spreads obtained, in the range 40%−150%, call for better methods and theoretical
analyses to both explain the discrepancy between different experiments and assess
the accuracy of each method.
(a) Turnbull (118)
(b) Kelton (116)
(c) Jones (130)
(d) Quinson (145)
(e) Estathopoulos (142)
(f) Sambles (146)
(g) Naidich (147)
(h) Coombes (148)
(i) Masamura (149)
(j) Wenzl (150)
(k) Coombes (137)
(l) Chatain (139)
(m) Wronski (136)
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3.5.4.1 Cleavage Method (CM)
Historically, CMs were the first to be developed, starting with the pioneering
paper of Broughton and Gilmer (152). The common idea behind different meth-
ods under this name is to simulate via MD or MC a reversible transformation
where a bulk solid and liquid supercells are first cleaved and then put in contact,
thus forming an interface. If the whole process is done reversibly at constant
temperature and pressure the total work is, by definition, the interfacial Gibbs
free-energy excess γslA, through which γsl can be extracted from the knowledge
of A. In all the different implementations of CMs applied to the case of the
solid-liquid interface, the process is divided in four different parts (see Fig. 3.10
for reference):
1. Introduce a cleaving potential in both crystalline (solid) and liquid phases
2. Through the cleaving potential, split the solid and the liquid
3. Keeping the cleaving potential active, put in contact the solid and liquid
via readjustment of the PBCs
4. Remove the cleaving potential
For each of the above steps the total work performed on the system is measured
via TI. The integrating parameter λ (see Sec. 3.4.1 for reference) varies from step
to step and change depending on the system to which this method is applied
and on different implementations of CMs. More details about this issue can be
found in the original papers (97; 98; 99; 152). Of particular importance in this
scheme is the choice of the cleaving potential. In order to keep numerical errors
to a minimum, it is required that the insertion (step 1) and removal (step 4) of
the potential perturbs the system as little as possible. Furthermore, in order to
join the crystal and the liquid (step 3), one must create regions where particles
are never found (or otherwise the possibility of an overlap with very high, non-
integrable forces can occur and the simulation has to be rejected). Finally, in order
to ensure maximum reversibility, one wants to produce, during step 2, a liquid
whose properties close to the cleaving potential resemble those of a liquid outside
a crystalline face. Failure to do so produce a certain hysteresis whose magnitude
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Figure 3.10: Schematic representation of the simulation steps used in
CMs in order to calculate γsl. - The labels S and L represent solid and liq-
uid, respectively. Continuos lines of the same colour indicate equivalent bound-
aries while dotted lines represent the cleaving potential (clearly PBCs are applied).
Boxes represent a two-dimensional cut on the xy plane through the systems, per-
pendicular to the interface. In step 1, a cleaving potential is introduced in both the
solid and liquid which are then cleaved in step 2. During step 3, PBCs are read-
justed so as to put the crystal and liquid in contact in order to form the solid-liquid
interface. Finally, in step 4 the cleaving potential is removed. The total work done
during the whole process is equal to (twice) the free-energy of the interface, γslA.
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happens to be the major source of inaccuracy in the calculated value of γsl. This
last particular aspect of the CM was highlighted since the paper of Broughton
and Gilmer, who noticed that the passage from a bulk to a perturbed liquid in
contact with the cleaving potential always occurs via a first order transition (due
to the layering of the liquid close to the wall, which can be regarded as a sort of
pre-freezing of the liquid). It is clear from all these requirements that a certain
effort have to be put in building the cleaving potential (see (152) for details).
The inaccuracy introduced by the hysteresis associated to the first order phase
transition prevented Broughton and Gilmer from resolving the anisotropy between
the (100), (110) and (111) crystalline faces in the Lennard-Jones system. In
order to improve on this situation, recently Davidchack and Laird (99) introduced
another kind of cleaving potential, which they named “cleaving walls”. The
reason for the name is evident since their cleaving potential is constituted by
arrays of particles (the wall) having the same structure as the crystalline face to
be cleaved for both the solid and the liquid. This clearly reduces perturbations in
the solid at a minimum while at the same time creates a liquid whose structure
is similar to that of a liquid in contact with the correct face of the solid. With
this approach, it was possible to calculate γsl with enough precision to resolve γsl
anisotropy in both hard spheres (153) and Lennard-Jones fluid (98). However,
there are two features of the calculations presented by these authors that merit
particular attention (at least in the implementation of the method to continuous
potentials (98)). The first is the way in which the accuracy of the calculations is
estimated. In order to reduce the effect of hysteresis during the removal of the
cleaving wall in step 4, the authors perform many forward and backwards (i.e.,
reinsertion of the cleaving wall) simulations and measure the work for each of these
processes. In a perfectly reversible simulation the difference in the calculated work
for these two processes would be exactly zero, because the TI path followed (i.e.
the value of the integrand in Eq. 3.58 for each λ) would be exactly the same for
both trajectories. For this reason, the authors repeat the reverse of step 4 many
times, and use the trajectory for which the TI path is closer to the direct process
to estimate the hysteresis (which is the main source of error in the calculation,
apart from that coming from finite statistical sampling). This procedure may
require many different simulations before finding one for which a small hysteresis
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is found and the accuracy does not steadily increase with computational time.
Moreover, the whole procedure is biased in the sense that the forward simulation
might be itself out of equilibrium, in which case finding a similar backward TI
path just means that the backward trajectories is biased from the equilibrium
one in the same way as the forward trajectory, rather than both being the correct
one. The second problem regards the way in which the work is calculated during
the rearrangement of periodic boundary conditions in step 3. While in the case
of hard-spheres no problem occurs, for continuous potentials the integrand in
Eq. 3.58 is almost divergent as particles at the beginning of this step (i.e. for
λ→ 0, see for example Fig. 3 in (98)), can be close to each other. In this case the
result of the integration process might strongly depend on the integration mesh
used in the vicinity of λ = 0, which has to be very fine if correct results are to
be obtained. The authors of the cited papers do not seem to discuss any of these
issues, but a systematic investigation of the problems discussed might clarify the
robustness of the cleaving approach. Nevertheless, values for γsl calculated with
this technique seem to agree quite well with those calculated via the Capillary
Fluctuation Method (CFM) (see for example Refs. (153; 154)) and other methods
(155).
Concerning the computational costs of applying CMs to the calculations of
γsl, for a Lennard-Jones system one has to perform simulations for an estimate
of around 3 · 107 steps with systems of ∼ 104 particles. Smaller systems are likely
to show a higher degree of hysteresis caused by larger fluctuations (and below a
certain limit even unwanted phenomena like complete freezing of the liquid cell
during simulations with a consequent complete rejection of the computed data)
and it is thus not possible to reduce the system size used in the calculations below
this size to lower the computational cost, while the number of steps is dictated
by the requirement of performing well-equilibrated, reversible transformations to
avoid hysteresis and to improve the statistical accuracy.
3.5.4.2 Capillary Wave Theory based methods
Under this name it is possible to group two different methods that use analytical
results from Capillary Wave Theory (CWT) in order to extract γsl indirectly from
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a measure of the interfacial stiffness γ˜sl defined as γ˜sl = γsl+ γ
′′
sl where γ
′′
sl ≡ ∂
2γsl
∂θ2
and θ is the angle between the [100] direction and the direction normal to the
interface (for systems with an underlying cubic symmetry).These methods are the
so-called Capillary Fluctuation Method (CFM) and Interfacial Width Broadening
Method (IWBM).
In the case of the CFM (156) one obtains γ˜sl by measuring the corrugations of
the solid-liquid interface, which are related by the equation
< |A(k)|2 >= kBTm
bLγ˜slk2
(3.68)
where kB and Tm are Boltzmann’s constant and melting temperature, respec-
tively, L is the length of the supercell along the x-axis and b << L is the length
of the simulation supercell along the y-axis (see for reference Fig. 3.11). A(k) is
defined by the following relation
h(x) =
∑
k
A(k) exp(ikx) (3.69)
where h(x), the interface height along the x-axis, is measured via some order pa-
rameter distinguishing between solid and liquid atoms through which the interface
position can be tracked during simulations. Clearly, this allows the calculation
of γ˜sl from fitting the linear slope of the 1/ < |A(k)|2 > versus k2 relation.
In the case of the IWBM instead, one measures the broadening of the interface
width (as measured by its mean-squared fluctuation wCW ) due to the increase in
the lateral dimension L of the simulation supercell ( x = y = L, x and y being
the dimensions of the supercell along the corresponding axes) which diverges log-
arithmically as (157):
w2CW =
4kBTm
2πγ˜sl
ln(L/ℓ) (3.70)
where ℓ is a cut-off length introduced under the assumption used to derive Eq.3.70
that only those modes with a wavelength larger than the typical width of the
interface must be taken into account. In accordance with mean-field theory the
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Figure 3.11: Snapshot from a coexistence simulation as performed in
the CFM (after (154)). - The figures show the ribbon-like geometry of the
simulation supercell needed to apply Eq. 3.68, where y ≡ b << L. The height of
the interface h(x), obtained as an average over the y axis, is calculated via an order
parameter distinguishing atoms in a solid or liquid environment (156). Different
order parameters can be used for this purpose.
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flat interface between the solid and liquid coexisting phases is described by an
interfacial profile φ(z) given by (157):
φ(z) = A+B tanh(
z − z0
w0
), (3.71)
where the parameters A and B refer to the value of φ(z) in both bulk solid and
liquid phases. Similarly to what is done in CFM, during the atomistic simulation
φ(z) is calculated as the average of an order parameter depending on the relative
positions of the particles and can distinguish between solid and liquid phases.
This profile is later fitted to Eq. 3.71 to obtain the width of the interface for
supercells of different lateral dimensions. A second fitting of the obtained data to
Eq. 3.70 finally allows to recover γ˜sl. It is important to notice that in both CFM
and IWBM, which were developed to calculate the anisotropy of γsl rather than
its magnitude, one does not measure γsl directly but γ˜sl. To recover the former
from the latter one repeats the calculations of γ˜sl for different orientations and
then fit the obtained data with expressions based on symmetry-related arguments
that give γsl as a function of the angle θ previously defined. This expression for
cubic symmetry reads
γsl(θ) = γ0(1 + ǫ cos(4θ) +O(2)) (3.72)
The above procedure has been performed using CFM for a wide variety of systems
(153; 154; 156; 158; 159) but it can be straightforwardly applied to IWBM as well,
though at present no such attempt has been described in the literature.
Being derived from macroscopic considerations, both Eq.3.68 and 3.70 are
valid in the small k regime, i.e. when the wavelength of the surface perturba-
tion is higher than the intrinsic length set by the crystal periodicity. This is
clearly seen during the fitting procedure as for large k the linear relation between
< |A(k)|2 > and 1/k2 clearly does not hold (156). Moreover, the finer the fea-
tures of the interface one wants to observe, the more results will depend on the
order parameter used to calculate the actual position of the interface. Different
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parameters might give different results and thus introduce a source of bias in
CWT based methods.
As it is clear from both Eqs. 3.68 and 3.70 another limitation of this approach
is that it is valid only when a rough interface is present. For an abrupt interface
(constant h(x)) the Fourier transform appearing in Eq. 3.68 corresponds to a
Dirac’s delta at k = 0 while in Eq. 3.70 w2CW would be zero resulting in both
cases in an unphysical infinite stiffness being calculated. This is usually not a
problem for most metallic systems, which tend to have rough rather than abrupt
interfaces (8), i.e. they do not show faceting phenomena. However care must be
taken in this sense when doing these simulations for other type of materials.
Concerning the computational requirements of CWT based methods, CFM
needs very large simulation supercells of around 105 atoms for about 106 steps
of simulation in order to calculate γ˜sl. This calculation must be repeated for
different interface orientations in order to obtain a value of γsl (and many different
times if an estimate of the statistical uncertainty is required). IWBM based
calculations require simulating smaller supercells in the range of 103−104 particles
and for around 106 steps but the scaling analysis means that these simulations
are repeated typically for at least 5− 6 different system sizes, the larger of which
is around 2 · 104 particles (157). Again, these calculations must be repeated for
different interface orientations each time to estimate γsl. In both cases it is clear
that the computational requirements are very high even for simple potentials. For
this reason, both CFM and IWBM calculations have been attempted at most with
very simple EAM potentials and it is quite difficult to envisage their application
with a more complicated energy description in the foreseeable future.
3.5.4.3 Classical Nucleation Theory-based calculations
From CNT, it is known that, in a single component system, the Gibbs free-energy
G of a spherical solid cluster of radius R immersed into a liquid can be written
as
G = 4πR2γsl +
4
3
πR3∆µ(T ) (3.73)
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where ∆µ(T ) is the (temperature dependent) chemical potential difference be-
tween a solid and a liquid particle. In the following discussion we suppose that
∆µ(T ) < 0, i.e. T < Tm.
For any specific undercooling, differentiation of Eq. 3.73 gives the critical
radius size R∗ corresponding to a metastable cluster of maximum free-energy
R∗ =
2γsl
∆µ(T )
∼= 2γslTm
L∆T
(3.74)
where ∆T = T − Tm and the approximate relationship ∆µ(T ) ∼= L∆TTm valid
for small undercooling has been used. At R = R∗ the cluster is metastable
because both addition and subtraction of particles to this cluster are spontaneous
processes (i.e. they lead to a decrease of the system’s free-energy). However while
the former would lead to indefinite growth, the latter would lead to complete
dissolution of the cluster into the surrounding liquid.
One can also think about the problem from the point of view of temperature,
and in this case, at a fixed trial radius RT , the cluster is unstable or metastable
depending on the specific undercooling of the system. This second approach
is the one taken in Ref. (129) to exploit atomistic simulations together with
CNT in order to calculate γsl. A solid spherical cluster is cut out of a bulk
crystal and embedded into a liquid (see (129) for details of the simulation). Then,
the temperature of the simulation is varied until the temperature at which the
cluster is (meta)stable is found. This procedure is repeated for different cluster
sizes R∗ and the results are fitted to Eq. 3.74 from which γsl can be recovered.
Extrapolation of γsl to T = Tm can be then used for direct comparison of the
obtained value with the one recovered for the previously discussed method (which
measure γsl at at T = Tm).
The CNT based method has been applied in the literature only for the case of
a Lennard-Jones fluid giving some peculiar results (129). In fact, the value of γsl
calculated with this method is significantly smaller than those obtained via both
CMs and CFM for the same system and also when compared to the theoretical
value obtained using Turnbull’s equation (note here that the authors in (129)
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Figure 3.12: Solid cluster embedded into a liquid at their coexistence
temperature. - Snapshot of a solid, crystalline cluster (green) equilibrated inside
a liquid matrix (red) at the critical temperature T ∗ typical of the specific cluster
size (after (156) ).
compare their results to the lowest possible value given by Turnbull because they
use CT = 0.32, see Eq. 3.67, i.e. the value for non-metals with open structures,
while the commonly used value for FCC structures is CT = 0.45). The reasons
for this discrepancy can be different, for example, this technique is the only one
dealing with a curved interface, whose value of γsl is not the same as for a flat
interface unless for very large nuclei. Moreover, it is difficult to measure the exact
radius of a crystalline nucleus as this would vary in the same simulation due to
thermal fluctuations which are difficult to take into account (though the authors
in (129) seem to use the initial value of R∗ given before the equilibration with the
melt as their effective critical radius to estimate γsl). Other reasons can be linked
directly to failures in CNT on which the method is based (see Sec. 3.5.2.1).
Despite these shortcomings this method is the one more directly comparable
to NR experiments as it is based on the same underlying theory and it thus does
not come as a complete surprise that NRs estimated in this way are somewhat
better than those calculated via other methods (160).
From a computational point of view this method require the simulation of very
big system of around 104− 105 particles for some 106− 107 steps and must be re-
peated for many different temperatures in order to extract γsl. Moreover, as also
discussed in (129), careful monitoring of the simulations on-the-fly is needed to
avoid unwanted phenomena (such as solidification of the whole simulation super-
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cell during the matrix-crystal equilibration period, when the different potential
used for the crystalline cluster and the liquid matrix can cause a shift of the
overall melting point). Given these requirements, it is again difficult to envisage
use of this technique in conjunction with more complicated potentials.
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98
4Free-Energy Perturbation
calculations of solid-liquid phase
boundaries
4.1 Introduction
Over the last two decades first-principles based methods have been extensively
developed for the calculation of solid-state alloy phase diagrams within the pre-
dictive framework of electronic density-functional theory (DFT) (161; 162; 163;
164; 165). These methods generally rely on the use of lattice-model Hamiltoni-
ans (the so-called Cluster Expansion (CE)), with interaction parameters derived
from first-principles calculations, to model the configurational energetics of solid
alloy phases. The resulting model for the alloy energetics is then combined with
the (quasi-) Harmonic Approximation and Monte-Carlo simulations (9; 51) as
a framework for computing the vibrational and configurational contributions to
finite-temperature free-energies, respectively. The computational efficiency and
predictive capabilities of such approaches have led to growing applications for
metallic, semiconductor and oxide systems. In contrast to this favorable situation
for calculations of solid-state thermodynamic properties and phase boundaries, far
less progress has been demonstrated to date in the application of first-principles
methods for computing solid-liquid alloy phase equilibria.
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SOLID-LIQUID PHASE BOUNDARIES
While accurate ab initio calculations of melting lines have been demonstrated
for pure elements and stoichiometric compounds based on Ab Initio Molecular
Dynamics (AIMD) simulations (94; 95; 166; 167), these calculations are typically
based on Thermodynamic Integration (TI) techniques (described in Sec. 3.4.1)
which are not easily generalised for applications to concentrated alloys with com-
positional disorder. To date, first-principles calculations of alloy solid-liquid
phase boundaries have been demonstrated from AIMD thermodynamic integra-
tion methods only in the limit of dilute solute compositions (96; 168). For con-
centrated alloys, the challenge lies in the need to average over the ionic configura-
tional degrees of freedom, which for a solid substitutional alloy requires the use of
Monte-Carlo sampling methodologies, owing to the slow diffusive time scales over
which these degrees of freedom are sampled in AIMD. For liquid-phase alloys,
where diffusive time scales are much faster, sampling over the configurational
degrees of freedom is possible by Molecular Dynamics (MD), but time scales on
the order of tens of picoseconds are required, which are still relatively long for
AIMD simulations considering that several such runs at different compositions
and temperatures are generally required to construct free-energy curves and as-
sociated phase boundaries.
In this thesis, a new approach aimed at overcoming these limitations is pro-
posed. Given its formulation, it is expected to be useful for first-principles phase-
boundary calculations in concentrated alloys based on the framework of thermo-
dynamic Free Energy Perturbation (FEP) theory (9; 103). The basic approach
is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. It involves the sampling of configurational and atomic
displacement degrees of freedom by employing a classical interatomic potential
in Monte Carlo simulations to generate reference free-energy curves for solid and
liquid phases, as illustrated by the dashed lines and open symbols in Fig. 4.1.
Such calculations are further used to generate trajectories as the basis for FEP
calculations, to compute the free-energy differences between the classical and
Density Functional Theory (DFT) Hamiltonians, thus “correcting” the predic-
tions of the classical potential, as illustrated by the solid lines and filled symbols
in Fig. 4.1. The outcome of the procedure is then DFT-based results for solid and
liquid free-energies, which can be used in a duplex way. On the one hand, using
the so called tangent construction, one can directly calculate the corresponding
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solid-liquid phase boundary. On the other hand, the same free-energy curves can
provide thermodynamic driving forces for continuum models for solidification ki-
netics, such as the Phase Field Model previously described in Sec. 3.2.1. This
is clear if one considers the following free-energy density form for a binary alloy
(fAB in Eq. 3.1a):
G(φ, x2, T ) = (1− φ)Gl(x2, T ) + φGs(x2, T ) (4.1)
where the free-energy density is simply expressed as a weighted, linear com-
bination of the bulk solid and bulk liquid free-energies (Gs/l) as a function of
composition with coefficients determined by the phase field parameter φ 1.
The purpose of the work presented in this chapter is to employ classical poten-
tials to test the computational efficiency of the approach outlined above. To this
purpose, first a methodology for deriving the reference solid and liquid free-energy
curves based on classical thermodynamic integration using Semi-Grand Canon-
ical Monte Carlo (SGCMC) methods (54) is reviewed in Sec. 4.2.1. Though
other techniques could in principle be used to calculate such curves, the Semi-
Grand Canonical (SGC) ensemble constitutes a natural ensemble to treat multi-
component systems and its application does not need to implement complicated
algorithms. Its ease of application for many alloy-related problems is one of the
main reasons behind its very wide use in the literature (56; 57; 59; 169). Later in
Sec. 4.2.2 the FEP approach for computing corrections to the resulting free-energy
curves is presented. The central issue concerning the practical implementation
of this approach is the convergence of the FEP step with respect to the number
of samples employed in the estimation of relevant ensemble averages. This point
is discussed in Sec. 4.3, where the results of tests based on the use of two differ-
ent classical potentials that are known to give substantially different solid-liquid
phase diagrams are presented. The results, which suggest rapid convergence both
for pure elements and for concentrated alloys, are discussed in Sec. 4.4 and the
main conclusions of the chapter are then summarised.
1As commonly done in Phase Field Models (PFMs) of solidification, which usually deals
with zero-pressure conditions, no difference is assumed between Helmoltz and Gibbs free-energy,
and the use of the notation F or G is considered equivalent.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of a two-step approach to calculating
solid-liquid boundaries in concentrated alloys with ab initio accuracy. - In
the first step, the free-energy versus concentration (mole fraction of element 2, x2)
curve is calculated using standard thermodynamic integration techniques with a
reference classical interatomic potential (open symbols) and fitting the calculated
excess free-energies to a polynomial expansion (see details in the text). In the
second step, a thermodynamic perturbation scheme is applied to calculate the
difference in the free-energy between the reference potential and a fully ab initio
DFT calculation at several concentrations (filled symbols). The points so calculated
can be used to refit the polynomial expansion of the excess free energy, thus gaining
an ab initio accuracy in the calculations of concentrated-alloy free energies and
associated solid and liquid phase boundary compositions, xs2 and x
l
2, respectively.
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4.2.1 Semi-Grand Canonical Monte Carlo calculations of
reference free-energies
As described in the previous section, the first step in the proposed approach
involves the calculation of free-energies as a function of composition for both solid
and liquid alloy phases at fixed temperature and pressure. Here, an approach that
has been described in detail in previous publications (57; 169) is briefly reviewed.
The approach starts from the knowledge of the equilibrium melting temperature
(Tm) for the pure solvent material (referred to here as species 1), where the solid
and liquid free-energies are equal. The free-energy difference (∆Gm) between
solid and liquid phases at some particular temperature (T ) above or below Tm is
determined by integrating the Gibbs-Helmholtz relation:
∂(∆Gm/T )/∂T = −∆Hm/T 2 (4.2)
where ∆Gm = G
l
0 − Gs0, Gα0 denotes the Gibbs free-energy of phase α (solid
or liquid) for pure species 1, and similarly for the enthalpy of melting, ∆Hm =
H l0−Hs0 . The alloy free-energy (Gα) as a function of composition is then computed
by integrating the following relation:
∂Gα/∂x2 = ∆µ
α, (4.3)
where ∆µ = µ2 − µ1 is the difference in chemical potential between the solute
(2) and solvent species, and x2 denotes the mole fraction of solute. This latter
integration requires knowledge of the relationship ∆µ(x2) at constant tempera-
ture and pressure, which can be readily derived from Monte-Carlo simulations
employing a semi-grand-canonical (SGC) ensemble (54).
For the purpose of performing the integration of Eq. 4.3, it is useful to fit
an analytical form for ∆µ by decomposing this quantity into ideal and excess
contributions as follows:
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∆µα(x2) = kBT ln
x2
1− x2 +∆µ
α
xs(x2), (4.4)
where the last term (∆µαxs) typically can be fitted by a low-order polynomial for
the purpose of integration. The result is an expression for the free-energy of phase
α that can be written in the following form:
Gα(xB, P, T ) = G
α
0 (P, T )+
+ kBT (x2 ln (x2) + (1− x2) ln (1− x2))+
+
n∑
i
Aαi (P, T )x
i
2,
(4.5)
where Gα0 (P, T ) denotes the free-energy of pure species 1 in the α phase which
needs only to be defined to within an arbitrary constant; this value can be as-
signed zero for one of the phases (e.g. solid) with the value for the other phase
(e.g. liquid) being given by the free-energy difference (∆Gm) as derived from the
integration of Eq. 4.2. The polynomial coefficients (Aαi ) in Eq. 4.5 are obtained
from the results of the Semi-Grand Canonical derived relationship between ∆µ
and x2. Examples demonstrating the use of the approach described above are
given in Refs. (57; 169).
4.2.2 The Free Energy Perturbation method
The procedure described in the previous section can be implemented straight-
forwardly with a classical interatomic potential model to derive a reference free-
energy curve. The next step is to solve the problem of correcting these reference
free-energies by employing an approach that from now onwards will be referred to
as FEP calculations. From the previous section, the free energy curves for solid
and liquid phases can be constructed from the knowledge of ∆G0 = G
l
0−Gs0 (i.e.
the difference in free-energies between liquid and solid phases for pure species
1), as well as the values of the polynomial coefficients Aαi in each phase. The
correction to the first term (∆G0) can be derived by computing the differences in
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elemental solid and liquid free-energies between the reference and final Hamilto-
nians; similar calculations for alloys with a few different compositions can then be
used to re-optimize the coefficients Ai in Eq. 4.5 to construct the final free-energy
curve. The approach proposed here is to calculate these free-energy corrections
by employing a FEP methodology which dates back to Zwanzig (103).
The following discussion will regard the calculation of free-energy differences
at zero pressure, where the Gibbs (G) and Helmholtz (F ) free-energies are equal,
i.e. G = F + PV = F . Besides being probably the most interesting case for
many technologically relevant applications in alloys, extension to finite pressure
is straightforward. The difference in free-energy between two systems A and B
whose thermodynamic properties are governed by the Hamiltonians HA and HB
can be written as:
β∆FA→B = − ln (< exp−β(UA→B) >A), (4.6)
where β = 1/kBT (kB being Boltzmann’s constant), and UA→B is the potential
energy difference calculated for the same configuration using the two different
Hamiltonians HA and HB. The brackets < · · · >A indicate a canonical ensemble
average over the configurations of system A only. It is interesting to note that
this FEP formula can be thought of as a particular case of Jarzynski’s relation
(92) connecting non-equilibrium work values and free-energy differences:
β∆FA→B = − ln (< exp (−βWA→B) >A), (4.7)
where WA→B is now the work done along any path connecting A to B. The
FEP procedure can be thought of as a limit of Eq. 4.7 where one takes a non-
equilibrium path involving an infinitely quick switch between the two states.
In practical applications, the ensemble average in Eq. 4.6 is approximated by
a finite sum over N configurations (σ) generated from an equilibrium NVT MD
or Monte Carlo (MC) simulation for system A
β∆FA→B = − ln
[
1
N
N∑
σ=1
exp [−βUA→B(σ)]
]
. (4.8)
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Compared to commonly used equilibrium TI approaches, this FEP formulation
is conceptually simpler, as no information other than the internal energy of the
system is needed and the approach avoids the necessity of equilibrating the final
state configurations, which would otherwise give an added computational cost.
However, the use of FEP formalism for the calculations of free-energy differences
has been shown in many cases to suffer from convergence problems and associ-
ated overbias of free-energy differences. Several studies have been undertaken to
understand the origins of these problems (104; 105; 106; 107; 109), and it has
been shown that they arise from the entropy difference between the target and
reference system. As will be discussed below, rapid convergence of Eq. 4.8 re-
quires that systems A and B are sufficiently “close” in the sense that will be
described in Sec. 4.4. Hence, the purpose of the calculations described in the
next sections is to assess the convergence properties of Eq. 4.8 for two classical
interatomic-potential systems giving differences in energy and phase diagrams
comparable to those expected between a good classical interatomic potential and
a DFT Hamiltonian.
4.2.3 Implementation
As stated in the previous section, rapid convergence of Eq. 4.8 can be expected if
the configurational energetics of the reference Hamiltonian are sufficiently close to
those of the final state. Efficient applications of the FEP formalism involving the
use of DFT Hamiltonians as the target result thus require high-quality classical
potentials, which in practice may be obtained by fitting to an extensive enough
set of data generated from the DFT Hamiltonian.
To better quantify the statistical convergence properties of Eq. 4.8 a test
system is considered here, namely Ni-Cu. No actual DFT calculations are un-
dertaken in this analysis, but rather two classical Hamiltonians that are known
to give rise to significantly different phase boundaries (e.g., solidus and liquidus
boundaries differing by roughly 100 K) for this system are chosen as the reference
and target systems (i.e. systems A and B in the notation of the previous section).
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The reference and target systems chosen for the calculations are the Embedded
Atom Model (EAM) Cu-Ni potentials of Foiles (56) (referred to hereafter as
the “smf7” potential) and of Foiles, Baskes and Daw (25) (referred to hereafter
as the “u3” potential), respectively. From coexistence simulations the melting
temperatures of the smf7 and u3 potentials for elemental Ni have previously
been calculated to be approximately 1820 K and 1710 K, respectively (170; 171).
Thus, for use in Sec. 4.3, the difference in melting temperature between the target
(u3) and reference (smf7) systems will be taken to be ∆Tm = −110 K, with an
estimated standard statistical uncertainty of 5 K.
To apply the FEP method to compute the free-energy differences between
reference and target potentials for pure elements, the configurations σ in Eq. 4.8
were generated using standard NVT molecular dynamics simulations with a sys-
tem size of 500 atoms (corresponding to 5x5x5 fcc unit cells for the solid phase)
and Periodic Boundary Conditionss (PBCs) (subsequent NPT dynamics simula-
tions were also performed to compute pressure corrections to melting tempera-
tures as described in the Appendix of this chapter). Temperature was maintained
constant using a Nose-Hoover thermostat (similarly, pressure in the NPT simu-
lations was maintained with a Nose-Hoover barostat) (60) and the integration of
the equations of motion was performed using a Velocity-Verlet algorithm (9) with
a time step of 2 fs. All simulations were based on the use of the LAMMPS code
(172). Simulations were performed at a temperature of 1820 K for pure Ni. The
MD trajectories were used to generate statistically independent states collect-
ing one configuration every 0.1 ps. Through these configurations the free-energy
difference is calculated through Eq. 4.8 by computing UA→B as the difference
in potential energy between the reference and target potential for each sampled
configuration.
In addition to considering pure elements, the FEP method has been applied
to compute free-energy differences between reference and target potentials for a
concentrated equiatomic (xNi = 0.5) alloy using MC simulations in a canonical
(NVT) ensemble, with the volume V chosen to give zero pressure for the refer-
ence system. As in the MD simulations, 500-atoms supercells with PBCs were
employed. The displacement and configurational degrees of freedom of the alloy
were sampled through MC steps that involved selecting two atoms at random
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and attempting displacements of each with a maximum value of 0.2 A˚ along each
Cartesian direction, coupled with an attempted exchange of species if the two
atoms selected were of opposite type. These attempted moves were accepted or
rejected based on the Metropolis algorithm appropriate for a canonical ensemble
(Eq. 3.33) at a temperature of 1500 K. A total of 500 independent configurations
were generated from these simulations for use in Eq. 4.8.
4.3 Results
Fig. 4.2 plots the value of the calculated free-energy differences between target
and reference systems as a function of the number of steps (N) taken into con-
sideration for both the solid and liquid phases in the pure system (bottom panel)
and in the concentrated Ni50Cu50 alloy (top panel). Results are reported in the
form of block averages defined as (108)
FN =
N
Ntot
Ntot/N∑
i=1
− 1
β
ln
 1
N
(i−1)N+N∑
m=(i−1)N+1
exp (−βUm)
 (4.9)
The results in Fig. 4.2 show that the calculated free-energy values converge
very rapidly for the pure element, for both the liquid and solid phases, with only a
few dozen steps required to obtain results converged to within a fraction of a meV
per atom. For the alloy the convergence is clearly seen to be slower (especially
in the solid phase); however, convergence to a fraction of a meV/atom is still
achievable in approximately 100 steps. Moreover, a correction to the results
to estimate the N → ∞ limit could be applied if needed, further improving
the accuracy of the result. As shown in Refs. (105; 108; 109), this correction
generally implies writing the free-energy variation as block averages (defined in
the references above) and fitting it to a polynomial of the form:
∆FN = ∆F∞ + φ1(1/N)τ1 (4.10)
where τ1 and φ1 are fitting parameters and N is the number of steps included in
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Figure 4.2: Free-energy difference FN as given in equation 4.8 as a func-
tion of the number of steps (N) taken into consideration in the block
average Eq. 4.9. - The bottom panel represents free-energy differences between
the u3 and smf7 potentials for solid and liquid phases of elemental Ni. The top
panel represents free-energy differences between solid-solution and liquid phases of
a concentrated Ni50Cu50 alloy.
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the definition of the block average. A theoretical justification for this form of the
fitting function is given in Ref. (105), while for practical applications the reader
is refered to Refs. (108; 109).
To check that the results in Fig. 4.2 are converging to the correct values,
these numbers have been used to perform a calculation of the difference in melting
points predicted by the two Ni potentials, for comparison with the value of ∆Tm =
−110 ± 5 K derived from coexistence simulations. For this purpose, it has been
made use of the following relationship between ∆Gm = G
l−Gs and temperature:
∆Gm
Lm
= 1− T
Tm
(4.11)
where Lm is the enthalpy of melting (i.e., the latent heat of fusion at constant
pressure). Equation 4.11 can be derived from Eq. 4.2 under the assumption
that Lm does not vary in the interval [T − Tm], which is a valid assumption
in this case. For the reference smf7 potential simulations are performed at the
equilibrium melting temperature, T smf7m = 1820 K where ∆G
smf7
m = 0 meV. The
melting temperature for the target u3 potential (T u3m ) can then be derived with
the aid of Eq. 4.11 using the calculated value of ∆Gu3m obtained from the solid
and liquid free-energies in Fig. 4.2 as follows:
T smf7m
T u3m
= 1− ∆G
u3
m
Lu3m
. (4.12)
As the zero-pressure melting point is the one to be calculated, one has G = F .
Calculation of ∆Fm is performed by application of equation 4.8. Further details
of this calculation are found in the Appendix of this chapter.
In Fig. 4.3 the calculated difference in melting temperatures as a function
of N is reported. The present results lead to a predicted melting temperature
of approximately 1711.5 K, which agrees with the value of 1710 K derived from
previous coexistence simulations, within the statistical uncertainty of 5 K quoted
above. It must also be noted that the present results for ∆Tm are seen to con-
verge to within a fraction of a Kelvin within a few dozen samples. The results
thus suggest that the formalism outlined in this paper may provide an extremely
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efficient method for obtaining melting points of metals from DFT calculations,
by employing FEP calculations based on reference classical EAM potentials.
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Figure 4.3: Calculated melting temperature for the u3 potential as a
function of steps N (Eq. 4.9). - Calculations are performed starting using smf
generated configurations.
4.4 Discussion
At this point, it is very important to discuss the factors underlying the relatively
fast convergence of Eq. 4.8 in the previous calculations and the implications of
these results for free- energy calculations in alloys. The formal mathematical
model on which the presented argument is based was first developed by Lu and
Kofke in Ref. (107) where they have shown that, under some basic assumptions,
the exponential fractional inaccuracy of the calculated free-energy difference (i.e.,
the difference between the exponential of the true and calculated free energy
difference with respect to the former) is given by Eq. 3.61, which is reported
again here for ease of consultation:
exp(−β∆Ftrue)− exp(−β∆Fcalc,A)
exp(−β∆Ftrue) =
∫ W0
−∞
PB(W )dW (4.13)
where the subscripts A and B refer to the choice of the particular reference
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system, PX(W ) is the distribution of the work values (i.e. the difference in energy
in our case) obtained in going from the reference (X) to the target system and
W0 is the work value above which complete sampling is assumed. A graphical
interpretation of Eq. 4.13 (Fig. 4.4) shows that the inaccuracy in the estimate
(∆Fcalc,A) of the free-energy calculated going from A to B is given by the area
under the probability distribution PB(W ) of work values one would obtain going
from B to A (i.e. taking B as the reference system).
PA HWL
PBHWL
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0.0
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W Ha.u.L
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W
L
Figure 4.4: Graphical representation of Eq. 4.13. - The fractional inaccuracy
for a given simulation attempting to calculate a free-energy difference between
system A and B is given by the area under PB below a certain value W0. Above
W0 complete sampling of PA is assumed (107). Gaussian distributions are shown
for illustrative purposes, although the real distributions need not be Gaussian in
an actual simulation.
The most important message that one can obtain from Eq. 4.13 is that
the FEP formula can be successfully used only in those cases where the two
systems under consideration generate highly overlapping work distributions. This
condition is obtained if, as in the case previously discussed, the Hamiltonians
describing the two systems A and B mainly sample the same part of the phase
space. It is possible to try to clarify this point with the help of a qualitative
model (see Fig. 4.5 for reference), which should give more insight on the physics
underlying the problem.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of work values W given by direct (A → B) and inverse (B → A) processes and
their relationship to the energy landscape (here exemplified as a single coordinate system).The arrows
indicate the most probable work value sampled WX starting from system x. (a) The probability of direct and reverse
observation of a work value W is high in both systems,hence convergence is fast. (b) Configurations sampled by system
A and system B are rarely the same and the generated work distribution will poorly overlap leading to slow convergence.
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Suppose that a particular configuration Γ has a high probability of appearing
in system A because it is a low energy configuration but has a low probability
of being observed in system B, where it has a high energy (left image in Fig.
4.5). For this configuration swapping between the two different potentials gives
rise to a work value of W = UB − UA. Finding a value W while starting from
system A has a high probability, i.e. PA(W ) is high. However, as Γ is a high
energy configuration in the B system, this will rarely be sampled when starting
from system B, so PB(W ) is low and thus the overlap between the two work
distribution curves and hence the accuracy of the calculations will be low. The
same explanation can be used where the configuration Γ is now a low energy
configuration for both potentials. In this case though one will have a very good
overlap between PA(W ) and PB(W ) and a high accuracy will be obtained (right
image in Fig. 4.5). In the present work the rapid convergence to the correct
value of the free-energy difference calculations implies that the two different EAM
potentials for Ni-Cu are apparently close enough to sample similar regions of
phase space.
The results of this work suggest that it should be feasible to use the FEP
approach for a target system involving an ab initio potential, as a framework
for calculating accurate ab initio free-energy differences in a straightforward and
computationally tractable manner, even for concentrated alloys where alterna-
tive approaches involving equilibrium thermodynamic integration methods are
expected to be much more computationally expensive. It is stressed here that
the availability of a good starting potential (i.e. one close to the target Hamil-
tonian) is a necessary prerequisite for such applications involving DFT target
Hamiltonians. A potential which leads to energy difference significantly different
from DFT would give rise to a slower convergence rate of Eq. 4.8.
The approach presented in this chapter is closely related to that independently
proposed by Greeff in Ref. (173). In that paper only the case of a pure liquid is
considered and the free-energy difference is calculated by a truncated cumulant
expansion of Eq. 4.6. It has been shown here that the non-perturbative FEP
method is viable for a concentrated alloy in both solid and liquid phases. The
perturbative approach of Greeff should also be applicable to alloys, but the trade
off between computational time and accuracy has not yet been studied.
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In this chapter, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to calculate free-
energy differences in both elemental metals and concentrated alloys in an accu-
rate and computationally efficient manner within a simple FEP formalism. It
was demonstrated that for the typical differences one would expect between two
reasonably accurate potential energy descriptions in a metal, free-energy values
can be calculated to a precision better than 1 meV/atom within approximately a
few hundreds sampling steps. It was further established that the values obtained
from the FEP formalism converge to the correct limits by using the calculated
free-energies to compute the melting temperature of Ni using a EAM potential
for which the presents results are within the statistical error bars of the values
derived independently from coexistence simulations (170; 171). The present cal-
culations are found to suffer only weakly from the convergence problems that
can be present in using a FEP formalism. It is discussed how this finding can
be associated with the relatively small differences in entropy between the refer-
ence and target systems, meaning that the systems can be considered to be small
perturbations from one another. It is expected that the approach outlined here
offers a reasonably efficient way to tackle the problem of calculating solid-liquid
phase boundaries in alloys with DFT accuracy over the entire composition range.
Moreover, it should also be highlighted that the free-energy curves from which the
phase boundaries can be extracted can be used as a direct input, given a linear
form for the free-energy density functional, in mesoscale Phase Field Model for
solidification.
Appendix
Calculation of ∆Fm in the proposed framework needs in principle the calculation
of 2 different terms for both the solid and liquid phase, provided the simulation
temperature is the same
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FAα (V
A
α , T ) = F
B
α (V
B
α , T )+
+
∫ V Aα
V Bα
∂FBα (V, T )
∂V
|TdV+ (4.14a)
−∆FA→B
∆FA→B = FBα (V
A
α , T )− FAα (V Aα , T ). (4.14b)
Here the superscript refers to the two different potentials between which the
free-energy difference has to be calculated and the Greek subscript to the phase
(here solid or liquid). Further, V Aα is the equilibrium volume of phase α at
the temperature for which sampling has been made for potential A (the smf7
potential in our case) , i.e. what is referred to here as TA. By contrast, V Bα is
the equilibrium volume of phase α at the melting temperature TB calculated in
some other simulation using potential B (the u3 potential in our case).
Using the thermodynamic identities
∂Fα(V, T )
∂V
|T = −pα. (4.15)
combined with Eq. 4.14a yields
∆FAm(V
A
α/β , T ) = ∆F
B
m (V
B
α/β , T )+
−
∫ V Aβ
V Bβ
pBβ dV +
∫ V Aα
V Bα
pAαdV+
−∆FA→B(V Aα , T )
(4.16)
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The first term on the right hand size is zero since simulations are performed at
the melting temperature of the reference potential (smf7), where the free-energy
of melting is by definition zero. The second and third terms are pressure terms
which depend on the fact that the equilibrium volumes are not necessarily the
same for the two different potentials.
For what concerns the pressure term in Eq. 4.16, pBα,β(V
B
α,β, T ) = 0, and it is
assumed in the integration that pBα,β = const = p
B
α,β(V
A
α,β, T )/2, i.e., p is considered
to be linearly increasing in the interval [V B−V A]. This assumption is found to be
well justified from the behaviour of the computed pressure during the simulation.
Under the above assumptions, Eq. 4.16 can be re-written as follows:
∆FAm(V
B
α/β, T ) = −
1
2
pBβ (V
A
β , T )[V
A
β (T )− V Bβ (T )]+
+
1
2
pBα (V
A
α , T )[V
A
α (T )− V Bα (T )]+
−∆FA→Bmelting(V Aα , T )
(4.17)
Considering the last term in Eq. 4.17 by applying the FEP equation, one obtains
∆FA→B for both solid and liquid. This term is calculated by taking snapshots of
the configurations generated through MD with the smf7 potential every 100 fs in
order to avoid statistical correlations between them, switching to the u3 potential
and calculating UA-UB.
Fig. 4.6 shows the results of NPTMD simulations to determine the equilibrium
volumes of both the u3 and smf7 potentials.
From these simulations we calculated the pressure term which is here equal
to
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∆F pressure = −1
2
psmf7β (V
u3
β , T )[V
u3
β (T )− V smf7β (T )]+
+
1
2
psmf7α (V
u3
α , T )[V
u3
α (T )− V smf7α (T )] =
− 1
2
(−8.519 Kbar)(6455 A˚3 − 6381 A˚3)+
+
1
2
(−3.947 Kbar)(6001 A˚3 − 5978 A˚3) =
169 meV = 0.34 meV/atom
(4.18)
This value is negligible compared to the term coming from the FEP procedure.
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Figure 4.6: a) Fluctuation of volume during NPT simulations at zero pressure for
u3 and smf7 potentials. Notice that the difference in the equilibrium volume given
by the two potentials is close to zero.b) NVT simulation using the smf7 potential
at V = V u3 to calculate the average pressure during the run. As there is little
difference in the calculated equilibrium volumes, the average pressure is almost
zero, hence the little correction in equation 4.16 due to the pressure term.
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5Solid-liquid interface free-energy
via Metadynamics: development
and assessment of the method
5.1 Introduction
Many important phenomena occurring in first order phase transformations, such
as nucleation and growth, are controlled by interfacial properties. In the theory
of solidification, one such property is the solid-liquid interfacial free-energy γsl.
This parameter controls the barrier for nucleation of a solid in an undercooled
liquid and the transitions between planar, cellular and dendritic growth regimes
in metals, which in turn governs their final microstructure (8). Despite its im-
portance for both theoretical models and practical applications, accurate data for
the value of γsl are not known even for the case of simple elements. There are
indeed few experimental techniques aimed at measuring this quantity, previously
reviewed in Sec. 3.5.2 of this thesis, and their application is complicated by the
very strict control on all experimental parameters that must be achieved to obtain
accurate data. One such method for example involves recovering γsl indirectly
from Nucleation Rates (NRs) measurements (116). In this case, large uncertain-
ties in the measured values arise from the possible occurrence of heterogeneous
nucleation from very low-concentration impurities. Reliable theoretical values
would therefore be very useful to assess the results of experimental techniques
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and clarify the range of validity of the assumptions on which they are based.
Several methods have been developed to calculate γsl from in-silico experiments
with molecular dynamics, where complete control of the “experimental” vari-
ables is achievable. Though these methods have been more extensively described
in Sec. 3.5.4, their salient features will be presented here to make this chapter
self-contained. Briefly, the methods discussed in the literature are Capillary Wave
Theory (CWT) based methods such as the Capillary Fluctuation Method (CFM)
(156) and the Interfacial Width Broadening Method (IWBM) (157), different
sorts of so-called Cleavage Methods (CMs) (99; 152) and a Classical Nucleation
Theory (CNT) approach (129). In CFM and IWBM the fluctuation spectrum of
the interface height or its width, respectively, are related to the interfacial stiff-
ness γsl (θ)+γ
′′
sl (θ) (where the second derivative is taken with respect to an angle
θ defining the crystallographic orientation of the surface) and γsl can be recovered
by calculating γsl+γ
′′
sl for different interface orientations and fitting the results to
an expansion of γsl in kubic harmonics (174). In CMs, as the name suggests, bulk
solid and liquid phases are separately cleaved and the different phases are joined
to form an interface. In this way, γsl is recovered by measuring the work done
during the process. Finally, in the Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT) approach,
crystalline nuclei of different sizes are inserted into a supercooled liquid and some
orientational average of γsl is recovered by measuring the radius of the critical
nucleus R∗ and inserting its value in the classical nucleation theory equation re-
lating R∗ and γsl (see for example Ref. (115), page 46). Successful applications of
the aforementioned methods have been reported for model systems such as hard
spheres (99; 152; 153) and Lennard-Jones potentials (98; 129; 154) as well as more
realistic semiempirical and quantum-mechanical (156; 159; 175; 176; 177) based
EAM (178) and Stillinger-Weber (179) potentials.
The CFM and CNT are derived with macroscale approximations and thus
require large simulation supercells of about 105 atoms to be applicable and give
accurate results. Similar approximations are made for the IWBM, where the
underlying scaling analysis on which the method is based means that many sim-
ulations with different systems sizes up to typically 2x104 atoms are performed.
Cleavage methods require somewhat smaller supercells (≈ 103 − 104 atoms) but
are prone to the error introduced if the sequence of simulations is not completely
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reversible. A dramatic example would be the complete solidification of the liquid
while joining it to the solid due to a large relative fluctuation in the position of the
interface (180). The simulation supercell must contain a relatively large area of
interface in order to avoid the occurrence of these events. Moreover, to compute
γsl accurately and efficiently, one has to use a cleaving potential which mimics
accurately the interactions between the system’s particles (98). This must be
built in an ad hoc way for every system and can become cumbersome when com-
plex many-body interactions have to be taken into account such as for example
in ab-initio-based calculations.
These shortcomings become particularly troublesome if one consider that in-
terface free energies are very sensitive to the details of the empirical potential; for
instance, different parametrizations of EAM potentials yield values of γsl which
vary by as much as 30% (181). In order to capture the complex bonding and
the unusual local environments present at the solid-liquid interface, and to cap-
ture accurately the anisotropy of crystalline surface energies, one must consider
more sophisticated models, which reproduce more closely the first-principles total
energy.
In this chapter of the thesis, a novel technique to compute γsl is discussed
which aims at being robust, efficient and transferable, and which is a promising
candidate to extend the scope of interfacial energy calculations to more complex
potentials than previously treated. Briefly, the proposed method is to reconstruct
a coarse-grained Free Energy Surface (FES) using the Metadynamics (MTD) tech-
nique (73; 182) reviewed in Sec. 3.3.3.1. Such a FES maps out the transition from
a single phase to the space of configurations where two phases coexist. The mini-
mum difference in Gibbs free-energy between these two regions at the solid-liquid
equilibrium temperature is an excess free-energy Gxs, which is equivalent to the
interface free-energy γsl multiplied by the area A of the interface. In principle,
any free-energy sampling method other than MTD can be used together with
the approach described here. However, comparing the performances of different
techniques to reconstruct a FES is beyond the scope of this work, and MTD has
been chosen for its ease of implementation and previous expertise acquired in this
technique.
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The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 5.2 the thermo-
dynamic basis and the details of the method are discussed. Then the methods
is benchmarked on the case of a model Lennard-Jones system against the most
reliable results previously presented in the literature. To this purpose, in Sec. 5.3
the computational details of the simulations are given and their results critically
discussed in comparison with other methods in Sec. 5.4, where a speculation on
the possibility of implementing this approach together with ab-initio molecular
dynamics is also made. Finally, the main results of the presented approach are
summarised in the Conclusions.
5.2 Methodological details
5.2.1 Thermodynamic basis
The starting point is to consider a homogeneous solid or liquid system of N
atoms, located in a periodically repeated supercell within an infinite system, at
a pressure P and temperature T . Its Gibbs free-energy G can be written as
Gs(l)(P, T ) = µs(l)(P, T )N (5.1)
where µs(l) is the chemical potential of atoms in the solid (liquid) phase. At the
melting temperature Tm, the chemical potentials in the two phases are equal
µs(P, Tm) = µl(P, Tm) ≡ µ(P, Tm) .
There exists a second state of the same system at the melting temperature,
in which solid and liquid phases coexist, separated by macroscopically planar
interfaces that are naturally fluctuating on the atomic scale. Since the chemical
potential in the solid and liquid bulk phases at Tm is identical, one can write the
overall Gibbs free-energy as
Gs|l(P, Tm) = µ(P, Tm)N +Gxs, (5.2)
where an excess energy term Gxs associated with the interface has been intro-
duced. Such a term will be extensive with respect to the area of the interface, and
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one can write it as the product of the surface area A and an interface free-energy
γsl, i.e. Gxs = Aγsl.
The most direct approach to the computation of γsl is clearly to calculate the
free-energy difference between the bulk phases and the configurations in which
planar interfaces are present, as described by Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. This
free-energy difference will be obtained by means of MTD simulations, as described
in the next section.
5.2.2 Order parameter and Collective Variable for FES
reconstruction
As in any free-energy calculation based on the mapping of the configurations of the
system to a coarse-grained Collective Variables (CVs) space, the definition of CVs
that can effectively distinguish between relevant states, and describe reliably the
natural transformation path is the first, and most important step. The primary
requirement is to distinguish the solid phase from the liquid. With this aim,
an order parameter φ is defined for every atom, which depends on the relative
position of its neighbors. The definition of φ
φ(ri) =
∑
j 6=i cr (|rj − ri|) cα (rj − ri)∑
j 6=i cr (|rj − ri|)
. (5.3)
contains an angular term cα to distinguish the different environments, and a radial
cutoff functions cr which is useful to guarantee that φ is a continuous function of
all its arguments. Note that the weighted sum of cα is normalized over the total
coordination, so that φ is relatively insensitive to fluctuations of the density.
The angular function cα is defined as a combination of polynomials in Carte-
sian coordinates, symmetry adapted to the cubic point group:
cα(r) =
[
x4y4
(
1− z4/ |r|4)+ y4z4 (1− x4/ |r|4)
+z4x4
(
1− y4/ |r|4)] 1|r|8 (5.4)
Eq. (5.4) has been chosen rather than more traditional parameters such as the so-
called Q6 (see e.g. (183; 184; 185)), for a number of reasons: cα has well-defined
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Figure 5.1: Angular function cα(xˆ) as defined in equation 5.4. - The
function is shown as a polar plot, centered on an FCC lattice. cα has well-defined
peaks in the directions of the nearest neighbors, here represented as black spots.
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peaks for an FCC environment (see Fig. 5.1), it is not rotationally invariant
(and will therefore enforce an orientation of the crystal consistent with the pe-
riodic boundaries) and it is relatively cheap to compute. It would be possible
to construct a different form of cα if one wanted to deal with a different crystal
structure, and one simply has to rotate the function in order to specify a differ-
ent crystallographic orientation of the surface. The application of a specialised,
orientation-dependent order parameter is a key ingredient of this approach.
The radial cutoff is defined as
cr(r) =

1 r ≤ r1
0 r ≥ r0[
(u− 1)2 (1 + 2u)] r1 < r < r0 (5.5)
where u = (r − r1)/(r0 − r1). The polynomial part in Eq. (5.5) is simply a
third order polynomial satisfying the constraints of continuity of cr(r) and its
first derivative at r1 and r0.
In order to study the formation of a solid-liquid interface, one must then distin-
guish configurations where the supercell is completely solid, completely liquid,
or partially solid and partially liquid: in the latter case, at least two parallel
interfaces will be present. For this purpose the supercell, centered at the origin,
is divided into two regions: those atoms having |z| < z¯ are assigned to region A,
and all the others to region B (see Fig. 5.2). Note that z¯ is taken to be about one
fourth of the supercell length along z, and it is kept constant irrespective of the
fluctuations of the supercell’s size. This choice is not troublesome as long as the
averages are properly normalized, so that the value of the CVs is independent of
the number of atoms contained in each of the regions.
Again, in order to obtain smoothly-varying CVs, a weight function is in-
troduced. This has the same functional form as for the radial cutoff; namely,
cz(x) = cr(|z|), setting r1 = z¯, r0 = z¯ +∆z in Eq. (5.5).
Finally, the CVs sA and sB are defined by averaging the order parameters of
the atoms located within region A and B, respectively:
sA =
∑
i
φ¯(ri)cz(ri)/
∑
i
cz(ri)
sB =
∑
i
φ¯(ri) [1− cz(ri)] /
∑
i
[1− cz(ri)]
(5.6)
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Figure 5.2: Cutoff function used to define the regions A and B for the
calculation of the two collective variables. - The function varies smoothly
from 0 to 1 so as to avoid discontinuities when atoms transit between the two
regions.
where
φ¯ =
2288
79
φ− 64
79
. (5.7)
This scaling has been chosen so that φ¯ = 0 in a homogeneous liquid and φ¯ = 1
in a perfect FCC solid.
5.3 Computational details
In order to evaluate the proposed method, it was decided to perform the MTD cal-
culations with a truncated Lennard-Jones potential, in the form used by Broughton
and Gilmer (151). Such a simple potential is inexpensive and thoroughly stud-
ied, yet it can capture many of the relevant physical phenomena occurring in
real systems. Its solid-liquid transition, an important ingredient of the approach
described here, has been recently studied by Mastny and de Pablo (186) through
a modified Wang-Landau sampling technique (70). Therefore, this system is ideal
for a systematic study with the proposed method, comparing it with other tech-
niques and benchmarking its performance as a function of the parameters of the
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simulation.
As typically done in the literature on Lennard-Jones models, reduced units (9)
will be used in reporting the results unless specified otherwise. The zero pres-
sure coexistence temperature for this system has been recently recalculated and
is taken to be Tm = 0.6185 (98; 187). Details of the phase diagram can be found
in Ref. (187). Simulations are performed with a range of supercell sizes from
4× 4× 6 FCC unit cells (384 atoms) to 9× 9× 20 (6480 atoms). The supercells
were oriented with FCC [001] cell vectors parallel to the axes, with the longest
side parallel to z, and were rescaled to a volume consistent with the equilibrium
density of the solid at the coexistence temperature. Atomic positions were then
equilibrated at Tm by performing a short molecular dynamics simulation in the
canonical (NVT) ensemble. This procedure was adopted in order to generate the
starting configurations for the subsequent MTD simulations, which are performed
instead in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble. The equations of motion are
integrated via a velocity Verlet algorithm (9) with a timestep of 0.004. This choice
gave negligible drift of the conserved quantity in all the reported simulations.
In order to perform constant pressure simulations, variable-cell dynamics is
implemented using a Langevin-piston barostat(65) for which the friction coeffi-
cient is set to γB = 2.
The presence of an interface calls for particular attention when performing
constant-pressure simulations. In particular, one has to deal with the change in
density that occurs when a portion of the supercell melts, at the same time con-
sidering fluctuations in the xy-plane. If the xy-plane parameters of the supercell
are fixed, the fluctuations in the solid will be frustrated; on the other hand, if
those parameters are left free to vary, one will witness a spurious shrinking of the
dimensions in the xy-plane due to surface tension whenever an interface is present.
In both cases one can in principle observe a strain-related free-energy contribu-
tion. However, this problem would disappear in the thermodynamic limit, hence
one can just make the choice that is more computationally convenient, and con-
sider the resulting error as another finite-size effect, which can be controlled by
comparing the results with different supercell sizes. Here, the choice made is to
let only the z component free to fluctuate. In this way, the change of volume oc-
curring as the fraction of liquid and solid phases changes can be accommodated,
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and even in case of complete melting the xy dimensions remain commensurate
with a strain-free solid, which makes it simpler for the system to freeze again into
a defect-free solid.
Temperature control is extremely important in MTD simulations, since the
increase of the biasing potential creates a continuous supply of energy to the sys-
tem, which must nevertheless be held close to equilibrium in order to sample the
free-energy correctly. A strong local thermostat is needed, but at the same time
one must avoid overdamping, which drastically reduces the diffusion coefficient
and hence the sampling of slow, collective modes. Therefore, the colored-noise
thermostat (63; 88) previously described in 3.3.4 has been used. The thermostat
has been fitted to provide efficient sampling over a broad range of frequencies,
corresponding to vibrational periods between 0.1 and 103 Lennard-Jones time
units.
The MTD simulations described here have been performed using the well-
tempered MTD scheme reviewed in Sec. 3.3.3.1. The parameters used for the
different simulations are reported in Tab. 5.1. This table also includes data for
a number of tests using a single CV, which will be describe later. Tests have
been performed with other choices of these parameters spanning about an order
of magnitude and no statistically significant changes were observed in the calcu-
lated value of γsl. The values reported, however, resulted in the best statistical
uncertainty in the final free-energy estimate.The simulations were performed us-
ing the DL POLY code (version 2.18, (188)), patched to perform MTD using the
PLUMED(189) cross-platform plugin, which greatly reduces the implementation
burden by providing a convenient framework for introducing new collective vari-
ables.
When performing simulations at T > 0K, thermal fluctuations induce some
disorder in the solid and the scaled order parameter φ¯ deviates from the value
predicted for the ideal FCC crystal. In Fig. 5.3 the time-averaged order parameter〈
φ¯
〉
and its fluctuations for a single atom in the bulk phases are reported. At the
coexistence temperature, the average for the liquid oscillates around zero, while
for the solid
〈
φ¯
〉 ≈ 0.83. It is highlighted here that even for an individual atom
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# atoms (cell) τ 1 + ∆T
T
wτ
S1 (2D) 2352 (7× 7× 12) 4 60 0.115
S2 (1D) 384 (4× 4× 6) 4 40 0.037
S3 (1D) 512 (4× 4× 8) 4 40 0.037
S4 (1D) 768 (4× 4× 12) 4 40 0.037
S5 (1D) 1024 (4× 4× 16) 4 40 0.037
S6 (1D) 1280 (4× 4× 20) 4 40 0.037
S7 (1D) 1200 (5× 5× 12) 4 60 0.058
S8 (1D) 2352 (7× 7× 12) 4 120 0.115
S9 (1D) 6480 (9× 9× 20) 4 205 0.191
Table 5.1: Metadynamics parameters for different simulations (1 and 2 dimen-
sional) and different supercell sizes. ∆T has been chosen such that k(∆T + T ) ≈
γslA for every size. An order-of-magnitude estimate of γsl suffices for this purpose.
τ was chosen so as to observe the first solid-liquid transition at about half of the
total simulation time, and σ was set to 0.03, which is of the order of the thermal
fluctuations of the CVs in an unbiased simulation.
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the order parameter can distinguish very clearly between the two phases at the
melting temperature.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
TTm
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Figure 5.3: Time-averaged value of the order parameter φ¯ for an indi-
vidual atom in the bulk solid and liquid phases, as evaluated for the LJ
system at different temperatures and across the solid-liquid transition.
- The bounding lines delimit the range one standard deviation above and below
the mean value. Dashed lines correspond to the values of the order parameter for
metastable solid and liquid. Note that the parameters r1 and r0 for the radial
cutoff (5.5) are scaled from the values used at Tm according to the changes of the
equilibrium density.
The parameters entering the radial cutoff function cr have been chosen to be
r0 = 1.5 and r1 = 1.2, so as to encompass the typical first-neighbour distances in
both Lennard-Jones solid and liquid at T = Tm. In order to prevent sA and sB
from visiting irrelevant configurations, corresponding to an order parameter far
from its mean value in either liquid or solid, a lower and upper wall on both CVs
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(74) has been applied in the form
Vwall(s) = k
(
s− slimit
ǫ
)n
(5.8)
with k = 50, ǫ = 0.01, n = 4 and slimit = −0.15 and 0.95 for the lower and upper
wall respectively, which introduces a restraining potential for sA, sB < −0.15 and
sA, sB > 0.9. At the same time, Vwall is set to be zero inside this interval and
thus cannot interfere with the dynamics of the system in this region of CV space.
5.4 Results and discussion
5.4.1 Qualitative analysis of the FES
Ideally the FES should be symmetric about the line sA = sB. Moreover, as cal-
culations are performed at Tm, one should observe the occurrence of two minima
with the same free-energy, at the values of the CVs corresponding to the single
bulk phases (either solid or liquid). The expected behavior is clearly exhibited
by the calculated FES, reported in Fig. 5.4 for a 7x7x12 supercell, where the
free-energy landscape is shown together with some snapshots corresponding to
different values of the CVs. The combination of CVs s = (sA + sB)/2 corre-
sponds roughly to the average of φ¯ over the whole box, and distinguishes between
configurations with different proportions of solid and liquid phases. It can be
used as a convenient reaction coordinate (see Fig. 5.4(f) for the FES projected
on s). As expected, two wells occur with minima at the complete solid and liquid
states, separated by a rather flat region, whose height above the two minima
corresponds to the interfacial free-energy.
The fact that the two wells should have the same depth can be used to check
that the simulation temperature is indeed the melting temperature. This is a
significant advantage of the method described here, since knowledge of the melt-
ing temperature is a prerequisite of all the different methods described in the
literature to calculate γsl. Both the CFM and CM, being based on coexistence
simulations, could suffer from major irreversible changes leading to complete so-
lidification/melting of the simulation cell if not performed at the correct temper-
ature, and the data gathered during the simulation would not serve its purpose.
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Figure 5.4: 2D FES reconstructed by well-tempered MTD, together with selected snapshots of configu-
rations obtained during the simulation. Atoms participating in sA are colored in orange, those in sB in blue, and
the region of CV space corresponding to each snapshot is marked. The negative peaks in the FES clearly correspond to
the two single-phase regions. They are separated by a very wide plateau, corresponding to the presence of well-defined
interfaces between solid and liquid phases at various different positions relative to the A/B partition (insets (a), (b),
(e)). In inset (f) the projection of the FES along the single CV s = (sA + sB)/2 is shown.
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Also the CNT method needs the correct value for the melting temperature in
order to calculate the nucleation barrier from which γsl is recovered. The method
proposed here, by contrast, is still effective even if the simulation temperature
is slightly off the actual Tm. Clearly, an error will be introduced, since γsl is
estimated from equation 5.2 which is satisfied exactly only at T = Tm. However,
the method is very robust, in the sense that it is able to tell both whether such
an error occurs and also give the sign and an estimate of the magnitude of the
correction. This issue will be further discussed in Sec. 5.4.2 when addressing
finite-size effects.
The two-dimensional FES is rather constant along the line of points equidis-
tant between the two wells, in the direction of the orthogonal combination of CVs
s¯ = (sA− sB)/2, since this variable describes the position of the two phases with
respect to the partitioning of the cell along z (see snapshots a, b and e in Fig.
5.4).
As it will be commented further below, the defined CVs describe a very simple
FES which can be easily interpreted because there exist no metastable phases
of the LJ potential correspond to values of the order parameter φ¯ between φ¯l
and φ¯s, and this is likely to be the case for any potentials describing a FCC
crystal. Hence, when moving away from the perfect liquid(solid) bulk value, any
homogeneous variation of the order parameter would be too energetically costly,
and the system instead induces some order(disorder) in the form of small clusters,
slowly increasing the free-energy (region in orange in Fig. 5.4). Because of the
elongated aspect ratio of the supercell, as soon as enough liquid(solid) phase is
present, the most favourable configuration corresponds to the presence of two
interfaces perpendicular to the z axis.
As the time needed by MTD to reconstruct the FES is an exponential function
of the dimensionality of the coarse grained space, one might wonder if it is pos-
sible to speed up calculations by using a single CV. This possibility is explored
as follows. Rather than using s = (sA + sB)/2, a two-dimensional description is
kept, but MTD is performed on sA alone, while atoms in region B are constrained
in order to maintain this region of the supercell in a solid state (i.e a restrain-
ing lower wall potential is applied which is a function of sB, and introduces a
penalty in the enthalpy whenever sB deviates too much from φ¯s). The values of
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the parameters entering in the restraining potential, whose form is described in
Section 5.3, are k = 50, ǫ = 0.01, n = 4 and slimit = 0.7. This forces region
B to remain solid, while region A can sample both solid and liquid phases. In
this case, the FES should show a minimum for sA ≈ φ¯s where the supercell is
completely in a solid phase and a maximum where sA ≈ φ¯l i.e. when two inter-
faces are present. Again the difference between these two values is the interface
excess energy. Fig. 5.8 (inset (a)) shows the 1D FES reconstructed in this way
at different simulation times. The use of a single CV does not have any adverse
influence on the calculated value of γsl, as will be shown in Section 5.4.2 (see for
reference Tab. 5.2), and the use of this simpler form of MTD is thus fully justified.
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Figure 5.5: Radial pair correlation function g(r) for the liquid in the
presence of an interface during a MTD simulations (red, dashed) and
for a normal molecular dynamics simulation of a bulk liquid (blue). -
It is clear that the two curves are very similar, thus ruling out quantitatively the
presence of non-equilibrium liquid structures during the simulation. In the inset,
the kinetic energy distribution during the simulation is plotted in comparison to
that expected for a canonical ensemble at T = Tm. Again the two are very close
demonstrating that the MTD bias does not induce any systematic deviation from
the correct ensemble, and that quasi-equilibrium conditions hold.
A necessary condition for MTD to reconstruct the coarse-grained free-energy
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of the system in a meaningful way is that all the important states and the barriers
between them are effectively reached many times during the simulation. More-
over, one has to make sure that quasi-equilibrium conditions hold, which can
be monitored by checking the temperature and the structural relaxation of the
system.
In order to check that the system effectively performs many transitions be-
tween the single-phase and the two-phase states, it has been verified that the
CVs oscillate several time between their value in the liquid and solid phases (see
Fig. 5.6 for reference). Moreover, it has been also visually checked that the system
actually performs these transitions by printing snapshots of the atomic positions
and visualising them using the VMD software(190). Quasi-equilibrium condi-
tions hold very accurately, as demonstrated from the inset (b) of Fig. 5.5 where
the velocity distribution function is shown compared to its analytical equilibrium
value. The radial pair correlation function g(r) of the liquid portion of interfacial
configurations (Fig. 5.5) agrees well with the one computed for the bulk liquid
in an unbiased run, which is a further confirmation that the simulation strategy
does not introduce spurious structural effects. The g(r) distribution is a sensitive
measure of the short-range order present in the liquid, and any extra structuring
would have been clearly detected as a shift of the peak positions or shapes, which
does not happen here. The absence of artefacts has also been checked by visual
inspection of snapshots of the atomic configurations along the MTD trajectory.
A peculiar feature of the approach discussed in this thesis is that, at variance
with CMs, the solid-liquid interface is created and “annihilated” several times
during each simulation, so that hysteresis should be much less of a concern. When
the well-tempered bias is nearly converged, the system diffuses on a flattened FES
(as explained in Sec.3.3.3.1), and the morphology of the interface corresponds to
the most favourable one from a free-energy point of view. As seen from Fig. 5.7,
such a morphology includes a significant amount of roughness at the atomic
scale. This might be expected from the observation that for the system under
consideration the melting temperature is higher than the roughening transition
(8) temperature for the (100) surface.
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Figure 5.6: Value of sA versus simulation time for one of the 1D MTD
simulations reported here. - After a transient period necessary to fill in the
FES basin constituted by the solid macrostate, the value of the CV clearly oscillates
many times between the solid and liquid value , indicating that a transition between
these states occurs in the free part of the simulation supercell
5.4.2 Analysis of accuracy and system-size effects
Several terms contribute to the error in calculating a complex thermodynamic
property such as γsl. In actual applications of this method to a real substance
one will be concerned with the accuracy of the total energy and force model, but
this is not an issue in the present proof-of-principle case. However, there are still
two major sources of error one must be concerned with here; namely, a statistical
error stemming from insufficient ergodicity of the sampling (a finite sampling-time
error) and the inaccuracies caused from insufficient size of the supercell. These
finite-size errors introduce a lower bound on the acoustic vibrational frequencies,
and most importantly might affect the structure of the liquid phase, introducing
spurious correlation that change the liquid entropy thus changing the melting
temperature of the system. Moreover, they could in principle induce a strain
field in the solid and introduce interactions between the two interfaces.
The finite-sampling error is readily gauged, by performing several independent
runs and by checking how quickly the discrepancy between the reconstructed free-
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Figure 5.7: A snapshot of the solid-liquid interface taken from the final
part of a well-tempered MTD simulation. - The scaled order parameter φ¯
has been used to colour atoms. The atoms with a liquid-like configuration, with
φ¯ < 0.45 have been hidden, the atoms with φ¯ > 0.65 have been coloured in blue.
Finally, atoms in intermediate configurations, with 0.45 < φ¯ < 0.65 have been
made translucent. It is clear that - whatever threshold is used to ascertain the
solid from the liquid state - the interface is not flat on the atomic scale.
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energies converges to zero. It is shown in Refs. (84; 191) that for simple models
the error in the FES, after a short transient phase when the free-energy basins
are being filled, is expected to decay as the inverse square root of simulation time.
It is reassuring to verify that this behaviour is also found in the system studied
here, as shown in Fig. 5.8. This behaviour is to be expected, because for long sim-
ulation times well-tempered MTD corresponds to a histogram-reweighting with
a nearly perfect biasing potential. It means also that rather than running a very
long simulation, one can with equal machine efficiency perform several, shorter,
independent runs, with great advantages from the point of view of parallelisation,
because the statistical error also decrease with the square root of the number of
simulations.
In order to calculate the value of γsl from the reconstructed FES, one needs
to monitor in time the estimate of the excess free-energy due to the interface,
Gxs(t) = Gs|l(t)−Gs(l)(t)→ γslA , (5.9)
where Gs|l is the estimate of the free-energy for a configuration with a solid-
liquid interface. As is routinely done in conventional MTD simulations, the best
estimate of Gxs is taken to be the incremental average over the final part of the
trajectory, well after the initial transient:
Gxs ≈ 1
tf − ti
∫ tf
ti
Gxs(t)dt . (5.10)
Ten independent runs are performed, and through the acquired data it is then
possible to compute an unbiased estimate of the overall statistical error. As
previously discussed in Sec. 5.4.1, in the case of the 2D MTD runs, there are
many points on the FES corresponding to coexisting solid and liquid phases,
which have the same free-energy (see Fig. 5.4); analogously, an extended plateau
region is found in the 1D setup. Therefore, any point in these regions would be a
valid choice for evaluating the interfacial free-energy, provided that these regions
are indeed flat. This brings to the discussion of finite-size errors. In fact, at least
for a simple, short-ranged potential such as Lennard-Jones, the greatest concern
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Figure 5.8: Convergence of the FES (inset (a)) and its average error
(inset (b)) with respect to time for the 1D MTD simulations. - Ten
simulations have been performed on a 7 × 7 × 12 supercell, with the single-CV
setup described in the text. The FESs in inset (a) are constructed by averaging
equal-times biases of the independent runs, and the error-bars correspond to the
standard deviation. In inset (b) this error is reported, averaged between φ¯l and φ¯s,
as a function of simulation time. The error is plotted on a log-log scale and the
least-square linear fit shows that the angular coefficient is close to the theoretical
value of −1/2 predicted for a simple Langevin model.
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is the interaction of the two interfaces along z, mediated by the elastic strain field
in the solid portion and by the altered structure of the liquid in close proximity
to the solid/liquid boundary. Such effects are already clearly evident from the
1D FES reported in Fig. 5.9. In the case of very small supercells (4× 4 × 6 and
4× 4× 8 FCC cells, containing 384 and 512 atoms respectively) finite size effects
are quite severe and one can hardly see a plateau region. The free-energy at these
supercell sizes changes quite rapidly over the whole CV space, probably due to
the strong interactions between the two interfaces formed during the solid-liquid
transition, which are quite close in such short cells. As one increases the length of
the supercell at constant xy dimensions, from 4×4×12 onwards, another feature
of the free-energy is observed: a plateau with a linear residual slope can be clearly
distinguished. This can be explained by the reduction in the liquid entropy by
the constraint of finite xy dimensions of the supercell, which slightly raises the
melting temperature. Since the solid is marginally more stable, once the interface
is formed there will be a linear increase in free-energy as the fraction of liquid
phase grows. Indeed, simulations for supercells with larger xy dimensions yield
a flatter plateau (see Fig. 5.9(b)). The small increase in melting temperature
is expected to manifest itself when the width of the supercell is less than some
correlation length 2 Lcorr. Lcorr can be estimated by looking at the distance at
which the pair correlation function (see Fig. 5.5) approaches 1, which for the case
of the Lennard-Jones potential at Tmelt discussed here is ≈ 5σ, corresponding to
≈ 3 cell parameters, suggesting one needs at least 6 × 6 unit cells in xy. Indeed
the effect is seen to have vanished by 9× 9 unit cells (Fig. 5.9b).
With these concerns about finite-size effects in mind, it is possible to dis-
cuss a reasonable protocol to compute Gxs. For the 2D MTD, the region with
0.35 < sA, sB < 0.55 is sufficiently flat, and the free-energy of the two-phases
configuration is estimated to be Gs|l = G(sA = sB = 0.45). One can than take
into consideration the 1D case, where region B is restrained to remain solid. In
this case, due to the finite slope, the estimate of γsl will depend on which point on
the plateau one takes to be correspondent to the value of Gs|l. Hence, it has been
decided to define the best estimate of Gs|l as G(sA = 0.2) (the point equidistant
from the limits of the plateau region) and estimate roughly the systematic error
due to the finite slope as G(sA = 0.3)−G(sA = 0.1).
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Figure 5.9: The plateau region corresponding to the presence of the
solid/liquid interface, with different relative amounts of the two phases,
is drawn for different supercell sizes in the z direction. - (a) The curves are
shifted for display purpose, and they are only meant to demonstrate how the flat
portion of G(s) becomes more extended as larger supercells are considered. Finite-
size effects are present also in the region for s < 0.1. In inset (b) a comparison of
the results for simulations with different in-plane sizes is made, showing a further
finite-size effect which depends on the change in Tm and causes a residual slope of
G(sA)/A even after the complete formation of an interface.
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The results of calculations with different supercell sizes are reported in Tab. 5.2,
where the best estimate of γsl and of the statistical and finite-size errors(∆γ
stat
sl
and ∆γfssl respectively) are shown. ∆γ
stat
sl is computed as the root mean square
deviation between 10 independent simulations of 107 timesteps each. The results
of a run using two CVs is also reported for comparison.
# atoms (cell) γsl (∆γ
stat
sl ,∆γ
fs
sl )
S1 (2D) 2352 (7× 7× 12) 0.37(0.01)
S2 (1D) 384 (4× 4× 6) 0.39(0.0008,0.04 )
S3 (1D) 512 (4× 4× 8) 0.39(0.001,0.02)
S4 (1D) 768 (4× 4× 12) 0.39(0.002,0.01)
S5 (1D) 1024 (4× 4× 16) 0.39(0.002,0.009)
S6 (1D) 1280 (4× 4× 20) 0.39(0.003,0.01)
S7 (1D) 1200 (5× 5× 12) 0.386(0.003,0.006 )
S8 (1D) 2352 (7× 7× 12) 0.370(0.002,0.005)
S9 (1D) 6480 (9× 9× 20) 0.360(0.003,0.003)
Table 5.2: Value of γsl and its error calculated for different supercell
sizes with both 1D and 2D MTD. The error for the 1D MTD is reported
as (∆γstatsl ,∆γ
fs
sl ), where ∆γ
stat
sl and ∆γ
fs
sl are the statistical and systematic error
respectively, as defined in the text. For all sets of parameters, ten independent
runs have been performed, each 107 steps long.
5.4.2.1 A simple model to estimate finite size correction
Given that the origin of the systematic error can be qualitatively explained by an
effective increase of the melting temperature for small supercells, it is possible to
develop a simple model to estimate this correction. Though the model proposed
contains some elements of arbitrariness, it is useful to extract a better value
for γsl from smaller supercells, thus further reducing the computational cost of
simulations.
The first step towards the construction of such a model is to write, similarly to
what has been done in Sec. 5.2.1, an expression for the Gibbs free-energy G of
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a system containing Ns solid particles and Nl liquid particles with Ns +Nl = N
separated by an interface. The system is held at temperature T and pressure p.
For this case, the Gibbs free-energy reads:
G∗s|l = Nlµl(p, T ) +Nsµs(p, T ) + γsl(T )A, (5.11)
where µs(l) is the chemical potential of the solid(liquid) atoms. For T = Tm,
this expression clearly reduces to Eq. 5.2. This expression can be rewritten in a
slightly different form considering the difference in chemical potential between a
liquid and a solid atom ∆µ = µl − µs and substituting Nl = Nxl where xl is the
liquid fraction, giving:
G∗s|l = Nµl(p, T ) +Nxl∆µ(p, T ) + γsl(T )A. (5.12)
Up to this point, no assumption has been made, except that it is possible to
constrain the system in this way although it is not at T = Tm. To proceed further
some simplification are necessary, which will be clearly stated and justified. First
of all it is possible to use an expression such Eq. 4.11 in order to write the
difference in chemical potential as a function of undercooling (reported again
here for clarity):
∆µ = Lm
(
1− T
Tm
)
, (5.13)
where Lm > 0 is the latent heat of melting. This expression comes from the
solution of the Gibbs-Helmoltz equation under the assumption that Lm is constant
with temperature close to Tm, which is a very good approximation for the low
undercoolings calculated here (see Tab. 5.3). Another approximation that one
can make is to consider γsl constant with temperature close to the melting point.
Although this approximation is less justified, the value of dγsl
dT
≈ 0.5 calculated
from the published data in Ref. (98) shows that the temperature dependence of γsl
is negligible at the very low level of undercoolings ( <= 1%) associated with the
system-size effects found. The third and probably most important approximation,
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# atoms (cell) γsl γ
corrected
sl
T correctedm −T bulkm
T bulkm
(%)
768 (4× 4× 12) 0.39 0.35 +1.2
1200 (5× 5× 12) 0.386 0.354 +0.8
2352 (7× 7× 12) 0.370 0.356 +0.3
Table 5.3: Values of γsl and Tm as estimated by applying Eq. 5.15 to
account for size-dependency.
which comes directly from the qualitative interpretation of the finite slope of the
plateau region for small supercells, is to measure the liquid atomic fraction via
the value of the CV. The simplest expression one can write down in this sense is:
xl =
ss − sA
ss − sl . (5.14)
Clearly, at least at the extreme values of sA, the expected behaviour is correct:
when all the atoms in region A of the supercell are solid one obtains sA = ss which
gives xl = 0, while when region A contains only liquid atoms sA = sl and xl = 1.
Within these extremes, a linear interpolation is used but other extrapolation
schemes might be considered. Finally, recalling that when region A is completely
solid no interface is present, it is possible to write G = Gminimum = Nµs (where
Gminimum is the minimum of the 1D-FES previously discussed). Thus, combining
Eqs. 5.11,5.13,5.14 one obtains:
∆G∗s|l = G
∗
s|l −Gminimum = N
ss − sA
ss − sl Lm
(
1− T
Tm
)
+ γslA. (5.15)
It is important to note here that in the 1D simulations previously presented
only one-half of the cell is effectively allowed to melt and solidify, thus N in
Eq. 5.15 is not the number of particles but only half of it. Eq. 5.15 has been
used to fit the curves for the 4x4x12,5x5x12 and 7x7x12 simulations supercells of
Fig. 5.9(b), leaving Tm and γsl as fitting parameters. The results of this procedure
are reported in Tab. 5.3
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By construction the correction is always in the right direction. However, it
should be appreciated that also its magnitude, despite all the assumptions made
in its derivation, is well estimated. In fact, starting from different values for γsl,
the finite-size-corrected values γcorrectedsl are all very close to each other and to the
the value of γsl calculated for the biggest studied system (for which no finite-size
correction is expected, representing the bulk limit). With respect to this latter
value, the discrepancies calculated with the smaller supercells are reduced from
8%,7% and 3% to below 4%, 2% and 0.8% for the 4x4x12,5x5x12 and 7x7x12
system, respectively. A further confirmation of the fact that this model takes
into account the correct effects comes from the calculated melting temperatures
as a function of size (and x-axis/z-axis ratio), derived from the fitting of Eq. 5.15
to the simulation data. Coexistence simulations (later described in Sec. 6.3.1)
performed with the 5x5x12 supercell show that T correctedm is a better estimate of
Tm rather than the bulk value T
bulk
m used in the MTD simulations reported here.
Instead, for the bigger 7x7x12 supercell solid and liquid coexist at both T bulkm
and T correctedm for simulations as long as 10
7 steps with no visible solidification or
melting, probably due to the fact that the solidification(melting) velocity under
these very low supercooling or superheating conditions is too low to be observed
on this timescale. On the other hand, for the smaller 4x4x12 supercell irreversible
and random solidification or melting is observed depending on the specific starting
conditions for both T bulkm and T
corrected
m . In both cases, it is impossible to define
Tm with an uncertainty below |T bulkm − T correctedm | by the direct observation of
solidification or melting employed here, and the Tm correction predicted by the
fitting cannot be tested.
5.4.3 Comparison with other methods
With the aid of Tab. 5.2, the relative merits of the proposed technique can be
discussed. First of all it can be seen that the calculated value for the (100) surface
is very close to the ones calculated by CFM(0.369±0.008) and CM ((0.371±0.003)
in Ref.(98) and (0.34 ± 0.02) in Ref.(152)). Although it is not possible to make
a direct comparison with CNT (because only an averaged value for γsl, γ
avg
sl for
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all possible orientations is given) it is pointed out that their value of γavgsl =
0.302± 0.002 is much lower than the one calculated here.
The anisotropy in γsl surely accounts for part of the difference, as the (110) and
(111) surfaces have a lower γsl (154). However, given the values for the anisotropy
reported in the literature for this system (154), it is suggested that any effect due
to the anisotropy is too small to reduce the discrepancies within the statistical
accuracy. The fact that the value calculated by CNT is much lower than both
the one calculated here and that of the CFM and CM may also be due to the
curvature and temperature dependence of γsl; CNT is the only method dealing
with curved interfaces at a temperature below the equilibrium Tm, as noted in
(129). It is necessary to highlight here that the calculations presented here do
not neglect the pV term as done in the first version of the CM approach(152),
but a free-energy higher than that calculated by CNT is still recovered. This
should rule out the possibility, as supposed in Ref. (129), that relaxations in
volume during the formation of the interface could be another explanation for
the discrepancies in γsl.
In part, the existence of a small discrepancy between results of CMs, CFM
and the present work, which rely on similar thermodynamic assumptions, can
be explained in terms of differences in the technical details of the calculations.
For instance, in some of the CM calculations temperature control has been im-
plemented by a non-standard velocity-rescaling method, which might affect the
accuracy of sampling of the canonical ensemble. In the present work, the best
possible effort has been made to highlight all the possible sources of statistical
and systematic error, to facilitate further comparison. In any case, the discrep-
ancy between different numerical approaches is negligible when compared to the
errors affecting experiments, which can give results differing by as much as 150%
(see Tab. 3.1 for reference). Hence, any of the aforementioned techniques can be
extremely valuable in assisting the interpretation of experimental data and the
development of new materials.
The small system size required for the method described here will be a par-
ticular advantage, since system size is by far the biggest limitation in applying
more sophisticated potentials. Reliable results are obtained with system as small
as about 1000 atoms, about two order of magnitude smaller than required by
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both CFMs and CNT. CMs require a few thousand atoms, so the advantage is
less impressive. However, it must be remarked that the lower bound attainable
by CM is most likely set by the need to mitigate hysteresis effects, while with the
MTD approach proposed here this is not an issue, and the limiting factor here
will be the kind of interactions between interfaces that are inevitable in all total
energy calculations based on PBCs.
In view of the large experimental inaccuracies in the measure of γsl (see
Tab. 3.1) even simple empirical potentials would already lead to a quantitative
improvement of the knowledge of γsl. To demonstrate this point, it will be later
discussed in Sec. 6 the case of Pb described with two simple many-body potentials
based on the Second Moment Approximation. This specific case has been chosen
because for Pb the experimental techniques give results in complete disagreement
between each other. Nevertheless, it may be that the accuracy or information
given by a self-consistent electronic structure method is desired for the interfa-
cial free-energy calculation, in which case the present approach would still be a
promising candidate. With high performance computers, simulating a few hun-
dred atoms for several hundred picoseconds is within the reach of present, widely
used molecular dynamics methods employing so-called ab initio (electronic den-
sity functional) techniques for the calculation of interatomic forces. This would
probably result in better predictive power and smaller overall errors despite the
possibility of mild finite-size effects.
With a view to performing calculations with more sophisticated potentials, MTD
offers a further advantage over the other techniques. One could implement a pro-
cess of iterative refining, whereby one performs a sequential set of calculations
with potentials of increasing sophistication and computational cost, in order to
reduce the burden of levelling the FES. In fact, the major features of the FES can
be captured by the use of very simple potentials reproducing the nearest neigh-
bour bonding in the real material. This first level FES, G(0)(s), could then be
used as the initial bias for a second MTD run, to be performed with a more accu-
rate (and expensive) potential. At this stage, one will have the much easier task
of correcting the discrepancy between G(0)(s) and the FES of the new potential,
G(1)(s). This scheme could be repeated with increasingly accurate potentials.
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5.5 Conclusions
In the present chapter, a novel approach to the calculation of the solid-liquid
interface free-energy γsl was presented. In order to assess its validity and limita-
tions, its application has been first discussed in the case of γsl for the (100) surface
of a Lennard-Jones solid in contact with its liquid, a model system for which a
wide literature is available for comparison. The method is based on the definition
of a new order parameter, which is designed to identify FCC-ordering of atoms in
the orientation of choice, compatible with the PBCs, and uses MTD simulations
to estimate free-energy differences between the bulk phases and configurations
where macroscopically flat interfaces are present. The obtained results for γsl are
in good agreement with previously proposed methods. Moreover, the technique
presented here is shown to be very robust and to offer several advantages com-
pared to previous approaches discussed in the literature. It requires fewer atoms
than those methods based on macroscale approximations, such as measuring cap-
illary fluctuations or the critical nucleation radius, while being less affected by
hysteresis than cleavage methods, since the interface is created and destroyed
several times during each simulation as equiprobable sampling of the free-energy
surface is approached. Different sources of error, and how they can be controlled,
are discussed at length. In particular, it is shown that the presented approach
is effective even for supercells containing fewer than 1000 atoms, with finite-size
errors whose importance can be gauged easily. For this reason, it is speculated
that it would be possible to perform an ab initio calculation of γsl, at the level
of electronic density functional theory, at least in the near future. To this end, it
is here suggested that an iterative refinement scheme, which starts with a biased
free-energy surface computed from a semi-empirical potential, could be a helpful
starting point for obtaining converged results within reasonable computational
time.
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6The solid-liquid interface
free-energy of Pb: comparison of
theory and experiments
6.1 Introduction
Given the difficulty in completely satisfying all the necessary requirements for
a correct, unbiased experimental evaluation of γsl, as previously described in
Sec. 3.5.2 of this thesis, it is not surprising that experimental values for γsl in a
metal can differ widely depending on the experimental technique used. In prac-
tice, nucleation experiments give values for γsl which are usually much smaller
than the ones determined by other techniques, a trend usually explained by invok-
ing either some degree of heterogeneous nucleation or the temperature dependence
of γsl (117). As nucleation rate experiments measure γsl at T = Tnucleation < Tm,
some models have been developed to correct for the temperature dependence of
γsl (see for example Ref. (192)) in order to extrapolate its value at Tm. However,
once more these methods are based on specific assumptions, whose validity has
still not been thoroughly tested. Moreover, although this correction tends to de-
crease the discrepancies with other experiments, this is not always the case, as
for the example of Pb discussed here.
To clarify the origins of the discrepancies and to assess the validity of the dif-
ferent experimental methods, reliable theoretical values would be of great help.
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Given the level of accuracy of currently available simple many-body potentials
for metals (11; 12; 178), it is fair to say that it is possible to calculate γsl with
an accuracy of around 30-40% (181). Though better energy descriptions, like
those offered by ab-initio techniques, have to be used to improve this figure, the
computational power needed by current atomistic techniques to calculate γsl is
still very high and use of such accurate potentials, even in conjunction with the
MTD-based approach previously described, would still be a very large computa-
tional task. However, considering that for the case of Pb and other simple FCC
metals the reported value of γsl have a spread three or four times larger then the
accuracy achievable with simple potentials, the latter can be used to assess the
validity of different experimental measures and possibly shed light on the sources
of their discrepancy.
In this chapter, the viability of this approach is demonstrated by computing via
atomistic simulations the value of γsl for Pb with two different simple many-body
potentials using the MTD-based approach previously described in Sec. 5. The
calculated value are critically compared with the reported experimental data ob-
tained from three different techniques, NR, Depression of Melting Point (DMP)
and Contact Angle (CA) experiments.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. In Sec. 6.2 a brief descrip-
tion of the specifics of the experiments used to calculate γsl for Pb and their
results is presented (a more general description was given in Sec. 3.5.2). Dis-
crepancies between different values are discussed and their possible sources are
highlighted. In Sec. 6.3 the computational details of the reported atomistic sim-
ulations are given. In Sec. 6.4, results from simulations are presented and their
agreement with experiments is discussed. Some suggestions regarding a possible
reassessment of experiments not in line with the theoretical prediction are given.
Finally, the main results of the paper are summarised.
6.2 Review of reported experimental data
In the case of Pb, three different type of measurements have been reported in the
literature to calculate γsl: NR, DMP and CA experiments. In NR experiments,
CNT is used to analyse the nucleation rate in small liquid droplets. Apart from
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the assumptions of CNT already discussed in Sec. 3.5.2, one more step taken by
Turnbull (118) to extract γsl in Pb, was to consider that transport to the interface
occurs via an energy barrier similar to that for viscous flow in the liquid. More
specifically, this corresponds to setting ∆FA = ∆Fviscous in the prefactor Γ of
Eq. 3.62c, leaving γsl as the only unknown value on which experimental data
were fitted. In this way, Turnbull’s (118) calculated γsl for Pb to be ≈ 33 mJ/m2,
while based on other experimental data Kelton (116) reports a value almost twice
as large, ≈ 60 mJ/m2. As noted by the authors of these studies, this value of
γsl is not necessarily the value one would obtain for a flat solid-liquid interface,
but rather for a curved, nanometer-sized nucleus. Early theoretical investigations
already showed some evidence that the two values might not be the same, but
the sign and magnitude of the correction is unclear as it depends on the theory
assumed, and the sign could even change depending on curvature (193). What
was not taken into consideration in the experimental estimations reported above,
but was later noticed by other authors, is that a correct analysis should take
into account the temperature dependence of γsl. For this reason, based on an
analysis proposed by Waseda and Miller (192) to calculate the excess entropy of
the interface, Jones (130) corrected Turnbull’s original data to get a value of γsl
(T = Tm) of ≈ 70 mJ/m2.
In the DMP experiments performed for the case of Pb by Coombes (137),
nanometer-sized crystals were grown on an inert substrate by vapour deposition
in vacuo, using both silicon monoxide and carbon as substrates. Subsequently,
upon heating, the onset of melting was detected by looking at electron diffraction
patterns of the crystals. The reported value for γsl obtained in this way is γsl =
40 ± 7 mJ/m2. The assumptions of an isotropic γsl and a melting transition
starting from the surface probably constitute the main source of inaccuracy in
the determination of γsl (117). In particular, the presence of a substrate on
which crystals are deposited might induce a different type of melting mechanism
rather than surface melting, although the same results were obtained for the two
different substrates used in these experiments, in line with a homogeneous melting
mechanism as assumed in the theory. Finally, even though the diffraction patterns
did not show the presence of impurities, this means that their concentrations in
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the analysed samples is probably below 0.1%, but smaller quantities which can
affect the results might still be present.
The most recent method successfully applied to measure γsl in Pb is via CA
experiments, as reported by Chatain and Metois γsl (139). In this experiment,
millimeter sized droplets of Pb formed in a vacuum chamber were deposited on an
inert substrate and solidified. The final solidified droplets presented both (111)
and (100) facets connected by curved regions. Upon subsequent heating a liquid
with a specific contact angle started to form on these facets and this angle was
measured by in situ optical imaging. Particular care was taken to assure the
purity of the samples used and to verify the that the solid-liquid and the solid-
vapor interfaces were coplanar, a condition that must be met in order to use
Eq. 3.65 to calculate γsl. Given an estimate of the anisotropy of γsv for different
crystalline orientations and the value of γlv calculated from the equilibrium shape
of large liquid droplets, and combining these data with measurements of θC on
the (100) and (111) facets, γsl was directly estimated at the melting temperature,
giving a value of γsl(100) = 150± 70 mJ/m2 and γsl(111) = 160± 50 mJ/m2.
At this point, the reader notices that the values measured via CA experi-
ments are about three to four times larger than those calculated by both NR
and DMP. To explain these differences, one cannot invoke the temperature de-
pendence of γsl because this has been taken in consideration by Jones (130) and
very large discrepancies still persist between these two sets of experimental tech-
niques. Moreover, contrary to the trend for most other metals (see Tab. 3.1),
DMP experiments give a value for γsl which is on the low side of the range of re-
ported NR data and thus in even stronger disagreement with CA measurements.
Although it can be said that both NR and DMP values are still consistent within
experimental accuracy, it is not possible on the basis of experimental data alone
to understand which of the three set of experiments gives an accurate value for
γsl. The atomistic simulations presented in the next sections aim to shedding
light on this problem.
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6.3 Atomistic calculations: methodological de-
tails
The crucial ingredient in every atomistic simulation, which sets the level of accu-
racy of the results, is the type of potential employed. In this study, two different
type of potentials are used. One is a Gupta-type potential (194), referred from
now on as GU, developed by Cleri and Rosato (15) and used to describe both
solid and liquid properties (195). The other, developed by Landa and co-workers
(196), is a Finnis-Sinclair (FS) potential (11), hereafter referred to as FS. Both
potentials are many-body potentials based on the second-moment approximation
of the tight binding Hamiltonian (36) and thus share the same functional form
of the EAM potentials presented in Sec. 3.2.2.1 1, which is repeated here for ease
of consultation and clarity:
E =
∑
i=1
Fi(ρi) +
1
2
∑
i,j 6=i
Vij. (6.1)
While both potentials have the same form for F given by:
Fi = −A√ρi, (6.2)
the difference is in the functions ρi and Vij, which for Gupta Potential (GU) are
given by the exponential functions:
ρi =
∑
j 6=i
exp(−2q rij − r0
r0
) (6.3)
Vij = B exp(−prij − r0
r0
) (6.4)
and for FS are given by cubic splines of the form:
1This functional form is appropriate for a Finnis-Sinclair type of potential only for pure
elements. Multi-component systems have a more complicated form, see (197)
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ρi =
∑
j 6=i
∑
k
AkH(Rk − rij)(Rk − rij)3 (6.5)
Vij =
∑
k
akH(rk − rij)(rk − rij)3. (6.6)
The parameters appearing in Eq. 6.1-6.6 can be found in the cited literature.
The two potentials differ not only by the way ρi and Vij are treated, but also
in the way they have been fitted. In both potentials experimental data only are
used but FS includes the vacancy formation energy in its fitting. Above all, two
different experimental sets of data are used for the values of formation energies,
lattice parameters and elastic constants. In particular, the elastic constants for
Pb (reported in Tab. 6.1 for reference) used by Landa and co-workers are much
higher than those used in the fitting of GU. For details about the fitting proce-
dure and the performances of both potentials the reader is referred to the original
papers (15; 196).
GU FS
C11(eV/A˚
3) 0.29 0.347
C12(eV/A˚
3) 0.23 0.283
C44(eV/A˚
3) 0.09 0.1280
Ec(eV ) 2.043 2.037
a(A˚) 4.951 4.9095
Ev(eV ) Not used 0.500
Table 6.1: Comparison of the experimental data included in the fitting
of GU and FS, as reported in (15; 196). C11,C12 and C44 are the three
independent elastic constants for cubic structures and are clearly lower in GU,
while the cohesive energy EC and the lattice parameter a are the same for both
within about 1%. The vacancy formation energy EV has been included in fitting
FS but not GU.
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The first important step for an atomistic calculation of γsl is to compute the
melting temperature of Pb, T potentialm , predicted by the two many-body potentials
employed to describe the energetics of the system. For this purpose, a series of
MD simulations is performed at constant pressure and temperature conditions.
A coloured-noise thermostat (63) was used to control temperature. To perform
constant pressure simulations, variable-cell dynamics was implemented using a
Langevin-piston barostat(65) and a friction of γB = 2 ps
−1. The numerical inte-
gration of the equation of motion was performed using a velocity Verlet algorithm
(9) with a timestep of 4 fs; this value gave negligible drift of the conserved quan-
tity in our calculations. Supercell sizes of 5x5x12 FCC unit cells, corresponding to
1200 atoms, were employed. This is a system size for which well converged results
for the type of calculations performed here is expected, provided size effects on the
melting temperature of the system are taken into account to exclude free-energy
contributions from undercooling, as previously discussed in Sec. 5.4.2. PBCs were
applied in all three dimensions. The supercells were oriented with FCC [001] cell
vectors parallel to the Cartesian axes, with the longest side parallel to z, and were
rescaled to a volume consistent with the equilibrium density of the solid at the
coexistence temperature. As explained in Sec. 5.3, in order to minimise internal
stresses when a solid-liquid interface is present in the simulation, the dimensions
of the supercell in the xy-plane were fixed and only the direction parallel to the
z-axis is allowed to vary.
6.3.1 Melting point via solidification speed extrapolation
In order to perform a theoretical calculation of γsl with the MTD-based ap-
proach previously described in Sec. 5, an accurate value of the predicted melting
temperature for GU and FS is needed. The technique chosen here is the zero-
solidification-velocity technique (198) which will be briefly described. A supercell
comprising solid and liquid is first generated via MD. This is accomplished by
overheating part of the cell while fixing the atomic positions in the crystal in the
other. Once a liquid is formed, the particles’ velocities are rescaled to a tempera-
ture Ttry and the constraint on the atoms in the crystalline half of the supercell is
removed. Then, a normal NPT simulation is performed. If Ttry < T
potential
m , while
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the simulation proceeds solidification occurs and the speed of the solidification
front can be monitored by looking at the variation in time of the total enthalpy of
the system, which will decrease, while the opposite will occur if Ttry > T
potential
m
1.
Proceeding in this way, a series of simulations at different temperatures can be
done in order to bracket the melting temperature, i.e. the temperature at which
the solidification speed goes to zero. It is important to stress that the melting
temperature for a small system can depend on size and will thus be different
from the bulk melting temperature, obtained from a convergence analysis vary-
ing the system size. However, the relevant temperature for calculating γsl is the
system-size dependent melting temperature and it is the only one which will be
calculated in this work. Just to give an idea, based on a theoretical evaluation of
size effects on model systems (199), for the system sizes presented here Tm can
be expected to be ≈ 1% higher than the bulk value.
The above analysis gives a value of TGUm = 502 ± 2 K and T FSm = 630 ±
2 K. These have to be compared with the experimental melting temperature
for Pb which is 600.61 K (200). A few conclusions can be drawn here. As the
size dependence of Tm for the supercells considered here is only a second order
effect with respect to the quality of the potential, it can be said that FS gives
a much better agreement with experimental data. This fact could be expected
on the basis of the predicted latent heat of fusion, which for FS is closer to
the experimental value (Lexperimental = 4.81 kJ/mol, LFS = 5.28 kJ/mol and
LGU = 4.03 kJ/mol). If the entropy of melting is taken as a constant independent
of the potential (which is the case for most FCC metals, for which ∆Sm is close
to that of the hard sphere system (128)), and considering that Tm =
Lm
Sm
, it is
clear that the large underestimation of Lm can be seen as the cause of a similar
discrepancy between Tm and T
GU
m .
1Note that the melting temperature is not the melting temperature of the real system
(Tm) but rather the melting temperature of the system described by the potential used for the
simulations (T potentialm ).
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6.3.2 Computational details of MTD calculations
Calculation of γsl via an MTD-based approach has been discussed in detail in
Sec. 5 and the notation used in the following will be drawn from there, unless
specified differently. The calculations presented here employ a single CV and
the so-called ”well-tempered” formalism as discussed for the case of the Lennard-
Jones potential previously reported. The setup of these calculations is here re-
peated for clarity and self consistency of this chapter. In the 1D MTD approach,
one half of the simulation supercell is forced to remain solid with its (100) face
perpendicular to the z-axis by putting a potential wall on sA while the other is
free to melt and solidify. The potential wall has the form Vwall = k(
s−slimit
ǫ
)n, with
k = 50.0 eV, ǫ = 0.01, n = 4 and slimit = 0.65. The deposition rate of the gaus-
sians is 10 meV/ps at a biassing factor α = 50 and a starting value of the gaussian
height of 0.01 eV while their width is set to 0.015. The parameters describing the
order parameter used to build the CV are R1 = 4.0 A˚ and R0 = 4.3 A˚, chosen so
as to encompass the typical distance of first neighbours in Pb for both solid and
liquid states. The MTD simulations were performed using the DL POLY code
(version 2.18, (188)), patched using the PLUMED(189) cross-platform plugin.
6.4 Results and discussion
6.4.1 Qualitative analysis of the FES
The FES reconstructed via the MTD simulations are reported in Fig. 6.2 A,B
for the GU and FS potential, respectively. From a qualitative point of view,
the FES in Fig. 6.2 A is identical to those observed in the previous chapter for
the Lennard-Jones potential, presenting only a deep minima corresponding to a
completely solid state at s = 0.79 and a large plateau where the FES is constant
corresponding to different extensions of the liquid region. A similar although
qualitatively different situation instead is visible in Fig. 6.2 B where together
with a deep minima (now at s = 0.75) and the plateau region, a shoulder is
clearly visible at s ≈ 0.4. While the minima still correspond to the supercell
being in a completely solid state, careful investigation of the supercell state at
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s = 0.4 shows that this point corresponds to both a flat solid-liquid interface
and a configuration similar to a grain-boundary. At values of s closer to 0, the
system assumes the normal solid-liquid interface configuration. In the simulations
with GU the solid starts to nucleate a liquid region that continuously grows until
half the cell is completely liquid, as for the case of the Lennard-Jones potential
studied presented in Sec. 5. FS behaved differently, frequently taking an alternate
transformation path as shown in Fig. 6.1.
In this path, the completely solid system first starts to disorder a few lattice
planes (Fig. 6.1 (a)) and then a transition back to a solid state occurs. However,
a grain-boundary is formed (Fig. 6.1 (b)), as this new solid has a different orien-
tation with respect to the one present in the other half of the simulation supercell,
which is locked in the original orientation by Vwall. Finally, when the CV further
decreases towards 0, the system again completely disorders and forms a half-
solid/half-liquid supercell (Fig. 6.1 (c)). The solid region that forms for s ≈ 0.4
has a periodicity which is not compatible with the periodic boundary conditions
of the supercell and thus a highly defective and strained solid is generated.
The presence of grain-boundary-like configurations is probably due to some
artifact in FS, as one would expect that such configurations should never form as
they should be much higher in energy. In fact, by taking a snapshot with a grain
boundary generated by the FS potential and continuing the simulation with the
GU potential the grain boundary is highly unstable and immediately dissolves
into a liquid.
The artifact described above certainly calls for some caution in using the
FS potential for this type of simulation. However, as at s ≈ 0 the system still
corresponds to a partially liquid and partially solid state, it is possible to extract
from these calculations an estimate of γsl. As any point in the plateau region
close to s ≈ 0 is an equivalent estimator of the free-energy of a state where a
solid-liquid interface is present, the difference between Gminimum and G(s = 0.15)
is taken to estimate the excess free energy of the interface. This specific choice
can induce a bias in the calculated value of γsl if a perfectly flat region is not
present. To take this into account, similarly to what was done is Sec. 5.4.2, an
error defined as |G(0.1)−G(0.2)| has been added to the statistical error. Divided
by the cross sectional area of the simulation supercell, this gives an estimate of
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Figure 6.1: A possible transformation path taken by the simulations with a FSP leading to the formation
of a grain-boundary-like configuration. In these snapshots, atoms are coloured according to their value of the local
order parameter whose average defines the CV in the simulation. Atoms in a solid like environment are coloured in blue
(φi ≈ 0.75) and with decreasing φi the colour shadows to white (φi ≈ 0.4) and finally red for liquid like environments
(φi ≈ 0.0). In (a) the solid at the beginning of the transition is shown, where the disorder is still relatively small.
In the bottom right corner the formation of some rows of atoms with a different orientation can be observed. In (b),
when s ≈ 0.4, the formation of a grain-boundary-like configuration with a highly defective solid is shown and finally
(c) (corresponding to s = 0.1 ) shows the complete formation of a liquid phase and the presence of a clear solid-liquid
interface
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γsl of 36 ± 3 mJ/m2 and 53 ± 5 mJ/m2 for γGUsl and γFSsl , respectively, for the
simulated (100) interface. These values represent the average of γsl obtained from
4 different simulations for each of the two potential, and the reported statistical
uncertainty is the mean-square-root deviation of these sets of data.
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Figure 6.2: Reconstructed FES for the solid-liquid transition. (a) FES
for the solid-liquid transition as reconstructed using GU, where the typical mini-
mum+plateau configuration as expected from simpler model potentials is observed.
(b) as in (a) but using FS. In this case one more feature appears in the FES, mani-
fested as a shoulder at s ≈ 0.4. This corresponds to the presence in the simulations
of transformations path involving the formation of grain-boundary-like configura-
tions.
The difference in γsl determined with the two potentials can be understood by
looking at their calculated Turnbull’s coefficient, following an analysis proposed
in (181). In his work on NR experiments, Turnbull empirically found a correlation
between the latent heat of fusion and a scaled interfacial free energy γ¯sl (repeated
here from Sec. 3.5.3 for clarity):
γ¯sl =
γsl
ρ
2/3
s ,
= CTLm (6.7)
where ρs is the number density of a given element in the solid phase, Lm is the
latent heat of melting and CT is Turnbull’s coefficient. In view of Eq. 6.7 and
given that LGUm /L
FS
m = 0.76, one expects a similar value for the ratio between the
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predicted γsl. Indeed, from the simulation results one obtains γ
GU
sl /γ
FS
sl = 0.68,
showing that the different heat of melting at least partially accounts for the
differences in γsl. Another way to analyse these data is that of calculating their
value of CT rather than assuming it constant, as has been done above to evaluate
the expected differences in γsl induced by Lm. Turnbull’s early experiments set
the value of this coefficient at 0.45 for simple FCC metals, but more recent and
accurate evaluations give a value of CT in the range [0.49− 0.60] (116; 143; 144)
(Turnbull’s also realised his value for CT was probably a lower bound, as NRs
usually underestimate γsl). In good agreement with these recent estimates (and
with other simulations data for similar systems (201)), an analysis of the MTD
simulations shows that for FS and GU one finds values of CT equal to 0.60 and
0.52 respectively.
6.4.2 Comparison of theory and experiment
The calculated values of γsl fall within the values obtained via different sets of
NR experiments and both agree within the statistical uncertainty with data from
DMP. They are also close to the value of 57± 4 mJ/m2 reported by Asta (124),
who used both a different computational technique (the so-called CFM (156))
and a different potential for Pb. As results from CFM have been shown to nicely
agree with those from MTD calculations reported in the literature (see Sec. 5.4.3),
the most probable cause of discrepancy with γGUsl can be attributed simply to the
difference in the potentials. The potential used by Asta for CFM calculations of
Pb was developed by Ercolessi using both experimental and ab initio data in the
fitting database (202).
One fact worthy of notice is that the spread in the theoretical values, as previ-
ously claimed, is much smaller than that from experiments and can thus be used
to assess them. Given the present accuracy achievable with simple many-body
potentials it is not possible to give an assessment of the validity of the (empir-
ical) correction on the NR data to account for the temperature dependence of
γsl. However, we notice that the theoretical values lies between the corrected
and uncorrected values reported in the literature and they might indicate that
the correction proposed by Jones (130) is somewhat larger than the temperature
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dependence. The robustness of the results obtained, supported both by two sets
of experimental data and other theoretical estimates, clearly shows that the data
obtained by the CA technique overestimate the value of γsl by a factor of 3.
Given the complexity of this experiment and all the possible sources of error, as
outlined in Sec. 6.2, it is difficult to isolate a single cause for the discrepancies,
but some can be ruled out based on the fact that they would worsen the disagree-
ment with theory rather than correct it. The solid-liquid interface might form a
small meniscus under the solid-vapour plane but a balance of forces show that
this would result in an underestimation rather than an overestimation of γsl. The
effect of impurities depends on their specific segregation behaviour. As specified
in (139), in the case of low melting metals, impurities and above all oxygen, tend
to segregate at the solid-vapour interface. This would reduce γsv in comparison to
its clean value, and consequently lead to an overestimate of γsl, if the clean value
of γsv were used in the Young equation. Moreover, great care has been taken in
these experiments to remove any possible impurity, as documented in (139), and
there is no real reason to suppose their effect plays any role in this case. Instead,
it is noted here that both γsv and γlv are needed to estimate γsl using Eq. 3.65. As
γlv is relatively easy to obtain by fitting the shape of a millimetre-sized droplet
to its theoretical value based on Laplace’s equation, the main candidate for a
possible discrepancy is γsv. In the discussed CA data, γsv was calculated using
the measured value of its own anisotropy from the shape of micrometre-sized solid
droplets under two different assumptions. The first is that, due to the small size
of the droplets studied, surface diffusion is enough to allow them to reach their
equilibrium shape, related to the anisotropy by the Wulff construction. There
is no reason to doubt this is not the case in these experiments, above all if one
considers that they are performed at temperatures very close to the melting point
and diffusion should thus be enhanced.
The second assumption made to calculate γsl is that the anisotropy in γsv is an
order of magnitude larger than the anisotropy of γsl, which can be thus assumed
to be zero. The consequences of this assumption can be understood by using the
following equation, obtained by combining Eq. 3.65 for three different crystalline
planes, the (100), (111) and a third, different plane (hkl) on which the wetting
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angle is 0.
γ100sl = γlv
(
γ100sv
γhklsv
− cos(θ100)
)
1− γ100sv
γhklsv
γhklsl
γ100sl
. (6.8)
Using the data reported in (139), one can calculate that γ
100
sv
γhklsv
= 0.986 and
γhklsv −γ100sv
γ111sv
= ∆sv = 0.015, where the value of |∆| can be regarded as a measure
of the anisotropy. Though direct data on Pb are not available in the literature,
for both other metals of the p-block like Al (176) and of the same period like
Au (198), |∆sl| ≈ |∆sv|, and γ
hkl
sl
γ100sl
< 1. This means that if one does not take
into account the anisotropy in γsl, the denominator in Eq. 6.8 is underestimated,
leading to a calculated γsl larger than the correct value. Although an exact cal-
culation of the correction requires knowledge of the values (hkl) considered in
(139), which where not reported, it should be appreciated that this correction
introduced including the anisotropy in γsl goes in the right direction.
Clearly, establishing the correct value of γsl for this system still requires more
effort both from the experimental and theoretical point of view. In particular, the
latter would greatly benefit from the use of more accurate potentials than those
under consideration in this paper in order to improve its accuracy. In the MTD
simulations reported here, about 106 steps were performed for a system of 1200
atoms. The total computational time spent for a single MTD calculation was
about 2 days on a single-processor. Given the low computational cost, these sim-
ulations could be immediately attempted either via Neural Networks (NN)-based
potentials (18) or Gaussian Approximated Potentials (GAPs) (17) recently pro-
posed in the literature, or using some higher order Bond-Order Potential (BOP)
(the one presented here can be regarded as second-order BOPs), as these more
complicated potentials roughly increase the computational time with respect of
the potentials used here by a factor of about 10. The situation is rather different
if one wants to use more expensive, and accurate, ab initio DFT-based (37) sim-
ulations, for which a crude estimate of the computational cost can be made using
data previously published in the literature. In calculating this estimate, the over-
head of computing the forces due to Vbias introduced by MTD can be completely
neglected, as this time is negligible compared to the solution of the Kohn-Sham
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equations (38) necessary for the propagation of the electronic degrees of freedom
(see Sec. 3.2.2.4). This means that in this case a MTD simulation has about the
same cost of a simpler MD simulation. Standard Born-Oppenheimer MD on a
metallic system (Fe) of about 1000 atoms have been reported in the literature
by Alfe’ (180). The cost of performing such simulations was 7.5 minute/step on
a cluster of 256 processors, which translates into an estimate of around 2x105
hours for one of the MTD simulations discussed here. Roughly, a factor of 5 can
be gained on this estimate by running a MTD simulation on top of a previously
generated FES with an approximate potential like the ones used in this paper, as
explained in Sec. 5.4.3. Moreover, using the technique proposed by Kuehne et al
(203) for an efficient propagation of the electronic degrees of freedom, a speed-
up factor of at least 10 is further expected. The final estimate for the required
time for a single MTD simulation of this kind is about 4000 hours running on
256 processors. Clearly, such a simulation still represents an extremely expen-
sive computational task, although more powerful computing facilities and better
scaling algorithms will make it feasible, possibly in the near future.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, atomistic calculations of the solid-liquid interfacial free-energy
via the MTD-based approach previously described in Sec. 5 are performed with
two simple many-body potentials for Pb, with the aim of providing accurate cal-
culations against which to evaluate the controversial experimental results. The
obtained results are compared with the available experimental data from three
different techniques, CA, NR and DMP experiments, and a prior theoretical es-
timation via CFM. The results are in good agreement with all but the first men-
tioned experimental technique, for which a reassessment of the result is suggested.
It is found that the most plausible source of discrepancy in this experiment is the
omission of a term depending on the anisotropy of γsl which cannot be ignored
for its correct evaluation. Based on values reported in the literature for similar
metals, including this anisotropy will lower γsl, reducing the discrepancy of CA
experiments with other reported values. Finally, it is suggested that a more ac-
curate assessment of the data could be done repeating the present calculations
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using more advanced formulations of the interatomic interactions, and a rough
estimate of the computational cost for these simulations is done for the case of
DFT-based techniques, showing that such calculations would be achievable only
in the future, provided more powerful computing facilities will be made available.
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7Conclusions
In the multiscale approach towards the study of solidification that is needed to
develop new alloys, atomistic techniques can be used to calculate accurate and
reliable parameters for microstructural models. This approach has its advantages,
namely it (i) reduces the amount of experimental work needed in the develop-
ment of these models, (ii) gives access to quantities difficult or impossible to
obtain from experiments, (iii) can obtain more accurate data in situations where
experimental measures are complicated and (iv) gives more control over the dif-
ferent parameters concurring to determining the value of these data, allowing for
a clearer understanding of trends in the data. Within this context, two novel
methods have been developed in this thesis, one aiming at an atomistic calcula-
tions of solid and liquid bulk-free energy as a function of composition with highly
accurate potentials and one aiming at an atomistic calculation of the solid-liquid
interfacial free-energy.
Using a Free Energy Perturbation (FEP) approach it has been shown that,
starting with a relatively inexpensive semi-classical potential, one should be able
to achieve ab initio accuracy (at the level of Density Functional Theory (DFT))
on the calculation of G(x) in solid and liquid phases, for both pure elements
and concentrated alloys, in a computationally feasible and efficient way. This
approach extends the capabilities of free-energy calculations relevant to solid-
liquid equilibria beyond the use of simple potentials or limiting regimes such
as the infinite dilution regime in which other accurate, ab initio approaches had
been presented previously in the literature. In this way, the full solid-liquid phase
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boundaries can be built with ab initio accuracy even for those regions where the
concentration of impurities is non-negligible. In fact, the main problem with the
latter is that it is impossible at present, due to their high computational cost, to
include the effects of the configurational degrees of freedom introduced in a system
whenever different atomic species are present. The FEP method presented here
bypasses this restriction by calculating this contribution with a starting, classical
potential, and calculating only an ab initio correction to the obtained value rather
than the full configurational effects on the free-energy from scratch. Reasons for
the fast convergence of the perturbation calculations presented here have been
given with the aid of previous theoretical models presented in the literature. The
FEP approach described here requires a good starting potential for its use to be
feasible, that reproduces the ab initio energy within an error of a few meV/atom.
Translated into phase diagrams, this means that for a typical metal one can
obtain the ab initio correction in a feasible computational time when the phase
coexistence line is estimated with the starting potential with an accuracy within
100-200 K. Clearly, the correction introduced is still very large in relation to
technological applications.
Using a technique called Metadynamics (MTD), a novel approach to the cal-
culation of γsl has been presented and discussed. Based on the definition of a Col-
lective Variable (CV) developed here to specifically study crystal-melt transitions
which pass through the formation of a flat interface, a Free Energy Surface (FES)
is reconstructed which, under equilibrium conditions, can be used to extract the
value of γsl. The method has been developed and its properties discussed using
first a simple Lennard-Jones potential. This potential has been used because it is
not only computationally inexpensive, but also because all other previously pro-
posed techniques have been tested with it and thus data are available for compari-
son. In this way, many advantages of this new approach have been demonstrated:
it is simple to implement, robust and free of hysteresis problems, it allows a rig-
orous and unbiased estimate of the statistical uncertainty and it returns a good
estimate of the thermodynamic limit with system sizes of just a few hundred
atoms. Moreover, it has been shown how the accuracy of this estimate can be
further improved using a simple model to explain finite size-corrections. The pos-
sibility of obtaining relatively accurate values with small system sizes is probably
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the main advantage of this approach when compared to the few other techniques
presented in the literature, especially when one aims at using realistic and specific
models of interatomic forces, which are computationally very expensive. The use
of more complicated potentials clearly increase the range of systems for which
accurate theoretical values for γsl can be obtained. This is of great importance
especially in the case where experimental data are inconsistent. This last point
has been shown by performing calculations of γsl using two realistic many-body
potentials for the case of pure Pb, where experimental values differ by more than
100%. Despite the differences in the two potentials, the discrepancies between the
obtained values are shown to be much less than those for experimental data, and
the computed value of γsl has thus been used to assess the experimental results.
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8Future Work
In a multi-scale modelling approach to casting, the grand goal of atomistic simula-
tions would be an accurate, possibly ab initio calculation of solid and liquid bulk
and interfacial free-energy for both pure and multi-component systems. When
the work presented in this thesis started three years ago, it can be fairly said
there was no clear route towards this aim. It seems now that such challenge can
be faced, thanks both to the work presented here and to some other theoreti-
cal developments in the field of computational materials science (17; 18; 204).
This would still be a very complicated task to accomplish and clearly some more
preliminary work, especially in potential development, is needed. However, the
foundation theory for such steps is now available and below I will describe the
next steps I feel should be taken. Moreover, suggested possible extensions of the
method developed to calculate γsl to other problems in materials science is made
at the end of this section.
The ab initio calculation of free-energy as a function of composition for both
bulk solid and liquid phases can be done using the technique proposed in Chapter
4 of this thesis. Good starting potentials, which nevertheless overestimate or
underestimate melting lines by a factor of 100-200 K, are already available in the
literature for quite a few technologically relevant alloys. Their use with the FEP
approach is being pursued, and first calculations are being tried for the Pb-Cu
system for which accurate experimental data are available for comparison.
The problem which still remains the most challenging is that of an accurate
calculation of γsl. In this case, two different routes are identifiable, which dif-
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fer in the way that ab initio accuracy is achieved. These routes both involve
a technique developed by Frolov and Mishin (204) that allows calculation of γsl
versus composition through direct integration of the Gibbs adsorption equation.
This technique, which has been proven to give converged results with small sys-
tem sizes of about ≈ 103 atoms, needs as a starting reference the calculation of
γsl for pure elements. Such a starting reference can now be obtained for sys-
tems of similar sizes using the MTD-based approach presented here. One way
to achieve ab initio accuracy would be to apply a FEP approach similar to that
presented in Chapter 4 to correct the excess free-energy curves determined via
Frolov and Mishin’s integration using a cheap starting potential. This should be
viable provided the interface excess free-energy is already well calculated with
the starting potential, which allows a fast convergence of the perturbative ap-
proach. However, while for bulk properties semi-classical many-body potentials
work reasonably well, interfacial properties are much more difficult to calculate
accurately, and the convergence of perturbative calculations might be too slow
for this route to be feasible. The second route to an accurate calculation of γsl
would involve direct ab initio calculations. The first step could be achievable,
although still computationally very expensive, for determining γsl for the pure
elements via metadynamics, the same cannot be said for the second step, the
integration of Gibbs adsorption equation, where Monte Carlo (MC) ab initio
calculations would have to be performed. For this reason, an intermediate step
involving the development of interatomic potentials that closely mimic DFT en-
ergy calculations would be needed. In this sense Neural Networks or Gaussian
Approximated Potential (GAP) potentials have shown extraordinary accuracy
and their very high flexibility in describing different environments probably make
them the most promising candidate for this job, even though their use with multi-
component systems remains to be demonstrated.
To conclude, a brief speculation about the metadynamics approach applied
to other interfaces is relevant. In particular, a problem to which the technique
presented here is directly applicable is that of calculating ∆γsl for sharp heteroge-
neous interfaces involving a system of particles in contact with a wall of a different,
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immiscible species. As for the homogeneous solid-liquid case for a single compo-
nent, in this case the difference in energy between the solid and liquid state (at
their bulk equilibrium temperature) would be entirely due to the different wall-
system interface present, which can be written as (γsolid−wall − γliquid−wall)A. This
quantity, rather than γsl itself, is the key ingredient for calculating the barrier
for heterogeneous nucleation. Moreover, free-energy differences calculated in this
way could be useful to investigate problems related to fluids in confined geome-
tries, such as for example capillary freezing. Another area of materials science
where one can envisage the use of the metadynamics approach presented here is
the calculation of grain-boundaries free-energies. In this case one cannot use the
same order parameter described in this thesis and one specialised to solid-solid
interfaces will have to be devised. For example, it is possible to imagine an or-
der parameter describing the rotation between two grain-boundaries and use it
to describe the twist grain-boundary case. Calculations of this kind would be
of great interest in materials science, especially considering the paucity of data
published on this topic in the literature, where most of the attempts have been
directed at calculating energies rather than free-energies, thus not including en-
tropic effects. At least in the case of metals, given the magnitude of the energies
involved, entropy plays a secondary role when studying the behaviour of grain
boundaries at low temperature. However, when considering the technologically
important high temperature regime, the differences between the energetic and
entropic contribution becomes smaller and could be important. Although within
the harmonic approximation including temperature effects needs only phonon
calculations, when moving close to the melting temperature anharmonic effects
should play a role and the use of an unbiased, flexible approach such as that
presented here would be particularly suitable. Studies in this direction are at the
moment at a preliminary stage and some candidate order parameters are being
implemented and tested.
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